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Contact Information 
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Note on encryption technologies 
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or export of encryption technologies, and current use, import, and export regulations should be 
followed when using, importing or exporting this product. 

Distribution 

Use, copying, and distribution of any EMC software described in this publication requires an 
applicable software license. 
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information is subject to change without notice. 
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Preface 

About This Guide 
This guide contains information that helps RSA® Archer™ eGRC Suite users 
understand the business need and use of the RSA Archer Risk Management solution. 
It is designed to be used with the RSA Archer eGRC Platform documentation set, 
and the RSA Archer Risk Management solution documentation set. 

RSA Archer eGRC Platform Documentation Set 
For information about the RSA Archer eGRC Platform, see the following 
documentation: 

Guide Description 

Administrator Guide Provides administrators with a system overview, 
guidelines for navigating, and detailed instructions for 
key tasks. 

Control Panel Guide Provides administrators with instructions for completing 
tasks in the release. 

Installation Guide Provides administrators the details of the steps required to 
plan for, prepare, install, configure, grant access to, and 
test the release. 

Migration Notes Provides network system administrators and database 
administrators information for upgrading from version 4.x 
to 5.x, including how to migrate existing functionality. 

Release Notes Provides administrators a detailed listing of new features, 
fixed issues, and known issues at the time of the current 
release. 

Sizing and Performance 
Guide 

Provides IT managers with a description of the possible 
configurations and outlines the considerations for sizing 
and performance when choosing a configuration. 

User Guide Provides end users with guidelines for navigating, 
detailed instructions for key tasks, and information about 
using communication tools. 

Web Services API 
Reference Guide 

Provides IT managers and programmers a list of the 
available web services for programmatically interfacing 
with the release. This guide provides formatting 
guidelines for field results, field inputs, and search inputs, 
and provides sample code for searching, adding and 
updating users, and updating assets. 
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You can access the 5.x documentation from the Documents page on the 
RSA Archer Community at 
https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ecosystem/rsa_archer. 

RSA Archer Risk Management Solution Documentation Set 
For information about the RSA Archer Risk Management solution, see the following 
documentation: 

Guide Description 

Release Notes Provides administrators and users information about the 
solution including information on fixed issues and known 
issues at the time of the current release. 

Practitioner Guide Provides users with industry information on the issues 
that the solution resolves, design information about the 
solution, and a use case highlighting how the solution 
works. 

Installation and 
Configuration Guide 

Provides administrators with instructions for installing 
and configuring the solution. 

 

You can access the solution documentation from the Documents page on the RSA 
Archer Exchange at 
https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ecosystem/rsa_archer_ 
exchange. 

Support and Service 
 

Customer Support 
Information 

http://rsa.com/node.aspx?id=1356 
 

Customer Support 
Email 

archersupport@rsa.com 
 

RSA Archer 
Community 

https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ 
ecosystem/rsa_archer 
 

RSA Archer 
Exchange 

https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ 
ecosystem/rsa_archer_exchange 

 

https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ecosystem/rsa_archer
https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ecosystem/rsa_archer_exchange
https://community.emc.com/community/connect/grc_ecosystem/rsa_archer_exchange
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The Community enables collaboration among eGRC clients, partners, and product 
experts. Members actively share ideas, vote for product enhancements, and discuss 
trends that help guide the RSA Archer product roadmap.  

The Exchange is an online marketplace dedicated to supporting eGRC initiatives. 
The Exchange brings together on-demand applications along with service, content, 
and integration providers to fuel the success of RSA Archer clients.  
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Chapter 1: Risk Management 

Risk Management 
The practice of risk management is pervasive across all geographies and industries, 
although the degree to which the practice is formalized and operates varies by 
geography, industry, and organization. 

Business Need 
Risk can be defined in many different ways. Most broadly, however, risk is the 
effect of uncertainty on an organization’s objectives. Risk is the product of the 
probability of an event and its consequence. Risk events are commonly considered to 
be negative outcomes that result in hard and soft costs. However, risk events also 
include opportunity costs, the cost of an opportunity or strategy forgone, and the loss 
of the benefits that could be received from the opportunity or strategy. 

All organizations aspire to practice good risk management in order to achieve each 
of their objectives in the most efficient, cost effective manner possible. Achieving 
any objective, whether it be maximizing profit from a new investment, ensuring an 
adequate infrastructure and pool of resources to generate, market, and deliver 
products and services, or minimizing regulatory fines and operating errors and 
losses, requires the practice of risk management.  

Organizations that practice good risk management tend to gain the following 
benefits: 

• Higher customer retention and growth 
• Improved loss control 
• Lower cost of capital and borrowing costs 
• More efficient capital utilization 
• Higher stock price and increased shareholder value 
• Lower risk transfer costs 
• Enhanced reputation and brand value 
• Greater job security and success of management 
• More accurate product pricing 
• Consistency with regulatory expectations 
• Protection of directors and officers from shareholder suits 
• Improved corporate governance and efficiency 

The larger and more complex an organization’s activities become, the more difficult 
it is for an organization to manage its risks. The RSA Archer Risk Management 
solution is designed to help organizations identify, assess, monitor, and manage their 
risks on an on-going basis in order to maximize the likelihood that desired objectives 
can be achieved.   
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Scope 
The following diagram depicts the layers of dependency operating within an 
organization in order for the organization to achieve its objectives.  

         
Each layer and its associated people, processes, and technologies is necessary to 
achieve the organization’s objectives. However, risks may arise within any one or 
more of these layers that threaten the organization’s ability to achieve its objectives. 
For example, some of these risks include: 

• Human errors 
• Internal or external fraud  
• Information security breaches 
• Disaster or Business Interruption 
• Violations of law and regulation 
• Product liability claims 
• Employee injuries 
• Employee litigation claims 
• Supply chain interruption 
• Third-party non-performance, 

error, or fraud 
• Property damage 
• Customer credit default 
• Inability to effectively market 

product 

• Manufacturing defects 
• Poorly designed processes and 

technologies  
• Failed M&A integration 
• Inadequate capital  or inability to 

raise capital 
• Political risk, domestic & foreign 
• Terrorism, civil unrest, war 
• Inadequate liquidity 
• Environmental damage 
• Inability to attract and retain 

qualified employees 
• Competition 
• Foreign currency fluctuation 
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• Income deterioration from interest 
rate changes 

• Deterioration in investment values 
• Inflation 

• Sub-optimal execution 
• Product obsolescence 
• Insufficient market demand 

 
It is through the organization’s risk management program that governance is 
provided to ensure that these layers of dependency are being effectively managed 
relative to each other and their risks in order to achieve objectives. The RSA Archer 
Risk Management solution is designed to assist risk management practitioners with 
this governance whether their focus is only on one type of risk or all risks across the 
organization. 

Standards 
Many risk management-related standards are available to inform practitioners about 
the process of risk management and risk management program design and execution. 
Examples of some common standards include: 

• AAIRM 
• BASEL II/III 
• COBIT 5 
• COSO ERM 
• ISO 27001 / 27005 
• ISO 31000 / 31010 
• M_o_R 
• NIST SP 800-30, 37, 39 & 53 
• PMI Practice Standard for Project Risk Management 
• Solvency II 

The practice of Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) is very closely related to 
enterprise risk management and some organizations may use the terms 
interchangeably or implicitly encompass GRC standards within their enterprise risk 
management program. The predominate GRC standard is reflected in the OCEG 
GRC Capability Model. 

Organizations building a risk management program will typically adopt pieces of 
one or more standards and tailor them to fulfill their specific risk management 
requirements. RSA Archer solutions are designed to accommodate whatever 
standard or hybrid standard that an organization may select. The out-of-the-box RSA 
Archer Risk Management solution addresses the broad principles outlined in ISO 
31000 and the OCEG GRC Capability Model. If needed, through configuration, 
organizations may tailor their RSA Archer solutions to accommodate any unique 
requirement not addressed out-of-the-box, including turning on and off features if 
and when needed. 
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Terminology 
There is a large amount of terminology used in the field of risk management. 
Unfortunately, there is no absolute common agreement on many of these terms, and 
many definitions vary by risk management standard, industry, regulatory body, and 
by organization. Terms and definitions also change over time as risk management 
best practices evolve. 

With this in mind, it is necessary to lay out the terms and definitions used within this 
practitioner’s guide. Appendix I contains a list of terms and definitions as used 
within this guide. Your organization may use some or all of these terms and may, in 
fact, use more terms than what are included within this guide. Your organization 
may also define some of these terms differently. That is fine. One of the most 
important features of the RSA Archer Platform is its flexibility to allow you to adjust 
fields, field names, definitions, processes, and underlying calculations to conform to 
the way that your organization talks about and manages risk. 
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Chapter 2: Program Considerations 

Risk Management Program Considerations 
There are several important considerations that influence the level of maturity of an 
organization’s risk management program. Each of these considerations should be 
carefully evaluated prior to implementing a risk management program to ensure that 
there is a clear understanding of the organization’s current approach to risk 
management and the preferred end-state program. While it is not necessary that all 
of the following considerations be fully resolved prior to implementing the RSA 
Archer Risk Management solution and its primary related solutions (RSA Archer 
Enterprise Management, RSA Archer Compliance Management, and RSA Archer 
Policy Management), it is highly recommended that they be evaluated with respect 
to the organization’s risk management roadmap, timeline, and their impact on the 
overall success, effectiveness, and efficiency of the organization’s risk management 
program.  

Program Scope 
Typically organizations just starting a risk management program establish a multi-
year roadmap to move from the current state to the desired end-state. Organizations 
that have a more mature program may not require a multi-year roadmap; simply 
migrating their existing program to RSA Archer solutions may fulfill their objective. 
In any case, a necessary first step is to identify the target and scope of the risk 
management program within their organization.  

Will the use of the RSA Archer Risk Management solution and any related solutions 
be targeted to a specific area of the organization or business process, such as IT-
GRC, business continuity, vendor, SOX, etc., or will the program be deployed to 
eventually encompass the entire organization?  It is important to answer this 
question because it significantly impacts decisions that should be made to ensure 
that a successful long-term program is efficiently implemented with the fewest 
possible miscues.  

Organizations that take an enterprise view of risk management are faced with more 
challenges initiating a program but the long-term benefits are much more significant. 
Risk management programs targeted to specific pain points without first establishing 
a holistic enterprise perspective may foster silos of inconsistent risk identification 
and assessment, inconsistent risk treatment, and risk decisions that are not aligned 
from one part of the organization to the next. This will also make it much more 
difficult in the future for an organization to bring together the various risk 
management approaches into one harmonized, consistent approach.  
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Phases of Program Maturity 
The core elements of any risk management process are risk identification, 
assessment, decision, treatment, and monitoring.  

 
Organizations typically build out these process elements within the areas of their risk 
management universe that they wish to target based on perceived benefits or to 
resolve a specific pain point. The breadth of an organization’s risk management 
program will evolve over time depending on the organization’s resources, 
capabilities, and risk management program maturity. Some characteristics of a risk 
management program evolve faster than others depending on need, changes in and 
outside the organization, perceived risk, surprises, and regulatory mandates. In large 
part, risk management programs achieve maturity through tone at the top, agreed 
upon terminology, education of stakeholders, iteration, and resources. 

Risk management program maturity can be characterized in at least three phases 
across each risk management process. It may be helpful to a practitioner in assessing 
their program and developing their roadmap to evaluate each of these phases. 

Risk Identification Maturity 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

• Identification of risks limited 
to auditors and executive 
management 

• Risks may not be broadly 
identified and well documented 

• Risks are assigned to owners 

• Owners are educated about 
what risk is, its relationship to 
other  framework elements, 
and how to identify it 

• A formal risk register exists 

• Classification of risks by 
category  

• ERM framework 
documentation in process 

• Primary focus on risks of 
something going wrong 

• Root cause analysis of losses 

• Good (strategy and 
opportunity) and bad risks 
included in risk identification 

• ERM framework substantially 
documented and change 
control implemented 

• Defined risk universe is 
routinely reaffirmed up and 
down the organization 

• New and emerging risks 
regularly solicited and 
evaluated 
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Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

• Root cause analysis of near 
misses 

Risk Assessment Maturity 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

• Ad-hoc assessment of risk 

• No consistent risk vocabulary 

• No consistent assessment 
methodology 

• No consistent definition of 
when risks would be considered 
significant 

• Agreed upon risk measurement 
approach 

• Standardized risk rating scales 
used throughout the 
organization 

• Substantially qualitative 
assessments 

• Some metric based assessments 

• Assessment approach 
consistent enterprise-wide 

• Significant risk quantified 
wherever possible using non-
subjective metrics 

• Awareness of interdependent 
risks 

• Risks assessments are 
harmonized 

• Evaluating actual losses and 
near misses against expected 
losses & external data 

 

Risk Decision Maturity 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

• Line managers not explicitly 
aware of risk ownership 

• Risk appetite and tolerance  
not defined 

• Authority to take risk is not 
clearly defined and delegated 

• Risk decisions are ad-hoc and 
inconsistent 

• Many risk decisions are 
heavily influenced by auditors 

• Some delegated authorities are 
formally approved and 
communicated 

• Delegated authorities may be 
inconsistent across processes, 
risks, risk impacts, and 
management levels 

• Process of escalating and 
documenting risk decisions not 
handled consistently 

• Risk appetite and tolerance 
formally and consistently 
defined for all major risk 
categories 

• Managers understand their 
risk-taking authority 

• Systems enforce authorities 
where appropriate 

• Systems escalate exceptions to 
managers with appropriate 
authority and decisions 
formally documented 
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Risk Treatment Maturity 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

• Internal controls may be 
documented by auditors 

• The relationship between 
controls and the risks they 
mitigate may not be clear 

• Controls are assigned to 
owners 

• Owners are educated about 
controls, why they are 
important, and how to identify 
and describe them 

• A formal control register exists 
that is linked to risks, policies, 
and regulations 

• Owners periodically attest to 
the operation of controls 

• Control design and 
effectiveness assessments and 
tests are captured 

• Consideration of all risk 
treatment types, not just 
controls (insurance and 
hedging) 

• Remediation plans to bring 
risks and risk drivers within 
tolerances are formalized and 
actively managed   

• Total cost of risk is considered, 
where significant and risk 
treatment adjusted when not 
justified 

 

Risk Monitoring Maturity 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

• Limited use of metrics 

• Reporting is burdensome and 
mostly manually compiled 

• Some risk reporting is ad-hoc 
and focused on the risk du jour 

• Risk & control gap reports are 
not available or easily 
compiled 

• No central repository of 
remediation plans  

• Some metrics (primarily loss 
monitoring) used within the 
organization 

• Risk and control register 
reporting exists that may roll-
up into summary and executive 
level reports 

• Gaps, outstanding issues, and 
remediation plans  are 
centrally compiled and 
monitored 

• Metrics widely implemented 
and monitored around 
significant ERM framework 
elements 

• Robust, actionable, reporting is 
in place at all levels of the 
organization 

• ERM framework elements that 
deviate from specified 
tolerances are automatically 
reported to key stakeholders 

• Gaps and issues that are not 
remediated within agreed upon 
timeframes are automatically 
escalated 
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Governance Considerations 

Tone at the Top 
Creating a risk management culture, establishing consistent risk management 
practices across business processes, and operationalizing those practices on a day-to- 
day basis requires the commitment of management at all levels. Doing this 
successfully typically requires senior management commitment. Without adequate 
senior management commitment, competing management priorities will crowd out 
risk management initiatives. 

Optimally, the scope of a risk management program will be accompanied by the 
explicit commitment by a management representative that has a domain of 
responsibility consistent with the scope of the program. The broader the scope of the 
program, the higher up in the organization the commitment should be voiced. For 
example, commitment to an IT GRC program should be formally communicated by 
the CTO or COO while commitment for an Enterprise Risk management program 
should be voiced by the CEO, Chairman, or the Board of Directors. 

The more that executive management’s commitment can be formalized and 
reinforced, the better. Examples of commitment to strong risk management 
governance include: 

• A statement issued by executive management regarding the importance 
of risk management and the expectation that all managers embrace risk 
management practices 

• Formalized risk management practices approved by executive 
management, a risk management committee, and/or the board of 
directors that are periodically reaffirmed and communicated to every 
manager 

• At least annual affirmation by all managers that they understand their 
role in risk management. This goal may be achieved through periodic 
business unit manager reaffirmation of their risks and controls and/or by 
way of a periodic affirmation of the organization’s code of conduct 

• Addition of a formal management objective related to the practice of 
sound risk management 

• Formalized compensation claw-back provisions for risk taking that 
materially deviates from approved practices 

Risk Management Organization 
The best risk management governance is characterized by an organization where all 
managers embrace the organization’s risk management practices and act like risk 
managers. However, even in this type of organization there will be specific risk 
management specialist roles – the go to people with deep understanding of risk 
management practices, of business processes and specific risks, and the managers 
delegated the authority to accept risk of the highest level before the decision is 
delegated to a management committee or to the board of directors. The size and 
depth of roles will vary widely from organization to organization based on the 
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organization’s size, the complexity and perceived impact of the business activities 
that warrant risk management oversight, and the experience and capability of 
individuals in risk management roles. Consequently, risk management functions may 
be highly centralized within a risk management department or broadly distributed by 
business activity and organizational structure with roll-up and central reporting as 
appropriate.  

A conceptual example of a large risk management organization is depicted as 
follows: 

Board of Directors 
 

CEO 
 

Chief Risk Officer
 

Chief Operating Officer
 

Chief Financial Officer
 

Chief Credit Officer
 

Chief Compliance 
Officer

 

Chief Operational 
Risk Officer

 

Chief Asset / 
Liability Officer

 

Chief Audit Officer
 

Division A Risk 
Manager

 

Division B Risk 
Manager

 

Division C Risk 
Manager

 

Division A 
Operating Manager

 

Division B 
Operating Manager

 

Division C 
Operating Manager

 

 

In this example, risk specialists report directly to the Chief Risk Officer. These 
specialists help to establish policy and practice and coordinate the risk management 
activities and reporting around their specialty. Each significant operating division 
has its own risk manager to coordinate its day to day risk management activities. 
These individuals may report directly to their division operating manager while 
maintaining indirect reporting to the CRO or the reporting lines will be direct to the 
CRO. 

Internal audit’s role relative to risk management includes validating that 
management has captured all of its significant risks, assessed those risks properly, 
that appropriate internal controls and risk transfer are in place and operating, and 
that risk decisions are escalated to the appropriate level of management and the 
board consistent with the organization’s policies.   In some organizations, 
particularly those just beginning to formalize their risk management practices, 
internal audit is instrumental in identifying risks, building risk and control registers, 
and recommending risk management activities. However, in order to ensure the 
independence and integrity of the audit role, internal audit should not be involved in 
day to day risk management activities - management must be responsible.  
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In the end, what is best for a specific organization is a risk management governance 
structure that produces efficient and effective risk management. The only absolute 
requirement to establish governance is accountability. Regardless of the governance 
structure selected, the structure should establish the following: 

• Every organizational entity is assigned an owner 
• Every risk is assigned an owner 
• Every internal control is assigned an owner 
• A documented process exists as to when a risk decision will be escalated 

and to whom the decision will be escalated 

Implementing these accountabilities and process flows in the deployment of the RSA 
Archer Risk Management-related solutions will serve to reinforce the culture that 
every manager is a risk manager and operationalize the day to day risk management 
practices of the organization.  

The Impact of Incentives on Governance 
The organizational structure of an organization and the way that the organization 
incentivizes its employees can have a significant impact on the effectiveness of the 
organization’s risk management program. The effectiveness of risk management 
governance can be undermined through conflicts of interest for employees serving in 
control functions and by incenting risk takers in a manner where they are not held 
accountable for bad decisions. 

Care should be given to ensure that persons in control functions are not significantly 
incented in a manner that might compromise the controls for which they are 
responsible. For example, significantly compensating a risk manager based on the 
volume of new accounts approved may incent the risk manager to compromise on 
clearing exceptions before opening the account. It is also possible to unintentionally 
incent risk managers to compromise on controls by having them report to individuals 
that are highly incented to sell, develop new products and services, or execute 
mergers and acquisitions. In these situations, it is possible that their performance 
reviews and salary increases could be based on how well the risk manager enabled 
these activities and not how well they controlled them. 

Risk takers, including those employees in sales roles and employees setting strategy 
for new ventures, products and services, and M&As, may compromise risk 
management governance if they are significantly incented for executing these 
activities without recourse for violating the organization’s risk management 
principles. For example, paying out significant bonuses up front for bringing in new 
business may incent the onboarding of new business that quickly turns over and 
leaves or deteriorates and turns into losses. Therefore, it is important to consider the 
appropriateness of the size of the incentives paid to risk takers as well as the timing 
of the payments:   

• Are the incentives paid to a risk taker so large that the risk taker might 
exaggerate the risk or reward to the organization or oversell the 
capabilities of the product and service to the client? 

• Are there any provisions to time incentive payments consistent with 
when the risk would manifest? 
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• Are there provisions to claw-back incentive payments when accounts 
run off or losses begin to occur as a result of the risk taker’s activities?  

Taxonomy Considerations 
In order to have a consistent and effective risk management program it is very 
important that an organization agree on the language it will use to talk about risk. 
Optimally, this terminology will be formalized as part of the organization’s risk 
management practices, approved by senior management and the board of directors, 
and communicated to all stakeholders.  

Practitioners are encouraged to carefully review the field names appearing on screen 
layouts of the RSA Archer Risk Management solution and the associated definitions, 
and compare those to the terminology and definitions used by their organization. To 
assist in this process, each of the appendices of this Practitioner Guide contains field 
names and definitions associated with each of the applications within the RSA 
Archer Risk Management solution. 

Organizations planning to deploy the RSA Archer Risk Management solution 
around specific business activities (such as IT GRC or Operational Risk) are 
strongly encouraged to validate that the risk management language and approach 
they plan to use is consistent with enterprise risk management terminology and 
approach. Any inconsistency between a business-specific risk management program 
and an enterprise program will make it very difficult, if not impossible, to 
consistently roll-up and manage risk at the enterprise level. In addition, a future 
desire to remedy any inconsistency may require significant rework and devalue the 
usefulness of historical risk records. 

Once an organization has agreed upon its terminology, field names, unique 
terminology, and terminology definitions can be easily configured into the RSA 
Archer Risk Management solution.  

Risk Identification Considerations 
Practitioners should consider the following issues around the identification of risk 
when establishing their risk management program in the RSA Archer Risk 
Management solution: 

• Determining the scope of the risk management framework to be 
documented:  Risk Management-related framework elements that may be 
documented include organizational objectives, products and services, 
business processes, risks, controls, policies, and regulations. The more 
framework elements that are associated to one another, the greater the 
business context within which risk can be assessed, decided, treated, and 
monitored. Initially, some organizations may choose to limit the framework 
elements they wish to document in order to get the program up and running 
while other organizations may choose to document the relationship of all of 
the framework elements at the same time.   
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• Establishing the Risk Register: Organizations that have already identified 
their risks should load them into the Risk Register. These risks may 
currently reside in spreadsheets maintained by auditors or imported from 
legacy GRC systems. Organizations that do not have an established risk 
register will need to compile their risks. Typically, risks are compiled 
through interviews with affected managers throughout the organization. 

• Establishing the Risk Hierarchy: Organizations that wish to roll risks up 
from very granular business unit-focused risk statements to a handful of 
enterprise level risk statements should agree on the wording of the more 
summary level risk statements. For organizations that have not identified 
their business unit level risks, it is helpful to have a list of enterprise-level 
risk statements in place before meeting with business unit managers in order 
to prompt discussions around whether the business unit has related risks. 
Inevitably, the process of identifying risk requires iteration.  

• Establishing risk-related framework ownership: To create the accountability 
necessary for a risk management program, owners must be established for 
documented objectives, products and services, business processes, risks, 
control procedures, and associated policies. Generally, owners should be 
established based on their domain of responsibility related to the framework 
element.  

• Reaffirming the Risk Register: Once the risk register is compiled, the 
frequency of reaffirmation should be decided. In order to monitor changes in 
risk profile and to reinforce risk ownership, practitioners should consider 
reaffirming risk with their owners on quarterly basis. 
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Conceptually, typical framework elements that can be documented across RSA 
Archer solutions can be depicted as follows: 

 

Risk Assessment Considerations 
There are two approaches to risk assessment enabled in the RSA Archer Risk 
Management solution: top down and bottom up. The top down approach focuses on 
the assessment by management of risks identified in the risk register through 
scenario discussions and risk and control self-assessments. Top down assessments 
validate existing risks and may also result in the identification of new risks to be 
added to the risk register. The bottom up approach focuses on assessing the risk of 
specific projects such as the introduction of new products and services and other 
ventures and on assessing risk to infrastructure elements such as IT applications, 
systems, devices, and facilities. Most organizations will utilize both approaches. 

To ensure consistency across the risk management program both approaches require 
management agreement on the following: 

• Under what circumstances will qualitative risk assessments be performed? 
• Under what circumstances will quantitative risk assessments be performed? 
• What rating scale will be used for qualitative and quantitative risk 

assessments? 
• What qualitative and quantitative factors will define the scale?  In other 

words, what defines a high risk qualitatively and what is the monetary band 
that defines a high risk rating? 
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• Under what circumstances, if any, will externally modeled risk scores be 
brought into to the RSA Archer Risk Management solution? 

• Who will perform risk assessments? 
• How frequently will risk assessments be performed and reaffirmed? 
• When will the use of metrics and loss reporting be enabled to inform 

decisions regarding risk assessment? 

Risk Decision Considerations 
Risk management is about making risk decisions. Decisions about any particular risk 
may include one or more of the following decisions: 

• Accept the risk 
• Accept more risk to achieve an objective 
• Reject the risk entirely 
• Reduce the risk through mitigating control activities 
• Reduce the risk through risk transfer 
• Reduce the risk by accepting less of  the activity that is creating the risk 

Efficient and effective risk management programs explicitly articulate each 
manager’s authority for making risk decisions, which types of risk decisions can be 
made by whom, and when risk decisions must be escalated to higher authorities 
based on the type or size of the risk. These items directly impact the way in which an 
organization will want to set up workflow, notifications, and reporting in the RSA 
Archer Risk Management solution. 

Specific examples to consider when creating workflow around risk decisions 
include: 

• At what level of inherent risk (Orange, Red, > $1,000,000, etc.) must a risk 
be decided? 

• What is an acceptable level of residual risk (Gray, Green, and < $100,000) 
where no further action is required to mitigate, transfer, or reduce the risk 
taking activity? 

• What specific risks, if any, should be managed at a more conservative 
tolerance level? 

• How much authority does a business unit manager have to accept a risk 
(such as any risk up to a yellow or $500,000)? 

• Who decides risk that exceeds a business unit manager’s delegated 
authority? 

• Are there certain types of risk that cannot be decided by a business unit 
manager but must be decided by a risk management specialist (such as 
litigation risk being decided by the Chief Legal Counsel or M&A strategy 
being approved by the CEO)? 

• Are there risk tolerances established by business unit and/or division and, if 
so, how are risks exceeding those tolerances to be escalated? 

• How frequently and to whom will stale and outstanding risk decisions be 
communicated? 
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• How frequently will accepted risks or approved risk exceptions be 
reaffirmed? 

Risk Treatment Considerations 
Risk treatment includes mitigating control procedures, insurance, and other risk 
transfer. 

The RSA Archer Risk Management solution provides a cross-reference between 
Risk Register records and Control Procedure records contained in the RSA Archer 
Compliance Management solution. Risk practitioners should populate the RSA 
Archer Compliance Management solution with any control register records that they 
have identified and cross-reference those records to the RSA Archer Risk 
Management solution as appropriate. The identification of new control procedures is 
typically performed in meetings with affected business unit managers.  

When documenting control procedures in the Compliance Management solution, it is 
very important to assign specific management ownership to each record in order to 
establish management accountability. In order to make use of Risk Management 
solution reports that depict the impact of inherent risk vs. the cost to mitigate the 
risk, practitioners should also populate control procedures with an estimate of the 
cost to maintain the control. Refer to the RSA Archer Compliance Management 
Practioner Guide for more information. 

The RSA Archer Risk Management solution provides an Insurance application for 
an organization to document any insurance risk transfer program that is in place. 
Practitioners should engage their insurance program administrator to ensure this 
capability is utilized to its fullest. 

Monitoring Considerations 
There are several considerations related to the design of a risk management 
monitoring program: 

• Consider aligning risk management reporting with the organization’s 
internal financial reporting structure. 
– Generally, managers receiving financial statements are also responsible 

for the risks and controls within their business segment. 
– Aligning financial statement and risk reporting brings together the 

relationship between risk taking and financial performance and risk. 
reporting can be provided on the same cadence as financial reporting 

– It facilitates a better understanding of delegated tolerances and risk 
decisions relative to the business segment’s financials. 

– It better enables discussions about risk-based capital allocation, if 
applicable. 

• In order to evaluate this approach, practitioners should assess how they are 
implementing the RSA Archer Enterprise Management solution and 
whether the number of levels of Business Hierarchy are adequate to provide 
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risk management reporting consistent with the organization’s financial 
reporting or whether additional levels will need to be added. 

• Identify those risk management reports that should be routinely provided to 
different levels of management and the frequency of such reporting. 
Example reporting to consider includes: 

Management Report Frequency* 

Business Unit 
Managers 

All risks, controls, and metrics 
within their domain of 
responsibility 

Quarterly for 
reaffirmation 

Business Unit 
Managers 

Losses and near misses sustained 
by their business unit 

As occur for those 
that require 
approval and in 
summary monthly 

Business Unit 
Managers 

Risks exceeding tolerance As occur and 
monthly  

Business Unit 
Managers 

Outstanding issues including 
controls that are not operating 

Monthly and upon 
past due status 

Business Unit 
Managers 

Metrics that exceed tolerance and 
metrics not being collected on 
schedule 

Daily 

Division 
Managers 

All risks and controls and 
associated reaffirmations by 
business units within their domain 

Quarterly 

Division 
Managers 

Losses and near misses sustained 
by business units within their 
domain 

As occur for those 
that require division 
manager approval 
and in monthly 
summary 

Division 
Managers 

Outstanding issues by business 
units within their domain 

As they occur based 
on risk, monthly, 
and as they become 
past due 

Division 
Managers 

Metrics that exceed tolerances 
and Metrics that are not being 
collected on schedule 

Daily 
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Management Report Frequency* 

Senior 
Management 
and Board of 
Directors 

Top 10 risks Monthly 

Senior 
Management 
and Board of 
Directors 

Summary of all losses and near 
misses 

Monthly 

Senior 
Management 
and Board of 
Directors 

Outstanding issues that are 
significant enough to warrant 
senior management and board 
reporting 

As they become 
past due and 
monthly 

Senior 
Management 
and Board of 
Directors 

Key metrics Monthly 

*These are suggested frequencies to push reports to the indicated 
management. However, management should be provided appropriate 
access to RSA Archer solutions to obtain on-demand reporting and 
dashboard views of this information any time they wish. 

• Determine those reports and frequency of reporting that risk management 
specialists and risk management control functions will receive. 

• Determine the extent to which the organization will implement metrics 
(KRIs, KCIs, KPIs), the timing of implementation, frequency metrics will 
be refreshed, frequency by which metrics will be reevaluated for 
appropriateness and revision, and how the metrics program will be 
administered.  
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Socialization 
Organizations that manage risk best are characterized not just by the fact that they 
have risk management programs, but that the programs are socialized throughout 
their organization so that all employees embrace it. Developing this kind of risk 
culture requires things such as: 

• Formalized risk management practices that are broadly and routinely 
communicated to stakeholders 

• Risk management education for new and existing managers 
• Operationalizing risk management terminology, reporting, and workflow 

using RSA Archer solutions 
• Clear accountability for risks, controls, metrics, and exception remediation 
• Tone at the top 

Setup, Change Management & Administration 
There are a number of matters to consider around the implementation and 
administration of a risk management program in RSA Archer solutions: 

• Who will oversee that the various aspects of the risk management program 
are being executed such that: 
– Everyone is participating 
– Reports are being generated and distributed properly 
– Risk and control exceptions are being cleared 
– Risks are being decided and escalated properly 
– Metric exceptions are being reported and addressed in a timely manner 
– Risks are being identified and assessed consistent with policy  
– Risks and controls are being reaffirmed in accordance with the 

organization’s agreed upon schedule 
– Changes in risk profile are being captured and addressed by appropriate 

management and risk management specialists 
• To what extent should business unit management be allowed to change 

objectives, products and services, business processes, risk, control, and 
policy and authoritative source records?  Many organizations choose to 
require changes be approved by dedicated risk managers before the changes 
are accepted into production. 

• Are field names, values lists, and scales used in the RSA Archer Risk 
Management solution consistent with the organization’s terminology and 
rating scales? Are there unneeded fields or fields important to the 
organization that are missing? As appropriate, field names, values lists, and 
scales should be changed to match how the organization talks about risk, 
and fields should be added and removed as needed. Chapter 4 and the 
appendices of this Guide detail the various fields being used within the 
solution. 

• In addition to the fields that are required to be completed in the out-of-the- 
box solutions, are there additional fields that are important enough to 
require being completed before a record can be saved? 
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• Will all field changes be logged, and which ones? 
• To what extent should records be readable and editable? 
• Have all circumstances been identified where the organization wants 

notifications, workflows, and escalations to be triggered?  These need to be 
configured within RSA Archer solutions, where appropriate. Chapter 4 of 
this Guide provides some workflow considerations for each application. 

• Have all desired reports been created for management reporting and 
administration?  Chapter 4 of this Guide provides example reports to 
consider within each application. 

• To what extent will users be allowed to create on-demand reports? 
• Who will control and approve changes to global risk management reports – 

those reports that will be considered the report of record? 
• Will any information be archived for historical reporting purposes? 
• How will the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of feeds from other 

systems into RSA Archer applications be validated? Who will be 
responsible for such validation and how, to whom, and when will 
exceptions be escalated? 
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Chapter 3: RSA Archer Risk Management Solution 
Architecture 

RSA Archer Risk Management Solution Architecture 
The following depiction illustrates the applications and associated cross references 
of the solution. 
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RSA Archer Risk Management Solution Integration with Other RSA Archer 
Solutions 

The RSA Archer Risk Management solution is designed to directly interface with 
the following other RSA Archer solutions: 

Solution 
Name 

Application 
Name Primary Purpose(s) of Relationship 

Enterprise 
Management 

Contacts Establishes individual ownership of the various RSA 
Archer Risk Management solution records 

Enterprise 
Management 

Business Unit • Establishes organizational ownership of the various 
Risk Management solution records by business unit 
including risks, loss events, metrics, projects, and 
assessments 

• Risks by business unit are displayed along with 
counts of the risk ratings of each risk 

• Risk Levels are displayed by business unit, 
tolerances can be set by business unit, and 
monitored against risk levels 

• Key Risk indicators by business unit can be 
monitored against tolerances 

• Business Units can monitored using indicators 
created within the Metrics application 

• Losses by business unit can be monitored against 
tolerances  

• Business Unit serves as the target for the Business 
Unit Risk Review application to periodically 
reaffirm and capture changes in risk profile 

• Business Unit serves as a target for Fraud 
Assessments 

Enterprise 
Management 

Division • Establishes organizational ownership of the various 
Risk Management solution records by Division 
including risks, loss events, metrics, projects, and 
assessments 

• Risks by Division are displayed 
• Risk Levels are displayed by Division, tolerances 

can be set by Division, and monitored against risk 
levels 

• Losses by Division are displayed  

Enterprise 
Management 

Company Depicts inherent and residual risk in total. 
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Solution 
Name 

Application 
Name Primary Purpose(s) of Relationship 

Enterprise 
Management 

Business 
Processes 

• Establishes a relationship between Risk Register 
records and business processes 

• Risk Register records by business process are 
displayed 

• Business Processes can be assigned monitoring 
indicators created within the Metrics application 

Enterprise 
Management 

Products and 
Services 

• Connection to Products and Services is made by 
way of the supporting Business Processes for 
purposes of displaying risks by product and service 

• Products and Services can be monitored using 
indicators created within the Metrics application 

Enterprise 
Management 

Applications Applications serve as a target for Application 
Assessments 

Enterprise 
Management 

Facilities Facilities serve as a target for Facility Assessments 

Enterprise 
Management 

Information Information serves as a target for Information 
Assessments 

Enterprise 
Management 

Devices Devices serves as a target for Device Assessments 

Policy 
Management 

Corporate 
Objectives 

• Establishes a relationship between Corporate 
Objectives and Risk Register records in order to 
show risks to objectives 

• Corporate Objectives can be assigned Key 
Performance Indicators within the Metrics 
application 

Policy 
Management 

Policies & 
Authoritative 
Sources 

Relationship between RSA Archer Risk Management 
solution and Policies and Authoritative Sources 
created indirectly by way of Control Procedures 

Compliance 
Management 

Control 
Procedures 

• Establishes a relationship between Risk Register 
records and Control Procedures in order to show 
mitigating control procedures associated with each 
risk 

• Pulls the Cost to Control field from each Control 
Procedure record in order to show total cost to 
control vs. amount of risk 

• Control Procedures can be assigned Key Control 
Indicators within the Metrics application 
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Chapter 4: RSA Archer Risk Management Solution 

RSA Archer Risk Management Solution  
The RSA Archer Risk Management solution is designed to provide an organization 
with a consolidated view of their risk. The solution allows for top-down and bottom-
up risk assessments that can be performed qualitatively and quantitatively, the ability 
to assign metrics to risks and other framework elements, track and manage losses, 
evaluate insurance risk transfer, reaffirm and collect changes in the organization’s 
risk profile, and monitor risks and metrics against targets, tolerances, and trend 
expectations. 

RSA Archer Risk Management Solution Component Overview 
The RSA Archer Risk Management solution contains the following components: 

• Risk Hierarchy: The Risk Hierarchy application contains enterprise risk 
statements and intermediate-level risk statements. By linking intermediate 
risk statements to risk register records and to enterprise risk statements 
organizations are able to provide a three level roll-up of risk statements and 
ratings from the most granular risk register level to the most summary-level 
enterprise statements.  

• Risk Register: The Risk Register application is the container to house the 
most detailed level of risk that an organization wishes to track. It is at the 
risk register level that risks are associated to risk owners, business units, 
business processes, and risks are assessed from a top-down perspective. 

• Metrics: The Metrics application is where Key Risk Indicators (KRIs), Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), Key Control Indicators (KCIs), or other 
metrics can be documented. Metrics can be tracked against established 
expectations and forecasts and warning indicators generated when metrics 
exceed thresholds. 

• Metric Results: The Metric Results application houses the actual metric data 
collected. This information is interrogated by the Metrics application for 
management, assessment, and reporting purposes. 

• Loss Events: The Loss Events application houses all recorded actual losses, 
near misses, and external comparable loss events if tracked by the 
organization and loss classification, root cause analysis, approvals, and loss 
remediation completed. 

• Insurance: The Insurance application is designed to serve as a repository of 
all of the organization’s insurance policies. Policies can be managed along 
with associated claims, risks can be mapped to policy inclusion and 
exclusion, and losses catalogued against the policies to which they apply. 
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• Question Library: The question library contains the pool of questions that 
can be utilized by risk assessment questionnaires. This library can be 
configured by practitioners, removing or adding questions, changing 
expected answers and weighting selections. 

• Risk Project: The Risk Project application is designed to serve as a central 
hub to perform directed bottom up risk assessments across multiple 
domains. Its use is suitable for such things as evaluating an entire business 
entity or business process, new product and service, or M&A. 

• Assessments: (Risk, Application, Facility, Fraud, Information Asset, and 
Device)  

• Business Unit Risk Review: The business unit risk review is an application 
that generates a form for each business unit that contains all of the risks of 
the business unit. The form can be automatically delivered to a business unit 
manager for the purpose of reaffirming the business unit’s risks and risk 
ratings and to collect open-ended information about changes in the risk 
profile of the business unit. 

• Quarterly Risk Review: The quarterly risk review application provides an 
alternative to the Business Unit Risk Review to reaffirm each risk on a risk 
by risk basis. 

Risk Hierarchy 
The Risk Hierarchy application is a two-level application that contains Enterprise 
Risk statements and Intermediate Risk statements. Enterprise Risk statements can be 
linked to Intermediate Risk Statements and Intermediate Risk Statements can be 
cross-referenced to Risk Register application records. This enables a three-level roll-
up of risks from the most granular Risk Register level to the most summary 
enterprise level and allows a risk manager to traverse the organization’s risk from 
the top down or bottom up. Following is an example: 

 
 

Each section of Enterprise Level and Intermediate Level within the Risk Hierarchy 
application are described in the sections of this Guide. 
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Enterprise: Enterprise Risk Level 
The Enterprise Risk level provides the location where you can enter the highest 
summary level risk. In this level you may assign an enterprise risk owner, indicate 
the source of the taxonomy and whether the record status is Active or In 
Development. By setting the status of a record to In Development, it can be 
excluded from production reports. 

 

Enterprise: Risk Status 
The Enterprise Risk Status tab contains two sections: Risk Levels and Risk 
Tolerances and is followed by the Intermediate Risk Level section, which displays 
all of the inermediate risks associated with the enterprise level risk statement. The 
source of the information contained in these sections is described in the following 
figure.  

 
The average risk levels calculated in the Risk Levels section are derived by 
averaging the same named values from each of the intermediate risks associated with 
the enterprise level risk record. The averages are visually depicted based on the 
following scale: 

Red (High) >= 4.5 
Orange (Medium High) >= 3.375 
Yellow (Medium) >= 2.625 
Blue (Medium Low) > 1.5 
Green (Low) <= 1.5 
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The primary purpose of the Risk Levels section is to provide an understanding of 
the average and maximum amount of the enterprise risk. 

The primary purpose of the Risk Tolerances section is to produce warning 
indicators whenever one of the following user supplied tolerances is exceeded: 

• Average Calculated Risk 
• Maximum Calculated Risk 
• Percentage of Failed Controls across all control procedures mitigating risks 

that roll-up to the enterprise level risk record 
• Percentage of Failed KRIs across all metrics associated to risks that roll-up 

to the enterprise level risk record 
• Aggregate loss events over the past twelve months that are associated with 

risks that roll-up to the enterprise level risk record 

Enterprise: Risk Analytics 
The Risk Analytics tab of an Enterprise Risk level record contains two sections: 
Risk Analytics and Loss Event Analysis. The source of the information contained 
in these sections is described in the following figure.  

 
The purpose of the Risk Analytics section and the Loss Event Analysis section  is 
to provide information regarding the distribution of average and maximum risk and 
expected and actual loss events across all associated intermediate risk level records. 
Scorecard values that exceed an organization’s tolerance can be researched by 
reviewing and drilling into the intermediate risk level records appearing below the 
Loss Event Analysis section.  
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Enterprise: Content Provider 
The Content Provider Information tab depicted below can be used, if desired, to 
document and track the source and version of enterprise level taxonomy that may 
have been acquired from a third party (such as RiskBusiness International) or 
sourced internally. 

 

Intermediate: General Information 
The Intermediate Risk field provides the location where you can input intermediate 
summary level risk statements. In this level you may associate the intermediate risk 
statement to an Enterprise Risk statement, to an Intermediate Risk Owner, and 
indicate whether the record status is Active or In Development. By setting the status 
of a record to In Development, it can be excluded from production reports. 

 

Intermediate: Risk Status 
The Intermediate Risk Status tab contains two sections: Risk Levels and Risk 
Tolerances. These are  followed by the Risk Register section that shows all of the 
Risk Register records associated with the intermediate level risk statement. The 
source of the information contained in these sections is described in the following 
diagram.  
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The average risk levels calculated in the Risk Levels section are derived by 
averaging the same named values from each of the risk register records associated 
with the intermediate level risk record. The averages are visually depicted based on 
the following scale: 

Red (High) >= 4.5 
Orange (Medium High) >= 3.375 
Yellow (Medium) >= 2.625 
Blue (Medium Low) > 1.5 
Green (Low) <= 1.5 

The primary purpose of the Risk Levels section is to provide an understanding of 
the average and maximum amount of the Intermediate Level risk. 

The primary purpose of the Risk Tolerances section is to produce warning 
indicators whenever one of the following user supplied tolerances is exceeded: 

• Average Calculated Risk 
• Maximum Calculated Risk 
• Percentage of Failed Controls across all control procedures mitigating risks 

that roll-up to the intermediate level risk record 
• Percentage of Failed KRIs across all metrics associated to risks that roll-up 

to the intermediate level risk record 
• Aggregate loss events over the past twelve months that are associated with 

risks that roll-up to the intermediate level risk record 

Intermediate: Risk Analytics 
The Risk Analytics tab of an intermediate risk level record contains two sections: 
Risk Analytics and Loss Event Analysis. The source of the information contained 
in these sections is described in the following figure.  
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The purpose of the Risk Analytics section and the Loss Event Analysis section is to 
provide information regarding the distribution of the count of risk response types,  
risk ratings, and expected and actual loss events across all risk register records 
associated with the Intermediate Risk record. Scorecard values that exceed an 
organization’s tolerance can be researched by reviewing and drilling into the 
associated Risk Register records appearing below the Loss Event Analysis section.  

Intermediate: Content Provider 
The Content Provider Information tab depicted here can be used, if desired, to 
document and track the source and version of enterprise level taxonomy that may 
have been acquired from a third party (such as RiskBusiness International) or 
sourced internally. 

 

Reports 
Some typical reports that a practitioner might produce related to the Risk Hierarchy 
application include: 

Report Purpose 

All Enterprise Risks showing 
inherent, residual, and 
calculated risk levels 

To provide senior management and the board of directors 
with a high-level report of the risk profile of all enterprise 
risks. 

All Enterprise, Intermediate, 
and Risk Register Risks in 
Hierarchical Format (a.k.a. 
Risk Register Roll-Up) 

• To understand how risks are mapped from the most 
granular level to the enterprise level 

• To provide a means of identifying risks that are driving 
the high risk rating of an enterprise or intermediate level 
risk 

All Risk Tolerances by Risk To understand how risk tolerances are distributed by risk 
across the enterprise to assess whether the tolerances are 
consistent with the organization’s risk management 
practices 

All Status Indicators that are 
Red by Risk 

To prompt management attention to remediate risks that are 
outside established tolerances 

Use Case 
In many organizations, enterprise level risk statements are those statements that are 
reported in public filings such as 10-Ks and 10-Qs filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. By utilizing the Risk Hierarchy application organizations 
can: 

• Provide positive assurance regarding published risk statements 
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• More easily understand the breadth and amount of risk, the drivers of risk, 
and the associated control framework 

• Monitor and manage risks against established risk tolerances   

Workflow Considerations 
Practitioners should consider enabling notifications to appropriate individuals based 
on the following Business Hierarchy activity: 

• Status indicators that turn red 
• Calculated risk values that increase 

Risk Register 
The Risk Register is the core of the Risk Management solution. It provides the 
repository where risks are catalogued and assigned to risk owners, associated to 
other ERM framework elements, assessed, decisioned, treated, and monitored.  

Following is a description of each of the sections within the Risk Register. 

General Information 
The General Information section of a Risk Register record is depicted in the 
following figure: 

 
The General Information section of a Risk Register record is the area where an 
organization documents their most granular risk statements, assigns those statements 
to the business unit where the risk resides, assigns the accountable risk owner, and 
the accountable risk manager, if applicable. 

If desired, the fields Risk Type and Driver can be utilized to enable reporting based 
on these classifications. See Appendix H of this guide for the values utilized within 
each of these fields. Practitioners should consider whether these value selections 
should be adjusted to match their organization’s terminology.  

The field Status indicates if the record is In Development, Active, or Inactive (not 
in production). Practitioners performing scenario analysis may wish to add Scenario 
to the values list of this field so that multiple scenario records can be created for 
evaluation without affecting production risk scores. Only risk register records that 
are in Active status will be scored for reporting purposes. 
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The field Assessment Approach indicates which type of risk assessment 
(Qualitative Survey or Quantitative Survey) will be utilized in scoring and rolling-up 
risk register record scores. Practitioners that utilize proprietary risk scoring models 
for specific risk register records may wish to add one or more values to this field in 
order to reflect the source of the assessment values. 

Overall Risk 
The Overall Risk section of a Risk Register record is depicted in the following 
figure: 

 
The purpose of the Overall Risk Section is to provide summary information about 
the risk record.  

• Inherent, Residual, and Calculated Residual risk are derived from other 
areas of the Risk Register record. 

• Likelihood and impact direction on an inherent risk basis (absence of risk 
treatment) and on a residual risk basis (considering the design and operation 
of current risk treatments) are supplied by the subject matter expert. These 
values can be included in reports of inherent, residual, and calculated 
residual risk to indicate the direction the risk is moving. 

• The Volatility of Risk field is supplied by the subject matter expert based 
on their understanding of the speed at which the risk may arise or how 
rapidly the risk may change. The onslaught of a risk may be so rapid that 
there is little or no time to respond. In these situations, effectively designed 
risk treatments must already be in place and operating because there will be 
little opportunity to mitigate the risk once it occurs. 

• The Calculated Risk Override field and Calculated Risk Override 
Justification field may be utilized by a practitioner to document any 
circumstances where the subject matter expert disagrees with the system 
generated Calculated Residual Risk value. 

• The Warning Indicator field generates a red status whenever the 
Calculated Residual Risk field value is greater than the Residual Risk 
value. Calculated Residual risk bumps the value of the subject matter 
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expert’s Residual Risk score based on the existence of open findings, actual 
losses that exceed expected losses, failed key risk indicator metrics, and 
controls that are not operating. So, when the Warning Indicator is red, it 
means that something is going wrong with the associated risk treatments that 
may warrant attention. 

Risk Analysis: Qualitative Survey 
The Qualitative Survey section of a Risk Register record is depicted in the following 
figure:   

 
The Qualitative Survey is one of two ways that a risk register record can be assessed 
using a top-down approach. In a qualitative assessment a subject matter expert 
provides an assessment of the risk likelihood and impact on an inherent risk basis (in 
the absence of risk treatment) and on a residual risk basis (after considering the 
existence of risk treatments in place). This method of risk assessment is perhaps the 
quickest and easiest way to obtain a rough understanding of the likelihood and 
impact of a risk. To be of use, it is necessary to communicate to assessors the 
meaning of the qualitative scales (High, Medium, Low, etc.). 

While qualitative assessments can provide a quick and dirty idea of the significance 
of a risk, there are some inherent weaknesses with a qualitative assessment approach 
that should be considered: 

• Qualitative scales can be subject to broad interpretation unless all assessors 
are operating from well-defined explanations of the risk rating scales used 
for likelihood and impact. It is important to be as explicit as possible in 
defining the meaning of likelihood and impact scales, to make the 
definitions as easy as possible to interpret, and make the definitions 
understood and used by all assessors. For example, a High impact might be 
defined as a risk where the impact exceeds $10 million and a High 
likelihood might be defined as a risk certain to occur within 1 year. 
Qualitative assessment scales may also define certain kinds of risk such as 
reputation risk where a High impact might be characterized by the 
organization appearing in a negative article in a national business journal or 
the compromise of 100,000 consumer customer records. 

• Qualitative likelihood scales, if defined as a probability of 0 to 100%, 
obscure risk events that occur multiple times during the period being 
assessed (typically per year or over the duration of a project). 
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• Qualitative impact scales obscure the significance of high risks. For 
example, if high risk is defined as anything over $10 million, risks that have 
an inherent impact of $100 million will appear as significant as a $10 
million risk. 

• Risks that have been qualitatively assessed are much more difficult to 
aggregate. If aggregation is an objective, practitioners must consider 
questions such as: What is the value of two low risks – a medium? Or, how 
high are two high risks – super high? 

Because of these limitations, practitioners should consider the role that qualitative 
assessments will take in their risk management programs. A good balance between 
the simplicity and speed of qualitative assessments and the more complex and time 
consuming quantitative or modeled assessments may be found by taking an iterative 
risk assessment approach. Qualitative assessments could be performed quickly on a 
portfolio of risks and then those risks which score in the upper ranges, are volatile, 
or are of special interest could be subject to a more complex assessment approach. 

To ensure the broadest and most accurate qualitative assessment practitioners should 
consider embedding their organization’s unique definition of the scales used for 
qualitative likelihood and impact within the field values list themselves and / or in 
the help text associated with fields. 

Risk Analysis: Quantitative Survey 
The Quantitative Survey section of a Risk Register record is depicted in the 
following figure:   

 
A quantitative survey is an alternative approach to a top-down risk assessment that 
requires the subject matter expert to estimate risk impact in monetary terms and risk 
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likelihood in terms of the frequency of occurrence. Like the qualitative approach, 
this assessment is performed on an inherent basis and on a residual risk basis. 
Instead of assessing the risk in one overall assessment of impact and likelihood a 
quantitative assessment requires the assessor to consider how the risk manifests itself 
over multiple risk categories. 

Evaluating risk using risk categories better enables an assessor to consider all 
ramifications of a risk. It is very common that a risk will manifest itself across more 
than one risk category and the impact associated with each risk category will vary. 
For example, an information security breach involving customer records creates 
operational risk as well as reputation risk. The operational risk component includes 
the cost to remediate the breach, fraud loss customer reimbursements, and the cost to 
provide required notifications. The reputation risk component represents customer 
runoff and slow on-boarding of new customers due to publicized poor information 
security practices. It is interesting to note that there could also be compliance and 
litigation risk associated with an information security breach resulting from 
egregiously poor information security practices or strategic risk in the event 
intellectual property or competitive information is lost. 

Risk category-related assessments are captured in Quantitative Survey Risk 
Category Sub-Forms (See description below). The monetary values across all 
completed Risk Category Sub-Forms populate the Worst Case and Typical Case 
Exposure category fields, and these fields are summed to produce the Worst Case 
Total Financial Exposure and Typical Case Total Financial Exposure fields.  

Subject matter experts provide estimates of the Frequency of Occurrence Without 
Controls and Frequency of Occurrence With Controls by selecting from drop 
down lists populated with the following time periods: Daily, Weekly, Monthly, 
Quarterly, Once a year, Once every 1-5 years, Once every 5-10 years, and 
Highly Unlikely.  

The Annual Inherent Risk field is derived by multiplying the Worst Case Total Financial 
Exposure by the Frequency of Occurrence Without Controls field and the Annual Residual Risk 
field is derived by multiplying the Typical Case Total Financial Exposure by the Frequency of 
Occurrence With Controls field. Numerical values associated with the time periods contained in 
the frequency of occurrence are as follows: 

Time Period Numerical Value 
Daily 365 
Weekly 52 
Monthly 12 
Quarterly 4 
Once a year 1 
Once every 1-5 years .2 
Once every 5-10 years .1 
Highly Unlikely .01 

As an example, a risk estimated to have a Typical Case Total Financial Exposure of $350,000 that 
is estimated to occur every 1-5 years would have an estimated Annual Residual Risk of ($350,000 * 
.2) = $70,000.  
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The Inherent Risk – Quant and Residual Risk – Quant fields provide a visual scale of the Annual 
Inherent Risk and Annual Residual Risk fields, respectively. The monetary values of Annual 
Inherent Risk and Annual Residual Risk are translated as follows: 

Monetary Value Rating Color Scale 
>$25,000,000 High Red 
>$10,000,000 Medium High Orange 
>$5,000,000 Medium Yellow 
>$999,999 Medium Low Blue 
>$0 Low Green 

Practitioners should configure this table so that the rating and color scales match their organization’s 
unique monetary risk value ranges. It may be necessary to adjust this table periodically as an 
organization grows in size and risk tolerances change. 

The Inherent Risk – Quant and Residual Risk – Quant fields provides a visual representation of 
risk assessed quantitatively. The Inherent Risk – Qual and Residual Risk – Qual fields provide a 
visual representation of risk assessed qualitatively. The Overall Risk section of a Risk Register 
record contains the fields Inherent Risk and Residual Risk. These fields represent the Inherent 
Risk – Quant and the Residual Risk – Quant if the Assessment Approach field in the General 
Information section of the Risk Register record equals Quantitative Survey. If the Assessment 
Approach field equals Qualitative Survey, the Inherent Risk and Residual Risk fields on the 
Overall Risk section will represent the Inherent Risk – Qual and Residual Risk – Qual fields. In 
this way it is possible to represent qualitative and quantitative risk assessments within the same 
overall program, but care should be exercised to ensure that the qualitative and quantitative scales are 
harmonized as much as possible. 

Risk Analysis: Quantitative Survey Risk Category Sub-Form 
The Quantitative Survey Risk Category Sub-Form is used to capture each category of risk included 
in a quantitative assessment. This sub-form is depicted in the following figure:  

  
The Risk Category field contains the following selections: Compliance/Litigation, Credit, 
Financial, Liquidity, Market, Operational, Reputation, and Strategic. Organizations should tailor 
this value list to match the risk categories that they use. With each risk category sub-form added, one 
risk category should be selected and a description provided in the Description field to explain how 
the risk arises related to the category selected. 

In the Worst Case section a description should be provided of the scenario that would produce the 
worst case outcome of the risk and the estimated monetary value. The Worst Case Likelihood may 
be indicated qualitatively or this field may be removed from the form layout if relying solely on the 
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Frequency of Occurrence Without Controls field on the Quantitative Survey to reflect the 
likelihood of occurrence. 

In the Typical section, a description should be provided of the typical scenario that would produce a 
risk impact, and the typical amount of the monetary impact should be estimated and entered into the 
Typical Case Financial Exposure field. A typical scenario is analogous to a residual risk estimate. 
The Typical Case Likelihood may be indicated qualitatively or this field may be removed from the 
form layout if relying solely on the Frequency of Occurrence With Controls field on the 
Quantitative Survey to reflect the likelihood of occurrence. 

Risk Analysis: Source of Information 
The Source of Information section of the Risk Analysis tab is depicted below: 

 
This section may be used to document the source of the information relied upon to complete the 
assessment.  

Source Categories include: Audit, Incident Investigation, Industry Benchmarking, 
Questionnaires, Business Unit Review, and Risk Assessment. Category selections should be 
tailored to match sources used by the organization. 

The Source Reference fields reference the Findings and Incidents application and one or more 
finding and incident records related to the assessment can be cross referenced, if applicable. 

The Supporting Documentation field allows any kind of documentation such as Risk Control Self-
Assessment workshop notes to be attached to the assessment.  

Risk Response and Treatment 
The Risk Response and Treatment sections of a Risk Register record are depicted in the following 
figure:   

 
For each assessed risk, in the Overall Response section the risk Response Type(s) Avoid, Accept, 
Reduce, Share are selected and a Response Description, and Expected Response Date are 
assigned. The Response Status is indicated as Not Started, In Process, or Completed, as 
appropriate. Response Status fields that are not Completed can be monitored and managed against 
Expected Response Dates and individual tasks established and assigned through the Task 
Manager, if desired. A reviewer or sign-off field could easily be added to this section to be 
completed by an independent party validating that the response is indeed completed properly. 
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If the Response Type selected is Reduce, one or more control procedures will be established to 
mitigate the inherent risk. The Mitigating Control Procedures section below provides a cross-
reference to Control Procedure records contained in the RSA Archer Compliance Management 
solution. 

The Residual Risk Analysis section provides summary details regarding all of the control 
procedures assigned to the risk including the cost of maintaining these controls, provided those costs 
have been recorded on the Control Procedure records in the RSA Archer Compliance Management 
solution. 

If the Response Type selected is Share, and the sharing is achieved by transferring risk under an 
insurance contract, the applicable insurance policy will be cross-referenced from the Insurance 
application in the RSA Archer Risk Management solution. Refer to the Insurance section of this 
Guide for more information. 

If the Response Type selected is Accept practitioners should consider who is accepting the risk and 
their delegated authority related to the inherent risk and the type of risk. To the extent possible, 
controls and workflow should be configured to limit risk acceptance to authorized individuals or, at 
the least, accepted risks should be reviewed for reasonableness by risk management specialists 
shortly after the fact. There is no canned risk acceptance workflow in the out of the box solution 
because the approach for risk acceptance varies widely by organization and must be tailored to the 
way each organization manages their risk. 
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Risk Monitoring 
The Risk Monitoring sections of a Risk Register record are depicted in the following figure:   

 
A Key Risk Indicator (KRI) is a qualitative or quantitative metric that describes a 
risk, providing an indication of the impact, likelihood, and / or direction of the Risk 
Register record. The Key Risk Indicators section displays all of the KRIs that have 
been associated with a Risk Register record. KRIs are stored in the Metrics 
application within the RSA Archer Risk Management solution and are described in 
detail in the Metrics section of this Guide. The relevance of KRIs appearing in this 
section is to provide practitioners with an understanding of the drivers of the risk and 
whether the drivers are outside desired specifications and management attention is 
warranted. 

Loss Events are actual losses, near misses, and harmonized external loss events (if 
applicable), and in this section, Risk Register records are associated with their 
related Loss Events. Loss events are described in detail in the Loss Events section 
of this Guide. Loss Events are important to monitor in order to understand the 
impact and likelihood of a risk, whether management assessments are accurate, and 
to analyze the root cause of losses to determine if the associated risk is accurately 
understood and the risk treatments are designed and operating effectively.  
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Also included under the Risk Monitoring tab are sections that contain all Quarterly 
Risk Reviews that may have been performed on the risk; Findings that have been 
created related to the risk; Any Related Questions that are being used to assess the 
risk; and any Open Task/Activities that may have been created to manage the risk. 
The records associated with each of these sections are described later in this Guide. 
Findings and Open Tasks/Activities are common applications delivered with and 
utilized by all RSA Archer solutions. 

 

 

 

 
 

Calculated Risk 
Calculations embedded in the RSA Archer Risk Management solution reflected under the Calculated 
Risk tab derive an Adjusted Qualitative Residual Risk or Adjusted Quantitative Residual Risk 
depending on the risk assessment type being performed on the Risk Register record (Qualitative or 
Quantitative). The Adjusted Qualitative Residual Risk and Adjusted Quantitative Residual Risk 
fields reflect the residual risk obtained through the assessment adjusted upward one or two levels 
depending on the level of KRIs not operating within specifications, percentage of failed control 
procedures, percentage of open findings, and actual losses versus expected losses. 
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The two sections of a Risk Register record that appear under the Calculated Risk tab are depicted in 
the following figure along with the explanation of each of the fields and how they are derived. 

  

 
The Calculated Residual Risk field appearing in the Overall Risk section of a risk register record 
equals the Adjusted Qualitative Residual Risk field if the Assessment Approach is Qualitative 
Survey or it will equal the Adjusted Quantitative Residual Risk field if the Assessment Approach 
is Quantitative Survey. 

The value of calculated residual risk is to provide a practitioner with a quick understanding of 
changes in the residual risk profile of a risk record. Those risk records where calculated risk is 
greater than assessed residual risk indicate that KRIs are deviating, controls are failing, losses are 
increasing, and / or findings are outstanding and may not be getting remediated.  
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Mappings 
The Mappings tab of a Risk Register record contains two sections: Company Objectives and 
Business Processes. The purpose of these sections is to enable practitioners to cross-reference Risk 
Register records to their associated Company Objectives contained in the RSA Archer Policy 
Management solution and to the associated Business Processes contained in the RSA Archer 
Enterprise Management solution. Cross referencing Risk Register records to these other framework 
elements provides more context about risk and a better understanding that all of the organization’s 
objectives and business processes have been considered within the risk management program. In 
addition, examining an organization’s activities from the perspective of the organization’s objectives 
may benefit organization performance as risks to objectives can be monitored and leading Key 
Performance Indicators established for objectives can be monitored against leading KRIs.  

 

Content Provider Information 
The Content Provider Information tab depicted below can be used, if desired, to document and track 
the source and version of any Risk Register content that may have been acquired from a third party 
or to document its internal sourcing. 

 

Reports 
Some typical reports that a practitioner might produce related to the Risk Register 
application include: 

Report Purpose 

All Risk Register records 
showing Inherent Risk, 
Residual Risk, and Calculated 
Residual Risk 

Sorted in different ways, this report can show the most 
important risks based on inherent risk, residual risk, or 
calculated residual risk rating. Risks above acceptable 
ranges can be filtered out to isolate them for remediation 
discussions. 
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Report Purpose 

All Risk Register records 
where the Warning Indicator 
is red (calculated residual risk 
> residual risk) 

Shows all risks where calculated residual risk is greater than 
residual risk due to failing KRIs, control procedures, 
increased losses, and / or outstanding findings. These risks 
warrant management attention as they indicate deterioration 
in risk profile. 

All Risks where the Volatility 
of Risk = High 

High volatility risks warrant greater planning attention. 

Risks by Business Unit 
showing objectives, business 
processes, risks, risk ratings 
and mitigating  control 
procedures 

• Sorted by Business Unit, this report could be used in risk 
and control self-assessment discussions with business unit 
managers. 

• Division managers could be provided with those business 
units that they manage. 

Risks by Company Objective To show the relationship between Objectives and Risk 

Open Findings by Risk To identify risk-related findings that have not yet been 
remediated 

Risks without an assigned 
Risk Owner, Risk Manager, 
or Business Unit 

If these are not made mandatory, this report will facilitate 
the identification of risks without accountability 
assignments. 

Risks where the Active Status 
= In Process 

To identify the population of risks that are being considered 
for possible inclusion in risk calculations.  

Risks Without Business 
Processes cross references 

Used to evaluate the completeness of risk register records. 

Risks Without Control 
Procedure cross references 

Used to evaluate the completeness of risk register records. If 
sorted by inherent risk rating, most pressing risks that need 
risk treatment. 

Risks Without Corporate 
Objective cross references 

Used to evaluate the completeness of risk register records. 

Risks that have not been 
assessed (have no inherent or 
residual risk rating) 

Used to identify risks that still need to be assessed. 

Use Case 
The Risk Register application is used by an organization to document all of their 
risks, assess their risks, document mitigating controls and insurance, and relate 
losses and KRIs to monitor the risk. The risk register informs an organization about 
their risks and provides the necessary transparency to react to risks that exceed 
acceptable levels. 
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Workflow Considerations 
Practitioners should consider enabling the following notification and workflow 
around the Risk Register application: 

• Notifications and approval processes for risks that are accepted that exceed 
acceptable levels 

• Escalation of past due findings 
• Notification of changes to risk statements 
• Notification of changes to business processes, objectives, and control 

procedures tied to risks 
• Notification of  Risk records whose Warning Indicator changes from green 

to red 

Risk Metrics 
An important component of effective risk management involves the identification 
and monitoring of relevant metrics associated with ERM framework elements. 
Metrics, often referred to as key risk indicators (KRIs), key compliance indicators 
(KCIs), and key performance indicators (KPIs), are core to the measurement and 
monitoring of risk, opportunity, and performance optimization. Through the RSA 
Archer Risk Management solution metrics can be cataloged, associated with ERM 
framework elements, and monitored against expectations and tolerances on an 
ongoing basis. 

General Information 
The General Information, Targets, and Status Monitoring sections of a Metric record are depicted 
in the following figure:   

 
In the General Information section of a Metrics record the metric is given a name 
and description and is assigned to a metric owner. In addition, the measurement 
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frequency of the metric is indicated as well as the expected trend (increase, decrease, 
or stay the same). 

The field Status indicates if the record is In Development, Active, or Inactive (not 
in production). Only metric records that are in Active status will be scored for 
reporting purposes. 

The Type of Monitoring field is selected for the Metric. This field determines the 
type of metric monitoring that will drive the Current Status field in the Status 
Monitor section. It is the Current Status field that designates the final Pass/Fail 
status of the Metric.  

If Type of Monitoring equals: 

• Threshold then Pass/Fail status determined by Threshold Status field 
• Trend Alignment then Pass/Fail status determined by Trend Status field 
• Banding then Pass/Fail status determined by Banding Status field 

In the example above, the Type of Monitoring is set to Threshold. The Latest 
Measurement, on 12/1/2011 was a value of 5 which did not fail the threshold 
configuration for this metric. Therefore, the Pass/Fail status, as depicted by the 
Current Status field is Pass. 

Description 
The sections that appear under the Description tab of a Metric record are depicted in the following 
figure:   
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Metrics Analysis 
The sections that appear under the Metrics Analysis tab of a Metric record are depicted in the 
following figure:   

 

 
 

The Threshold Monitoring section includes some configuration fields required to 
implement monitoring of a value against a threshold. Threshold Monitoring 
examines a defined value of the metric, compares that value to a specified threshold 
and returns a status based on the configuration. Threshold Monitoring can be 
enabled for one of the following: 

• Current Value – The current/last reported value of the Metric 

• Percentage Change – The percentage of change between the Current Value 
and the Previous Value 

• Average Value – The average value of all Metric Results 

• Forecasted Value – The forecasted value of the next reporting period 

• Projected Growth – The forecasted percentage of change between the 
Current Value and the Forecasted Value 

Threshold Monitoring is enabled for one value, but each value is also calculated 
for the Metric owner to review. It is the Threshold Value to Monitor field, 
however, that determines the Threshold Status. The Threshold Type can be set 
either as a Maximum or Minimum. This determines the method of comparison for 
the Threshold Value. The Threshold Value sets the value of the threshold for the 
comparison.  
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In the example above, the Threshold Value to Monitor is configured for Current 
Value, and the Threshold Type/Value is set to a Minimum of 5. Therefore, the 
Threshold Status will be set to Pass if the Current Value is 5 or greater. If the 
Current Value is less than 5 the Threshold Status will be set to Fail. 

The Trending section contains fields related to the trend of the Metric Results. The 
fields examine the set of all Metric Results and determine the trend based on the 
slope of the line plotted using the Metric Date and Metric Result Value.  All fields 
are calculated and require no configuration. 

The Trend Analysis indicates if the slope of the line is increasing, decreasing or 
remaining stable. 

The Trend Alignment field then compares the Trend Analysis and the Trend 
Expectation set by the Metric owner and determines if the actual trend and the 
expected trend are aligned.  The direction of the arrow indicates the Trend Analysis, 
the color of the arrow indicates if the expectation and trend are aligned. 

 
Trend Alignment values 

A Negative (or red arrow) means that the trend is opposite of the expected trend. A 
Positive (or green arrow) means that the trend is the same as the expected trend. A 
Marginal (or yellow arrow) is used to denote that the trend is one-step away from the 
expectation, e.g. Actual Trend = Decrease, Expectation = Stay Same. 

In the example below, the Trend Alignment is an Up/Red arrow. The Up arrow 
indicates that the actual trend is increasing; the Red color indicates this is opposite 
of the Trend Expectation (in this case, the Trend Expectation is set as Decrease).  
This indicator then gives the metric owner a visual indicator that this metric is 
trending opposite of the expected trend. 

The Trend Status is a final Pass/Fail status set based on the Trend Alignment. If 
the trend is aligned with the expectation, the Trend Status is set to Pass. If the trend 
is not aligned with the expectation, the Trend Status is set to Fail. 

 
Trending 
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The Banding section contains fields related to comparing the current value against a 
range of values as determined by the Average Value and Standard Deviation of the 
set of Metric Results. All fields are calculated and require no configuration. 

The Count of Metrics indicates how many Metric Results have been reported for the 
Metric. 

The Average Value and Standard Deviation are calculated based on the entire set 
of Metric Results. The Lowest Range of Band and the Highest Range of Band are 
calculated using the Average Value +/- two(2) times the Standard Deviation. This 
gives the range of numbers that the Current Value is compared with. 

The Banding Status is then In Band, Above Band or Below Band based on the range 
and the Current Value. In the example below, the Current Value of the Metric is In 
Band according to the calculations. 

 
Banding 

The Aggregated Statistics section contains a few values that are calculated from the 
entire set of Metric Results including Minimum, Maximum and Median values. 

 
Aggregated Statistics 

Metric Results 
The Metric Results section and an example of a Metric Results record is depicted below:   
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The Metric Results tab includes the cross reference to the Metric Results 
application. Metric results are captured using the Metric Results application. In the 
Metrics application, the Metric Results tab includes each individual result captured 
for the metric. 

The Metric Results application allows the metric owner to report individual 
measurements of the Metric. 

The Metric Result application can capture: 

• Metric Reporter – the person reporting the metric 
• Metric Source – manual or automated 
• Metric Date – the date that the Metric is being reported for. This date 

defaults to the current date but may need to be altered based on the 
actual metric. For example, if the Metric Result is being reported on 
January 5 but the Metric is a monthly metric, the Metric Reporter may 
want to change the Metric Date to January 1 for consistency. 

• Metric Value – this is the actual value of the metric. 
• Documentation – this attachment field can contain documents or other 

evidence associated to the Metric value, e.g. a monthly report. 

In addition, several other fields are calculated. Metric Period denotes the number of 
the Metric Result in sequence for the Metric, e.g. Period 1, 2, 3, etc.  Outlier (at 
time of reporting) is calculated using the Banding as determined at the Metric level. 
The Outlier field will indicate if the value input at time of reporting is outside the 
band. 
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Forecast Analysis 
The sections that appear under the Forecast Analysis tab of a Metric record are depicted in the 
following figure:   

 

 
The Forecast Analysis tab includes a set of forecasted values for the metric based on 
the entire set of previously reported Metric Results. The forecasted projections are 
calculated using a Linear Progression based on the existing Metrics Results and 
calculated using the FORECAST function. The FORECAST function calculates, or 
predicts, a future value by using existing values. The predicted value is a y-value for 
a given x-value.  

The Forecast Floor and Forecast Ceiling can be configured if necessary to bound 
the forecast results. In some cases, the value of the metric may not make sense if the 
forecasted value falls outside these boundaries. For example, if the metric is a count 
of people, then a negative value may not be valid and therefore a floor of 0 should be 
set. Another example might be where the metric is a percentage and should not 
exceed 100%. If the Forecast Floor and/or Forecast Ceiling is configured, the 
Forecasted Values will take these values into consideration when presenting the 
Forecasted Values. 

The Forecast Analysis contains the next 5 periods of the metric and shows the 
expected date and value as determined by the Metric configuration. 

Content Provider 
The Content Provider tab of a Metric record is depicted in the following figure:   
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Reports 
Several informative Metrics-related reports can be added to Risk Register Reports. 
For example, the following reports are n-Tier search reports built for the Risk 
Register application to show Metrics status. 

 
Risk Register Metrics Status Summary report 

 

 
Risk Register Metrics Trend Summary report 

 

 
Risk Register Metrics Forecast Summary report 

Using n-Tier reporting, Risks can be tracked all the way down to the individual 
Metric Result level. The following example shows the Risk, associated Metrics and 
individual Metric Results. 
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Risk Register Metric Results report 

In addition to Metric-related reports that can be created from within the Risk 
Register application, many meaningful reports are available within the Metrics 
application. Each report has a definition that gives more information on the report. 
The following are just some of the highlights of the reports included in the Metrics 
application.  

The following statistical reports give an overview of the current Pass/Fail status of 
the metrics active within the Metrics program: 

• Active Metrics by Banding Status 
• Active Metrics by Current Status 
• Active Metrics by Threshold Status 
• Active Metrics by Trend Alignment 

The following grid reports give summary information across the metrics in the 
program: 

• Metrics Status Summary 
• Metric Threshold Monitoring Report 
• Metric Trending Report 
• Metric Banding Report 
• Metrics Summary and History 

In addition, many reports are pre-built for metric owners. These reports are listed as 
My… reports such as My Active Metrics, My Upcoming Metrics, My Metric 
Forecasting Report and others. 

Pre-built reports, along with any custom reports, can be configured to display in dash 
board iViews using the standard RSA-Archer eGRC Platform functionality. 
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Example Metric Tracking Dashboard 

 
Example Metric Owner Dashboard 
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Use Case – Executing a Metrics Strategy 
The implementation of a Risk Management program includes many different facets 
and activities. The following discussion is focused on a small part of the effort – 
establishing Metrics - but a critical one for the initial rollout and implementation of 
the RSA Archer Risk Management solution. The following provides general 
guidance on the use and key tasks related to the Metrics solution.  

Designate process ownership 

The Metrics process is a subset of the overall Risk Management program.  Risk 
Identification, Risk Assessment, Control Design and many other components make 
up the overall risk program. The Metrics strategy will be one part of the input into 
the Risk Register process within the RSA Archer Risk Management solution. 
However, it is a key point for the process and therefore warrants specific ownership. 

Designating an owner to the metrics process will establish a more sustainable and 
consistent approach. Given that some metrics may only be collected on a Quarterly 
or even Annual basis users of the system may require assistance or support in 
reporting and managing their metrics. A Metric Process owner can help keep the 
program moving in the right direction.  

Establish a Metrics Working Group 

Metrics can evolve over time and it is a good practice to have a working group 
designated to provide oversight on the metrics program. This group should be cross 
functional in nature such that different business perspectives are provided to gather 
input into creating the right metrics for the organization. A Metrics Working Group 
can meet on a periodic basis to analyze which metrics are providing the most value 
to the organization and optimize the efforts. 

Establish regular reviews with Risk Owners 

The Metric owners are typically designees by the Risk Owners to monitor key risk 
indicators associated with larger risk items. An established dialogue between these 
two constituents of the Risk Management program is critical to ensure the right 
information is being measured and collected. This may be part of the Quarterly Risk 
Review (as facilitated by the RSA Archer Risk Management solution) or other 
means so that the Risk Owner has an avenue to review and update metrics to make 
the right business decisions based on the risks. 

Overall, key tasks in executing a Metrics strategy, as it pertains to the RSA Archer 
Risk Management solution, will include: 

• Define Active Metrics: The Organization will need to define which 
Metrics they will actively monitor as part of the Risk Management 
program. 
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• Establish Metric ownership and Collection: A key part of the strategy 
is establishing ownership to monitor the metrics and to set the 
necessary monitoring configuration (as defined above) for the 
individual metrics. Collection methods – consistent input of the Metric 
Results – will be required to gather the most relevant information and 
current state of the Metrics. 

• Establish Metric Reporting: The systematic reporting of metrics is key 
to establishing the program and will potentially trigger larger actions 
within the organization. Laying the foundation of a regular process 
around the reporting metric information will allow the organization to 
sustain the program. 

Define Active Metrics 

Identifying which metrics need to be monitored can be achieved several ways. For 
organizations that are starting with a clean slate, e.g. no active metrics programs, 
there are several ways to get started. There is a Risk Management content pack 
available from RSA Archer. This pack contains a set of 50 Risk Register items and a 
catalog of 275+ individual metrics.  This content can be imported into the 
appropriate applications and Risk owners can then determine which metrics 
associated to the Risk Register items can be measured or would provide the most 
effective measurement within the environment of the risk indicators. In addition, 
content from Risk Business (www.riskbusiness.com) is also available for license and 
can be imported into the Metrics application. The company may also have an 
existing set of metrics that are part of some management reporting or risk processes. 
These metrics can be entered and documented within the solution.  Regardless of the 
source of the metric content, there are certain considerations when establishing a 
Metrics program. 

A key part of defining a Metric is ensuring it is measureable, consistent and 
demonstrable. Qualitative Metrics, i.e. metrics that are evaluated and assigned a 
subjective value, are not within the scope of the Metrics approach.  As described 
above, the metric result is a numeric figure and therefore the metric should be 
defined to calculate an actual number. Writing metrics is a skill that is part of the 
Risk Management expertise. However, there are some common techniques of 
metrics definitions that should be followed. 

• Metrics should be attainable and take into consideration the current 
environment. Metrics that are not readily available or measureable may 
result in poor reporting, inconsistent measurement and overall inaccuracies. 
The metrics should be easily calculated using existing processes or if the 
metric requires new processes to determine the values, then those processes 
should be established and validated first. 

• Metrics should be defined with a specific audience in mind and should be 
easily understood by non-domain persons. If the metrics are going to be 
reported to management, then the metrics cannot be dependent on deep 
domain knowledge to understand the implications of the metric values. 
Metrics used as key risk indicators should be fairly intuitive in the actual 
impact to the risk when evaluated. 

http://www.riskbusiness.com/
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• Metrics will ultimately be reported together as a collection to provide 
indicators and dimensions on the current risk status. Metrics associated with 
a risk should tell a complete story – not just one side or perspective on the 
risk. A combination of current, leading and lagging indicators provides a 
comprehensive view on the risk. 

• Ideally, each risk should have cross functional input into the metrics 
definition. Key Risk Indicators should provide the domain person, e.g. the 
Metric owner, and the business management, e.g. the Risk Owner, the 
information necessary to make better business decisions. 

• Metrics can be used to compare the same risk across different business 
operations. For example, a risk may be cataloged at the entity (corporate) 
level, but a common metric could be measured at different business units as 
indicators. Within the RSA Archer Risk Management solution, the Risk 
Register item and the associated Metrics can be associated with multiple 
elements of the business hierarchy.  

• Metrics may come and go when it comes to risks. Some metrics may 
provide immediate information that is valuable, but become outdated over 
time if the metric does not continue to add value to the risk measurement. 
Therefore, the metrics program should be maintained on a regular basis and 
metrics should be evaluated for value to the program. If the metric has 
become so consistent that it does not indicate any potential risk, then that 
metric may have become outdated and need to be replaced with a different 
metric. 

• Metrics should have a business context associated with them. Key Risk 
Indicators should have some connection to business processes, criticality, or 
some other factor that make them important to the overall business 
objectives of the company.  

• Metrics should be controllable in some way for the organization. Metrics 
that are arbitrarily driven by external forces only provide contextual 
information, e.g. the number of privacy violations within an industry. These 
types of external metrics can provide information on whether the company is 
doing well against outside metrics but ultimately cannot be impacted by 
efforts within the company. These types of metrics should secondary to 
metrics that can be impacted by internal activities. 

There is quite a bit of information within the GRC industry on metrics.  When 
implementing a metrics program, it is recommended to research metrics programs 
and develop a long term strategy of how, when and why metrics are instituted within 
the organization. These guidelines are just a few of the factors that should be 
considered during the metrics definition phase. 

Establish Metric Ownership and Collection 

Metric owners are assigned metrics within the Metrics application and should be 
responsible for collecting, reporting, and monitoring the metrics assigned to them. 
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Metric owners should: 

• Document the metric with as much information as possible 
• Establish the overall monitoring configuration (as described above) in 

terms of trend expectation and threshold monitoring 
• Ensure the mapping to other data entities within the eGRC platform 

(Business Units, Business Processes, etc.) are accurate 
• Input the individual Metric Results as part of the collection process. 

Notifications within the RSA Archer eGRC Platform can be used to facilitate the 
metrics collection process. The Notifications feature enables administrators to 
configure e-mail notifications that end users in the organization may receive. 
Administrators begin by creating a notification template, which is a triggering 
mechanism for the notification for any application to which they have been assigned 
ownership rights. The template generates and sends e-mail messages to selected 
users when a specified parameter is met in the application, such as when a record is 
added or updated. The RSA Archer eGRC Platform provides a variety of different 
notification types depending on the needs of the organization. 

The Subscription Notification is the basic notification to which users can subscribe. 
The Scheduled Report Distribution enables administrators to automatically send 
users a report, or a link to a report, on a scheduled interval. The On Demand 
Notification enables users to send a notification as a one-time event by clicking 
Email in the application. Finally, with XML Notifications, the application can send 
content to an external system or to an integration component. 

The Notifications feature also provides several time-saving features that enable 
administrators to reuse settings across multiple notifications. Letterhead templates 
define header, footer, body, and page properties that can be used by multiple 
notifications. Global Notification Settings are general properties that define default 
values for all notifications, as well as read-receipt functionality.  

Read-receipt functionality, configured in the Global Notifications Settings option, is 
especially valuable because it enables administrators to track the actual receipt of e-
mail messages triggered by a notification template. This functionality gives 
management a better understanding of the effectiveness of outbound alerts, the time 
gap between send and receive events, and a list of users who have actively indicated 
receipt—a useful metric, for example, when examining a risk response team's 
reaction to critical events. 

Given the variety of implementations, no notifications are included by default within 
the solution. However, notifications can be built based on various fields of the 
solution. For example, a notification can be set up in the Metrics application to 
notify Metric owners on upcoming or past due metric results using Next 
Measurement Date, Metric Status Changes, e.g. a Metric has fallen into a Fail 
status, or other field driven notifications.  
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The following screenshots illustrate a notification created to inform a Metric owner 
on a Metric requiring a Metric Result in the next 14 days. 

 
Subscription Notification 

 

 
Notification Content 
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Notification Delivery 

 
Filter Criteria 

For more information on Notifications, see the "Notifications" section of the RSA 
Archer eGRC Platform Administrator Guide portfolio. 
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Establish Metrics Reporting 

Reporting of metrics can be performed using various methods. The Metrics solution 
includes a wide variety of reports that can be crafted into dashboards to facilitate the 
overall reporting process. These reports range from overall statistical slicing and 
dicing of the metrics themselves to status reports for metric owners.  

 
Enterprise Risk Management dashboard 

In addition to the typical dashboard approach used within the RSA Archer solutions, 
Scheduled Reports, using the Scheduled Report Distribution functionality of the 
RSA Archer eGRC Platform, is another way to ensure metric data is being reported. 
The Schedule Report Distribution allows configuration of e-mail alerts to send to 
users that contain embedded reports or links to reports.  

NOTE: The records and fields displayed in the scheduled report distribution are 
based on the access restrictions of the user who set up the notification. As such, it is 
possible that a recipient of an embedded report, who is otherwise restricted from 
certain data, could receive and view that data in the report. If you send a link to a 
report the system enforces any restrictions on viewing data based on the privileges of 
the individual user account. 
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The following screenshots illustrate setting up a schedule report distribution of a 
Metrics report. 

 
Scheduled Report – General 

 

 
Scheduled Report – Content 

For more information on Scheduled Reports see the Help on the RSA Archer 
Platform.  
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Scheduled Report – Delivery 

Conclusion 

Risk Management depends on consistent collection and analysis of key risk 
indicators in the form of measureable metrics. The Metrics solution provides 
advanced capabilities in monitoring metrics. The added dimension of multiple 
analyses and forecasting at the metric level provides more insight into the current 
state of risks.  

To achieve this, the Metrics solution: 

• Provides new fields to define metrics with an industry leading taxonomy for 
Metrics 

• Includes pre-built analysis and monitoring capabilities including multiple 
methods for status determination, trending and forecasting 

• Improved reporting of Metric Results 

With these added features, the Metrics solution improves your ability to implement a 
comprehensive and robust Metrics strategy as part of the overall Risk Management 
program. 
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Loss Events 
The Loss Events application provides a place for practitioners to document and 
manage their organization’s actual losses, near misses, and harmonized external loss 
event information, if applicable. Monitoring losses, assigning them to risks, 
performing root-cause analysis, and remediating weaknesses identified through loss 
monitoring are essential components of an effective risk management program. 
Organizations that tightly monitor and manage losses realize substantial cost savings 
and are better able to understand and quickly respond to risk drivers. The Loss 
Events application provides practitioners with the necessary tools to manage such a 
program. 

Event Classification 
The Event Classification section of a Loss Event record is depicted in the following 
figure:   

 
It is in this section where new loss events are first recorded including the name, 
description, amount, affected part of the organization, and various classifications of 
the source and type of risk. 

The Event Type field is used to classify the loss as an Actual Loss, Near Miss, or 
Pending Loss. As a matter of practice, loss events should not be classified as Actual 
Losses until the transactions are posted to the income statement. Loss reserves or 
expected losses may be classified as a Pending Loss until the loss is finalized and 
recorded to the general ledger. 

Practitioners should evaluate the loss categorizations provided out of the box (Loss 
Event Source, Loss Impact, Risk Category, Basel II Event Category, and 
Control Factors fields) and tailor the field names and the values lists within these 
fields to reflect the same risk categories that are used by their finance group and / or 
dictated by their regulators. The importance of having sufficiently granular loss 
categories cannot be overemphasized to help analyze and track the root cause of 
losses over time. Organizations that do not have a robust loss classification schema 
in place should avail themselves of the opportunity to build one as part of their 
implementation of the Loss Events application. 
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In addition, it is very important that the loss records maintained in the Loss Events 
application reconcile to the organization’s general ledger system of record and that 
the business hierarchy used to classify loss events is consistent with the general 
ledger classification. The advantages of using the same business hierarchy 
classifications and reconciling loss events to the general ledger include: 

• Avoiding questions between what the income statement is showing for 
losses and what the Loss Events application is showing for losses. 
Discrepancies will undermine the integrity of this important risk 
management practice and, perhaps, the practitioners responsible for 
maintaining the Loss Events application. 

• Reconciling the general ledger to loss events ensures that all losses are being 
captured within the Loss Events application. If losses are loaded directly 
into the Loss Events application from the general ledger, it is a straight 
forward process to identify missing or duplicate Loss Event forms.  

• Loss Event reporting is usually much more detailed than total losses 
reported on a business unit’s income statement. Aligning Loss Event 
reporting to the same business unit structure as the income statement, loss 
event reporting can complement the income statement reporting on at least 
the same cadence as income statements are being distributed to management 
and the board of directors. 

• Organizations that model capital requirements based on loss information 
need as complete and accurate a listing of losses as possible. 

While reconciling the general ledger to the Loss Events application is strongly 
recommended, most organizations certainly do not want to create and analyze a Loss 
Event form for small monetary losses. Each organization will establish a minimum 
monetary threshold above which Loss Event forms will be required. General ledger 
entries below the established threshold can be loaded in total as one record, 
indicating the number of entries that compose the loss entry. For example: 

If the organization has a receivables charge-off account that has a total of 500 
entries, 10 of which are above the $5,000 threshold for creating a Loss Event 
form, 10 forms would be created containing the specific information and the 
forms would be routed for competition. The other 490 entries, all less than 
$5,000 each, would be aggregated and recorded in the Loss Events application 
as one entry carrying the description and classification of receivable charge-offs. 
In this manner, the reporting will still be accurate with respect to total receivable 
charge-offs but precious time is only spent on analyzing the large ones. This 
process would be repeated for each of the loss categories that the organization is 
using where there are general ledger entries less than $5,000.  
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Event Details 
The sections related to describing event details associated with a Loss Event record are depicted in 
the following figure:   

 

 
Information in these sections is typically completed by the affected business unit 
manager or their delegate and the Reviewer will typically be the assigned risk 
manager. This information puts the loss into context with respect to the timing of the 
loss, the associated business processes and risks, and any vendors or service 
providers that were involved with the loss. 
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Root Cause Analysis 
Sections related to the Root Cause Analysis of a Loss Event record are depicted in the following 
figure:   

 

 

 
Typically, root cause analysis is performed by the affected business unit manager, 
their delegate, or a risk management specialist. Completing these sections is very 
straight-forward and brings to light the underlying cause of the loss: 

• In the Violated Policies section, references are made to any policy 
documented in the RSA Archer Policy Management Solution that, if 
followed, would have prevented the loss from occurring. 

• In the Failed Controls section, references are made to any control 
procedures documented in the RSA Archer Compliance Management 
solution that should have mitigated the loss but did not due to their design or 
operating failure. 

• In the Risk Assessments section, Applications, Facilities, Devices, and/or 
Information Assets associated with the loss can be targeted for assessment. 
See the Assessments section of this Guide for more information. 

Following the evaluation of violated policies, failed controls, and completed risk 
assessments, the Root Cause Analysis Narrative field should be completed 
indicating the summary reason(s) for the loss. The Impact Evaluation and Likelihood 
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Evaluation can be scored to indicate the qualitative scale of the loss or the fields may 
be removed from the form if this type of information is deemed unnecessary and 
redundant to the loss amount. 

The Detection Evaluation field provides a classification around how timely the loss 
was detected. This classification may help organizations to focus on losses with slow 
detection rates in order to identify how loss detection can be improved. 

Lastly, deficiencies in policies and procedures that have been identified in root cause 
analysis should be remediated. Findings and Tasks can be established, assigned to 
responsible individuals, and monitored until completed. 

Recovery Tracking 
Sections of the Loss Event record which relate to loss recovery tracking are depicted in the following 
figure:   

 

 
The Financial Valuation section can be used to track the status of the recording of 
loss entries, if the entries originate after the form is completed. Or, this section can 
be removed from the layout if transaction preparation, submission, and approval is 
tracked through the general ledger. 

Losses that are covered by insurance can be related to the appropriate insurance 
policy in the Insurance application and claim handling notes managed by the 
insurance administrator until the claim is paid. Tying losses to the insurance policy 
to which they relate will help insurance purchasers make better decisions about the 
reasonableness of insurance policy premiums versus losses incurred. See the 
Insurance section of this Guide for more information. 
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The Financial Recovery Summary provides a calculation of the Net Loss Amount. 
See Appendix B for the calculation. 

The Offset Transactions section represents any offsetting, related transactions that 
should be netted out of this transaction.  

The Recovery Tasks/Activities section provides a location where recoveries 
captured against the loss can be recorded and tracked. 

Reporting & Approvals 
Sections that relate to the reporting and approval of a Loss Event record are depicted in the following 
figure:   

 
The Reporting and Approvals section is used to manage all necessary reporting, to 
attach any additional documentation about the loss event, and to capture required 
approvals. Practitioners should configure specific reporting requirements and 
approvers to fit their organization. 

Reports 
Some typical reports that a practitioner might produce related to the Loss Events 
application include: 

Report Purpose 
Loss Events with Missing 
Information 

To ensure that all necessary information is capture to 
present accurate and complete reporting and that root 
cause analysis has been performed 

All Loss Events by 
Business Hierarchy and 
loss categories 

• To provide loss input into Monte-Carlo tools that 
may be used by the organization to estimate VaR 
based on historical losses 

• To provide management with loss reports by 
business hierarchy and loss category 

All Loss Events for a 
designated period of time  

To generate a report to reconcile to the general ledger 
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Report Purpose 
Loss Events by each loss 
category by period 

This report depicts the different types of losses viewed 
by period (month to month, quarter to quarter, year to 
year) for the purpose of identifying trends in loss types 
and to isolate the most significant loss types that 
warrant management attention. 

All Losses with Event 
Type = Pending 

To monitor that all pending losses are communicated 
and managed 

Loss Events that have not 
been reviewed 

To ensure that all loss event forms get reviewed in 
accordance with policy 

Loss Events with Missing 
Approvals 

To ensure all loss events are approved in accordance 
with policy 

Outstanding Findings and 
Tasks associated with Loss 
Events 

To ensure that all loss remediation is monitored until 
completed 

Use Case 
The primary use case around Loss Events is the management of losses to acceptable 
levels. Capturing and analyzing losses provides management with additional insight 
into the scope of risks facing the organization, the size and frequency of risk events, 
the points of failure contributing to losses, and the remedial actions necessary to 
prevent similar losses in the future. Losses alone do not accurately represent the full 
nature and scope of an organization’s risk as there are inevitably numerous risks 
where the organization has yet to sustain a loss but their existence. Nevertheless, 
these are real events impacting the bottom line that can and should be managed 
within the risk tolerances established by the organization.  

Workflow Considerations 
The primary workflow considerations include: 

• If Loss Event records are populated by feeds from the general ledger, who 
oversees the process to ensure that all loss event records are distributed to 
management for completion? 

• Who will complete loss forms? 
• When loss forms are completed to whom will the form be routed for review? 
• When loss forms are completed and reviewed, to whom will the form be 

routed to approval? Many organizations have different levels of approval at 
different loss amounts. These levels will need to be configured 
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Insurance 
The Insurance application is designed to assist risk practitioners with the following 
tasks: 

• Managing their corporate insurance programs by tracking insurance 
applications, insurance policies, premiums, deductibles, brokers, 
underwriters, underwriter financial strength, and expiration dates 

• Identifying gaps associated with uninsured risks and analyzing over and 
under insured risks by mapping insurance policies to risk register items 

• Analyzing losses incurred vs. insurance premiums paid (a.k.a. loss ratios) 

• Perform basic insurance claims management via Loss Events 

• Rationalizing the corporate insurance risk transfer program in terms of the 
organization’s overall risk profile  

Insurance Form 
An insurance application record is depicted in the following figure: 

 
An insurance application record would typically be completed by someone in the 
organization’s insurance administration function. The General Information section 
lists details about each insurance policy that the organization has in place including 
the broker name, carrier name, underlying carrier strength, policy limits and 
deductibles, premium, and expiration date. In addition, copies of the policy and 
application can be attached. 

The Exclusions and Included Risks tab provide sections that allow practitioners to 
cross reference the policy to Risk Register risks that are included and excluded from 
coverage under the insurance policy contract and endorsements. The purpose of 
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mapping including risks is to better understand the degree to which policy limits 
cover the inherent risk covered by the policy. The purpose of mapping excluded 
risks is not to map all other risks in the risk register but those risks that would be 
expected to be covered by such a policy but are excluded by contract provision or 
endorsement. This helps risk managers clearly understand what is and isn’t covered 
by insurance. 

The Associated Losses section allows practitioners to associate Loss Event records 
to the insurance policy to which they relate. This information is useful to understand 
the insurance policy loss ratio to negotiate with the underwriter. 

Reports 
Some typical reports that a practitioner might produce related to insurance include: 

Report Purpose 
Included risks by policy 
showing worst case risk 
exposure and policy limit 

To analyze whether the amount of insurance is 
sufficient to cover the amount of risk should internal 
controls fail 

Excluded risks by policy 
showing worst case risk 
exposure 

• To identify those risks that are excluded by policy 
endorsement that may require underwriter 
negotiation or finding a new underwriter 

• To identify other significant risks that may not 
currently be insured but could be and to drive 
discussion of alternative risk transfer and internal 
controls options for risks that cannot be insured 

Risks by policy To justify the adequacy and appropriateness of the 
overall insurance program and deductibles in place  

Losses by policy To evaluate the reasonableness of premiums paid vs. 
loss history 

Policies by due date To monitor expiring policies. 

Policies by Underwriter 
AM Best Rating 

To evaluate whether all underwriters meet the 
organization’s financial strength and size requirements 
for insurance companies that they will do business 
with 

Open Losses by policy To monitor and manage insurance claims in-process 
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Report Purpose 
Policies by Broker • To produce a list of broker contact information 

related to all insurance policies in place. 
• Depending on how brokers are compensated fields 

could be configured on the form to capture broker 
compensation and a report generated of total 
compensation by broker. 

Use Case 
In some organizations there may be a disconnect between the insurance purchasing 
function and the risk management function. There also may not be a clear 
understanding of the type and amount of risks facing the organization that could or 
should be transferred under insurance. This disconnect and lack of understanding 
may lead to over or underinsured risks, unnecessary premiums, and a false sense of 
security that the most significant insurable risks within the organization are insured. 
While the RSA Archer Insurance application is designed to assist in the 
administration of an organization’s insurance program, evaluation of losses vs. 
premiums, and claims management, the most important use case is around the 
evaluation of the adequacy of insurance in place vs. the risks facing the organization. 

The following questions are clearly framed by mapping an organization’s risk 
register and losses to its insurance policies and these questions can drive discussions 
about risk transfer to limit risk to levels acceptable to the organization: 

• Are all of the risks facing the organization that should be insured, in fact, 
insured?  

• Are the insurance limits in place on each policy consistent with the amount 
of risk faced by the organization? 

• Is the organization sustaining losses that are not covered by insurance? 
• Are loss amounts consistent with policy deductibles? 
• Does loss history justify the premiums being paid on each policy? 

Workflow Considerations 
Most aspects of insurance program management enabled in the Insurance application 
can be monitored and managed through reports, iViews, and Dashboards. 
Practitioners should consider generating notifications to insurance administrators 
under the following circumstances: 

• Insurance policies coming due (90, 60, 30, 15 days) and past due 
• Claims outstanding (monthly or more frequently) 
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Question Library 
The Question Library application supports the RSA Archer Policy, Risk, 
Compliance and Vendor Management solutions. The application documents 
assessment questions linked to authoritative sources, control standards and risks. 
These questions can be used as often as needed in any type of assessment.  

Use the Question Library application to: 

• Import existing internal questions, use pre-loaded question packs from the 
RSA Archer GRC Content Library, or enter questions manually through the 
application’s web-based interface 

• Assign questions to categories and apply filter properties that can later be 
used to create question display rules 

• Assign correct answers, numeric answer values and question weighting 
• Link questions to authoritative sources and control standards in the RSA 

Archer Policy Management solution 
• Link questions to statements of risk in the RSA Archer Risk Management 

solution. 

The Question Library provides the repository to store questions for risk assessments. 
Questions can be mapped to Risk Register items and reused across multiple 
assessments. The Question Library allows the organization to maintain a set of 
defined risk criteria to be used within risk assessments. The RSA Archer risk 
assessment question content can be loaded into the Question Library to provide 
content or the company can create its own risk questions. 

Risk Project 
The Risk Project application enables practitioners to take a holistic approach and 
apply a consistent methodology to the risk management cycle around all of the 
related elements of a project such as a new product and service, a new venture or 
business process, or mergers and acquisitions. 

Through the Risk Project application, an organization can: 

• Manage the process of performing risk assessments from scoping through to 
treatment 

• Use multiple scoping options to filter a multi-domain risk assessment 
• Integrate COSO ERM and ISO 31000 frameworks with NIST 800-30 and 

ISO 27005 elements 
• Support singular input (one participant) or multiple inputs (multiple 

participants) for risk identification 
• Manage risk-related projects through a lifecycle of: 

– Project staffing and scoping 
– Risk assessment, aggregated scoring and multiple assessment 

support 
– Risk analysis and evaluation 
– Risk treatment, including remediation plans and exception requests. 
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A Risk Project is used to manage the activities of multi-dimensional risk assessment 
such as a new product and service, a venture, or an acquisition or divestiture. Risk 
analysts can be assigned to a risk project to steward the project through risk 
identification, assessment, decision, treatment, and monitoring. The application can 
provide risk managers with the capability to manage risk resources, assign tasks and 
manage the risk function operations. Each risk project follows a lifecycle from 
scoping to project close. 

The Risk Project also serves as the target for the risk assessment questionnaire. The 
risk analyst can scope the risk project using the multiple domains of the risk 
assessment. The risk assessment then uses the filter criteria of the scoping to build a 
risk questionnaire based on the project. An integrated scoring model aggregates the 
scores from the risk assessments into one overall risk level. The risk analyst can then 
consolidate findings, document threat/vulnerability pairs and collaborate on a risk 
analysis for a final risk level. 

General Information 
The General Information section of a Risk Project record is depicted in the following figure:   

 
This section is used to document the name of the project, project description, and dates around the 
expected and actual start and stop date. These start and top dates can be tracked through management 
reporting or notifications of approaching and past due end dates can be configured for receipt by 
stakeholders. 

Project Definition 
Sections that appear under the Project Definition tab are depicted in the following figure:   

 
In the Project Staffing section, individuals are assigned to the project along with the responsible 
Management Sponsor. 
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In the Project Scoping section, the scope of the project is established by selecting the various 
elements to be included in the project including affected Corporate Objectives from the RSA 
Archer Policy Management solution and Business Processes contained in the RSA Archer Enterprise 
Management solution. Organizations may also consider configuring the Project Scoping section to 
add a cross reference to the Products and Services application or to other activities that they may 
consider within the scope of a project. 

Risk Identification 
Sections that appear under the Risk Identification tab of a Risk Project record are depicted in the 
following figure:   

 
Risks assessment questionnaires are utilized perform project risk assessments. Questionnaires target 
each element included in the scope of the project. One or more assessments can be completed across 
one or more of the elements. This means that more than one individual can complete an assessment 
on the same element of the project or different elements of the project can be assessed by different 
people. Questions within the assessment can be customized or derived from the supplied Question 
Library (See the Question Library section of this Guide). 
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Risk Analysis & Evaluation 
Sections that appear under the Risk Analysis and Evaluation tab of a Risk Project record are depicted 
in the following figure:   

 

 

 
The Findings from Risk Assessments section shows all of the findings 
automatically generated from completed Assessment Questionnaires. These findings 
can be managed until remediated and closed. 

Projects can be tied to Risk Register records, if desired. 

Projects can include Threat/Vulnerability Analysis, if desired. 

The Final Overall Risk Level section provides an area where participants can 
summarize the overall project risk. These values are typically provided by the 
project risk manager based on all of the information collected about the project and 
the Assessment Questionnaires completed. 
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Risk Treatment 
Sections that appear under the Risk Treatment tab of a Risk Project record are depicted in the 
following figure:   

 

 

 
The Risk Treatment tab contains several sections related to the closure and treatment 
of project risks. 

The Project Closeout section allows practitioners to indicate whether the project is 
closed, the date of closure, and whether any risk treatment is required. 

The Risk Treatment Plan provides information regarding the required risk 
treatments and the expected start and stop dates. These dates can be monitored to 
ensure that the treatment plan is completed as scheduled. 

The Status section provides summary information about any remediation plans that 
have been created in the Remediation Plans section to address project risks. 

The Exceptions Request section shows any exceptions to risks, treatment plans, or 
remediation plans. 
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Assessments (Risk, Application, Facility, Fraud, Information Asset, 
and Device Assessments) 

The Questionnaire function in the RSA Archer eGRC Platform provides a fully 
functional survey/questionnaire tool. For the purposes of this document, the 
questionnaire discussion will be confined to the scope of the predefined assessments 
within the RSA Archer Risk Management solution. Table 1 lists these predefined 
risk assessments. 
 
Table 1: RSA Archer Predefined Risk Assessments 

Assessment Target Scope 
    Multi-domain Risk Assessment  
Risk Assessment Risk Project This questionnaire contains 275 questions 

from the RSA Archer risk assessment 
question pack. Multiple domains are 
included in the questionnaire. The 
questionnaire has an additional built-in 
scoring model allowing for more risk 
scoring functionality beyond the built-in 
questionnaire functions of the quantitative 
summary and inherent/residual risk scores. 

    Detailed Assessments  
Fraud Assessment  Business Units This questionnaire contains 42 questions 

based on identity theft indicators, personal 
information, suspicious account activity, and 
other indicators of fraudulent activity based 
on the “red flag rules”.  
 
Note: This assessment is focused on 
consumer or customer fraudulent activity, 
not internal employee fraud.  

Application 
Assessment  

Applications This questionnaire contains 64 questions 
focused on overall controls for applications, 
including general controls, application 
development, access control, monitoring and 
response, recovery and business continuity, 
regulatory compliance, and operations 
management.  

Facilities Assessment Facilities This questionnaire contains 25 questions on 
general facility security, including physical 
security, access controls, monitoring and 
environmental protection. 
 
Note: The questions are designed for general 
office facilities, not data centers. 
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Assessment Target Scope 
    Detailed Assessments 
Information     
Asset Assessment 

Information Assets This questionnaire contains 44 questions for 
general information protection and security. 
It also includes coverage for information 
ownership, classification, personal 
information, retention, breaches and 
business continuity. 
 
 
 

Device Assessment Devices This questionnaire contains 67 questions 
covering general device (IT platform) 
controls. Some of the topics covered are 
inventory classification, user accounts, 
passwords, system configuration, and 
operations management. 
 
Note: This is a technology-agnostic 
questionnaire based on general controls. 
Technology-specific controls (e.g., Windows 
configuration items) are not included in this 
questionnaire. 

 
The multi-domain Risk Assessment can be used as the main risk assessment based 
on the risk project scope. The questionnaire covers several risk areas and can be used 
as the generic risk assessment. The detailed risk assessments can be used in several 
modes: 

• Initial (sampling) assessments: These assessments could be used as a 
one-time campaign to assess a sampling of targets to get a general 
understanding of potential risks in the organization. Questions that are 
failed within the sampling could indicate systemic issues with the 
controls environment and could signify the need for further testing. 

• Operational assessments: These assessments could be used on a regular 
basis to carry out periodic risk assessments. Using the campaign 
functionality, the assessments could be performed on an ongoing basis 
to monitor risks. 

• One-time assessments: The assessments could be used as one-time 
audits or self-assessments for risk management purposes. For example, 
an application assessment could be performed as a post implementation 
review when applications are deployed. 
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Risk Assessment Record 
An example of a Risk Assessment record is depicted in the following figure:   
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Business Unit Risk Review 
The Business Unit Risk Review application utilizes an Archer to Archer data feed 
titled Business Unit Risk Review (BURR) to produce a survey that presents all of a 
business unit’s risks for review, asks certain open ended questions to help risk 
managers identify changes in an organization’s risk profile, and obtain certification 
from the business unit manager regarding the review. The purpose of the Business 
Unit Risk Review is to present every business unit manager with the risks that 
belong to their business unit and provide a convenient and comprehensive means for 
the business unit manager to view and reaffirm their risks and risk ratings, and to 
describe changes that may affect their risk profile. 

The following screen provides an example of a Business Unit Risk Review record. 
The General Information and Risk Register sections of the form are populated 
through an Archer to Archer data feed that pulls in the business unit name, business 
unit representative, and the business unit’s associated risks. BURR records can be 
automatically routed to business unit representatives to reaffirm their risks and to 
provide open-ended comments about changes in their business unit risk profile. 

For any Risk Register records listed on the BURR that have changed, the Business 
Unit Representative should click on its View link and make any comments about 
changes to the risk description, risk rating, or whether the risk is no longer 
applicable. In addition, the Business Unit Representative should fill out each section 
of the Changes in Risk Profile to communicate changes in their risk environment. 
When the Business Unit Representative has completed reviewing the form, noting 
any changes or comments, they scroll to the bottom of the form and sign-off. 

Risk administrators can manage BURR campaigns by monitoring the sign-off on all 
distributed BURR records and should route exceptions and changes in risk profile to 
the appropriate individuals for evaluation and to change the risk register. 
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Business Unit Risk Review Form 
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Reports 
Some typical reports that a practitioner might produce related to a Business Unit 
Risk Review campaign are the following: 

Report Purpose 
Status of BURR Review 
Affirmations 

Used by the administrator of a BURR campaign to 
monitor the status of business unit managers affirming 
/ completing the BURR that they were sent 

All Changes in Risk 
Profile Comments  

This report would list all comments received from 
managers participating in a BURR relating to Missing 
Risks, Material Changes in Risk Profile, Unplanned 
Risks not included in their risk register, and External 
Events that affect their risk profile. This report should 
be carefully reviewed by risk practitioners to determine 
if risk registers and risk rating should be updated and 
communicated to senior management 

Risk Register Change 
Comments 

This report would show all add, change, delete 
comments received during the BURR campaign about 
individual risks. These comments should be reviewed 
for propriety and an authorized individual should make 
the changes to the risk register records, as appropriate. 

 

Quarterly Risk Reviews 
The Quarterly Risk Review is a questionnaire that targets each Risk Register entry. 
The purpose of the questionnaire is to prompt the risk owner to verify the 
documentation of the Risk Register entry. This ensures that the documentation in the 
Risk Register stays current. 
  
The Quarterly Risk Reviews can be scheduled as campaigns on a quarterly basis for 
risk owners to validate the content in the Risk Register. The simple questionnaire 
captures the acknowledgement of the risk owner that the information related to the 
risk is current. 
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Quarterly Risk Review Form 
An example of the Quarterly Risk Review form is depicted in the following figure:  

 
 

Findings 
The Findings application supports the RSA Archer Risk, Compliance, Vendor and 
Audit Management solutions. It is used to document issues, deficiencies or gaps 
found through assessments and control testing. Findings are auto-generated from 
questionnaires and include links back to the questionnaire, target and any applicable 
control standards and authoritative sources. Findings may be resolved via 
remediation plans or exception requests. Use the Findings application to: 

• Review findings that are auto-generated through the results of 
assessments and control testing 

• Use automated workflow to route findings to the appropriate personnel 
• Mitigate findings through remediation plans or exception requests. The 

system calculates residual risk and compliance status based on the 
resolution of findings 

• Relate multiple findings in the context of a remediation plan 
• Track tasks associated with findings resolution. 

The Findings application is automatically populated with results from a risk 
assessment when the questions in the risk assessment are answered incorrectly. The 
Findings application documents individual control gaps (or risks) for the specific 
scope or target of the assessment. Findings can be managed centrally within the 
Findings application or associated with remediation plans to track the actual task of 
closing the findings. 
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Remediation Plans 
The purpose of a remediation plan is to provide users with an actionable, repeatable 
plan to respond to issues found during an audit or assessment. The Remediation 
Plans application allows remediation plans to be created that relate multiple findings, 
and track actual and estimated remediation costs and timeframes. Relating multiple 
findings in the context of remediation plans eases the process of identifying larger 
issues and supports informed decision making. 
 
Remediation plans in risk management allow the organization to track remediation 
of individual findings from risk assessments or, in the context of a risk treatment 
plan, document remediation efforts related to a risk project. 

Exception Requests 
The Exception Requests application can be used to manage the process of granting 
and expiring exceptions to policies and control standards. Through built-in 
workflow, the application ensures that all exceptions are properly reviewed. The tool 
can also report on exceptions across the enterprise, monitoring them by control, 
department or severity, to visualize the impact of policy exceptions on the business 
and its compliance posture. The Exception Requests application will: 
 

• Enable employees to submit their own exception requests through an 
easy-to-use web interface 

• Identify impacted control standards and compensating control 
procedures 

• Allow designated individuals to evaluate exception requests and approve 
or deny them based on risk posed to the business 

• Grant exceptions for a specific period of time, and notify proper 
personnel as expiration dates approach 

• Enable management to track granted exceptions, facilitating periodic 
reviews of exceptions and their impact 

• Allow employees to track the status of their own policy exception 
requests through My Requests reports 

• Understand the policies or standards with the most approved exceptions, 
and use this information to support training and awareness programs. 

The Exception Requests application includes a Declaration tab to capture details of 
the request, including the submitter and associated business unit, the exception 
description and business justification, the business impact in the event the exception 
is not granted, impacted control standards, and compensating control procedures. 
The exception is then reviewed and approved based on the risks associated with it. 
High-risk exceptions require a second level of approval before the exception is 
granted. An extension to the exception can be requested if the exception expires. 
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Within the Risk Management solution, the Exception Requests application is used as 
part of risk treatment plans in the Risk Project application. As risks are identified 
within operations, not all risks will require remediation or are able to be eliminated 
or addressed. In some instances, the risks may be acceptable to the business or 
simply not addressable through business or technological means. Therefore, the 
business needs a way to accept the risk, but the risk function will want to track that 
exception to company policy or risk management practices. The Exception Requests 
application stores these instances for reporting and monitoring purposes. 

Risk Management Solution Content 
The RSA Archer Risk Management solution has several content catalogs to assist in 
implementing the solution. As noted, each organization will have its own unique 
objectives, business processes, risks and control procedures. Therefore, these 
catalogs are meant to assist customers that are just beginning the implementation of 
a risk management program or as examples for customers to transition their own 
content into the solution. 

Risk Register 
The RSA Archer Risk Register content is a collection of operational risks based on 
multiple authoritative sources and common business risks. The Risk Register items 
are intended to assist companies in defining and documenting key operational risks. 
These risks can be imported into the Risk Register as a complete set or be tailored 
for specific risks. Since all organizations vary, the risks are documented in a generic 
way as a starting point. The Risk Register catalog is preloaded into the solution. 
 
RSA Archer also maintains a partnership with RiskBusiness International. RBI 
provides risk, control, and business hierarchy taxonomy as well as libraries of key 
risk indicators that customers may import into their RSA Archer Risk Management-
related solutions. 

Risk Metrics 
The RSA Archer Risk Metrics content is a blend of IT and GRC related metrics 
associated with the Risk Register. The Risk Metrics items are intended to assist 
companies in defining measurable criteria related to risks and beginning the process 
of documenting key operational metrics to be monitored over time. The catalog of 
metrics contains over 290 entries and can be used in whole or in part to begin the 
process of monitoring key risk indicators. The Risk Metrics catalog is not preloaded 
into the solution but can be imported via a simple data import. 

Archer Risk Assessment Questionnaire 
This question pack includes content for a general risk assessment containing 
multiple domains of questions. The risk assessment includes questions related to: 

• Applications 
• Facilities 
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• Information Assets 
• Devices 
• Business Processes 
• Environmental Management 
• Entity Level Controls 
• Business Units 
• Business Impact Analysis 
• Project Management 
• General Information Security 

The risk questions within the domains are split into two sections: likelihood and 
impact. Risk indicator questions are used to calculate the likelihood portion of the 
domain, and are yes/no questions. For each wrong answer the likelihood of risks 
within that domain increases. Risk scale questions are used to calculate the impact 
portion of the domain. These questions are scored on a 1-10 scale to calculate a 
business impact score. The higher the average of the scaled answers, the higher the 
impact score becomes. The risk questions are mapped to the Risk Register to quickly 
create findings related back to the Risk Register items for risk monitoring purposes. 
The risk assessment questions can also be used in conjunction with the pre-built risk 
assessments included in the Risk Management solution to enable a broad-based set 
of risk identification and monitoring processes. 
 
The questions themselves are not preloaded into the Question Library but can be 
imported using the data import wizard. These questions can then be used to build 
risk assessments tailored to the customer’s unique needs. 
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Chapter 5: Relationship to Enterprise Management 
Solution 

The RSA-Archer Enterprise Management solution plays an important role in 
understanding and managing risk from an organizational perspective. Features of 
this solution that relate to the RSA-Archer Risk Management solution are outlined in 
this chapter. 

General Information 
To provide an organizational view of risk and proper accountability for its 
management, a tight relationship has been established between the RSA Archer Risk 
Management solution and the RSA Archer Enterprise Management solution. Much 
of the activities of risk management program are accomplished within the RSA 
Archer Risk Management solution, but certain program capabilities are enabled 
through the RSA Archer Enterprise Management solution. These capabilities 
include: 

• Organizational views of risk, KRIs, loss events, and control procedures by 
business hierarchy 

• The ability to establish risk tolerances by business hierarchy level for risks, 
failed KRIs, and loss events 

• Warning indicators when tolerances are exceeded 
• Overall risk scorecard by business hierarchy 
• Listing of Risk Register records by business hierarchy 
• Listing of any Loss Events by business hierarchy 
• Listing of any Risk Projects by business hierarchy 
• Listing of any Business Unit Risk Reviews by business hierarchy 

There are three levels to the Business Hierarchy within the RSA Archer Enterprise 
Management solution: Company, Division, and Business Unit. Practitioners should 
consider whether this is an adequate number of hierarchy levels for their 
organization. If more levels are desired, additional RSA Archer On-Demand 
applications will need to be added to the Business Hierarchy and the calculations and 
linkages should be configured to provide the same view of risk activities within the 
added levels. 
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Business Unit View of Risk 
Sections that appear under the Risk Management tab of a Business Unit record in the RSA Archer 
Enterprise Management solution are depicted in the following figure:   

 
The purpose of the Risk Management tab on a Business Unit record is to provide a business unit 
manager, their senior management chain, and other interested parties with a consolidated profile of 
the business unit’s risk management activities and how well it is performing with respect to risk. 

The Risk Tolerance section enables risk tolerances to be established for Average Calculated Risk 
and Maximum Calculated Risk, and to establish tolerances for the acceptable level of failed KRIs, 
and loss events. Status indicators will turn red if the associated tolerances are exceeded with respect 
to the risks, KRIs, and loss events associated with the business unit. 

The Risk Levels and Analytics section provides summary information regarding the overall risk 
ratings of all risk register records associated with the business unit. In addition, aggregate 
information about the business unit’s losses is carried forward from associated loss records. 

The Risk Profile section displays additional summary information regarding the way in which 
associated risks were treated, the distribution of associated risks by risk rating and the level of failed 
KRIs. 

Appearing below the Risk Register section (but not reflected in the previous figure) are cross-
references to Loss Events, Risk Projects, and Business Unit Risk Reviews. These sections will be 
automatically populated with records, if the business unit has any loss events, projects, or business 
unit risk reviews. 
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Division View of Risk 
Sections that appear under the Risk Management tab of a Division record in the RSA Archer 
Enterprise Management solution are depicted in the following figure:   

 
The purpose of the Risk Management tab on a Division record is to provide a Division manager, 
their senior management chain, and other interested parties with a consolidated profile of the 
Division’s risk management activities and how it is performing with respect to risk. 

The Risk Tolerance section enables risk tolerances to be established for Average Calculated Risk 
and Maximum Calculated Risk. Status indicators will turn red if the associated tolerances are 
exceeded. 

The Risk Levels and Analytics section provides summary information regarding the overall risk 
ratings of all risk register records associated with the division. In addition, scorecards are presented 
of the risk ratings associated with the business units contained within the division. 

Appearing below the Risk Register section (but not reflected in the above figure) are cross-
references to Loss Events. This section will be automatically populated with records, if the Division 
has any loss events. 

Company View of Risk 
Company is the highest level within the Business Hierarchy application and by definition, a company 
view takes in the entire population of records within all RSA-Archer solutions. The reports, iViews, 
and dashboard workspaces related to a company view of risk will typically represent a subset of all 
of the available reports across all RSA-Archer applications and solutions. The subset of reports 
selected and the filtering applied to the reports selected will be based upon what each organization 
wishes to present to their most senior leadership and board of directors and what, if any, aggregated 
organization-wide reports must be provided to regulators or that may be used in the day-to-day 
oversight of the risk management program. Enterprise-wide reports that a practitioner might consider 
distributing to senior management and board include: 

• Top 10 Enterprise Level Risks on an Inherent and Residual Risk Basis 
• Key Metrics enabled around Top 10 Risks and their Status 
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• Summary of Top Corporate Objectives vs. Risk 
• Risk Profile of Each Division and their key risk drivers 
• Summary of Operating Losses & Analysis of Significant Loss Events 
• Significant Emerging Changes in Risk Profile based on the Business Unit Risk Reviews 
• Risk status of any significant ventures, new products and service, and organizational changes 
• Status of Outstanding Findings related to Significant Risks 
• Annual Report of Adequacy of Insurance Risk Transfer Program 

Reports 
In addition to the reports related to a company view of risk described above, some 
typical reports that a practitioner might produce related to a Business Unit or 
Division’s risk profile include: 

Report Purpose 
Division or Business Unit 
Risk Exposure Summary 

To understand the value of monetary risk assessments by 
risk category by business unit or division 

Metrics Statuses by Division 
or Business Unit  

To understand the status of all metrics by division and 
business unit. Report could be filtered to just indicate metric 
statuses that are red. 

Risk Summary by Division 
and Business Unit 

To understand the overall risk rating of each division and its 
business units. 

Risk Register by Division or 
Business Unit 

Shows all risk register items associated with the division or 
business unit. 

Business Unit Heat Map Visually depicts the likelihood and impact of business unit 
risk within a 5 by 5 grid. 

Risk Tolerances vs. Statuses Shows all of the tolerances set up at the business unit or 
division level and the associated status indicators and 
enables an understanding of risk tolerances that are being 
exceeded. 

Open Risk Findings by 
Business Unit or Division 

To understand findings that have been generated throughout 
the risk management process that are still outstanding. 

Reports generated from a business hierarchy perspective become extremely powerful 
in the management of risk not only for the summary information which they can 
provide but because every record can be drilled into in order to identify and 
understand the underlying drivers of a particular risk or status. 

Workflow Considerations 
Most of the management of risk from a business hierarchy perspective will rely on 
various reports, iViews, and dashboards. However, practitioners should consider 
creating notifications to appropriate stakeholders whenever status indicators turn red 
and periodically thereafter, if they remain red. 
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Appendix A: Insurance Application Data Dictionary 
& Calculated Fields 

Field Name            
(* required field) Field Definition and Calculation (if applicable) 

AM Best Financial Size 
Category 

This field reflects the AM Best Financial Size category 
associated with the carrier underwriting the insurance policy. 
Size is rated by AM Best in ranges associated with carrier′s 
adjusted policyholders′ surplus (PHS). 

AM Best Strength Rating This field contains the AM Best Strength Rating of the carrier 
underwriting the insurance policy 

Annual Premium This field contains the annual premium of the insurance 
policy. The amount entered into this field for multi-year 
policies should reflect the annual expense, not the total multi-
year premium. 

Broker This field contains the name of the company that brokers the 
insurance policy. 

Carrier Name This field contains the name of the insurance carrier named on 
an insurance policy. 

Co-Insurance This field contains the co-insurance amount that the insured is 
liable for under the policy. 

Copy of Application This field should be used to attach a copy of the application(s) 
submitted to the carrier for underwriting this policy. 

Copy of Policy This field should be used to attach a copy of the policy, 
declaration, and endorsements associated with this policy. 

Deductible This field contains the amount of the deductible of the policy 
that is the obligation of the insured for a single occurrence of 
a risk. 

Description This field contains a general description of the policy and its 
coverage. 

Excluded Risks This field should be used to link specific risks to the 
organization that would generally be covered by this type of 
policy but are excluded by specific contract provisions. 

Included Risks This field should be used to link specific risks from the risk 
register that are included within the scope of this insurance 
policy. 
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Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition and Calculation (if applicable) 

Losses Associated With 
Policy Coverage 

This field cross references the Loss Events application. It 
should be used to depict all of the losses sustained within the 
scope of coverage of this policy during the policy term.  

Policy Expiration Date This field contains the date on which the policy expires. 

Policy Expired This field indicates whether or not the insurance policy is 
expired. 

IF([Policy Expiration Date]>NOW(),No,Yes) 

Policy Limit - Aggregate 
Occurrence 

This field contains the maximum amount that this policy will 
cover for all losses covered by the policy within the policy 
term. 

Policy Limit - Single 
Occurrence 

This field contains the limit of the policy covering a single 
occurrence of a risk. 

Policy Name * This field contains the name of the policy as it appears on the 
insurance contract 

Policy Number This field contains the policy number as it appears on the 
insurance contract. 

Policy Start Date This field contains the date on which the policy term begins. 

Policy Type This field contains an indication of the general coverage 
provided by the insurance policy. 
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Appendix B: Loss Events Application Data 
Dictionary & Calculated Fields 

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Aggregate Yearly Loss 
Amount 

This calculated field will reflect the Actual Loss Amount for 
the Loss Event record provided 1) the Date of Occurrence 
falls within the prior 365 days and 2) the Loss Event has 
been approved. 

IF( AND( contains( any, [Review Status], VALUEOF( 
[Review Status],Approved)), DATEDIF( [Date of 
Occurrence], TODAY(), DAY) <= 365), [Net Loss 
Amount], 0) 

Applicable Insurance 
Policy 

This field should be used to select the applicable insurance 
policy, if any, documented in the insurance application, that 
applies to this loss record regardless of whether the loss is 
above or below the stated deductible. 

Application Risk 
Assessments 

This field is a cross reference to the Application 
Assessments. 

Associated Business 
Process(es) 

This field provides a link to records in the Business 
Processes application that are related to this loss event. 

Associated Risks This field is automatically populated with links to related 
records within the Risk Register application in the Risk 
Management solution. 

Associated Vendors This field provides a link to records in the Vendor Profile 
application that are related to this loss event. 

Basel II Event Category This field captures the Basel II Event category (if 
applicable). 

Business Unit This field provides a link to records in the Business Unit 
application that are related to this loss event. 

CEO This field records the name of the CEO that will need to 
approve the loss entry. 
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Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

CEO Approval Required This field calculates whether or not CEO approval will be 
required for the loss event. This is derived from the Total 
Offset Transaction(s) field. If this field contains a value that 
is greater than US$250,000, then CEO approval is required. 

IF( [Total Offset Transaction(s)] >= 250000, VALUEOF( 
[CEO Approval Required], Yes), VALUEOF( [CEO 
Approval Required], No)) 

CEO Review Status This field captures the CEO review status for the loss event. 

CFO This field records the name of the CFO that will need to 
approve the loss entry. 

CFO Approval Required This field calculates whether or not CFO approval will be 
required for the loss event. This is derived from the Total 
Offset Transaction(s) field. If this field contains a value that 
is greater than US$100,000, then CFO approval is required. 

IF( [Total Offset Transaction(s)] >= 100000, VALUEOF( 
[CFO Approval Required], Yes), VALUEOF( [CFO 
Approval Required], No)) 

CFO Review Status This field captures the CFO review status for the loss event. 

Claim Handling Notes Use this open text field to provide an on-going narrative of 
the insurance claim life cycle from point of origin to final 
disposition. 

Claim Status This field is used to record and monitor the status of 
insurance claims, if applicable. 

Communications/Public 
Affairs 

This field indicates whether or not the loss event has been 
reported to communications/public affairs. 

Control Factors This field captures the control factors. 

Controller This field records the name of the Controller that will need to 
approve the loss entry. 

Controller Approval 
Required 

This field calculates whether or not Controller approval will 
be required for the loss event. This is derived from the Total 
Offset Transaction(s) field. If this field contains a value that 
is greater than US$50,000, then Controller approval is 
required. 

IF( [Total Offset Transaction(s)] >= 50000, VALUEOF( 
[Controller Approval Required], Yes), VALUEOF( 
[Controller Approval Required], No)) 
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Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Controller Review Status This field captures the Controller review status for the loss 
event. 

Copy of Related Crisis 
Events 

This field provides a link to records in the Crisis Events 
application that are related to this loss event. 

Corp Security/Law 
Enforcement 

This field indicates whether or not the loss event has been 
reported to corporate security or law enforcement. 

Country This field captures country where the loss event occurred. 

Crisis Events New This field provides a link to records in the Crisis Events 
application that are related to this loss event. 

Date of Discovery This field contains the date the loss event was discovered. 

Date of Occurrence This field contains the date the loss event occurred. 

Date of Recognition This field contains the date the loss event was recognized. 

Date of Resolution This field contains the date the loss event was resolved. 

Default Record 
Permissions 

This field provides the selected user access to the record. 
Users/Groups selected in this field will be granted access to 
the record. 

Description of Vendor(s) 
Involvement 

This field contains a detailed description of vendor 
involvement (if applicable). 

Detection Evaluation This field is used to capture the loss assessor’s opinion 
regarding the speed at which the loss was detected. 

Device Risk Assessments This field is a cross reference to the Device Risk 
Assessment. 

Division This field provides a link to records in the Division 
application that are related to this loss event. 

Emergency Ops Center 
Requests New 

This field provides a link to records in the Crisis Events 
application that are related to this loss event. 

Event Type This field is used to indicate if the loss is associated with an 
actual recorded loss event or represents a near miss loss 
event that was avoided and had no financial statement 
impact. 

Facility Risk Assessments This field is a cross reference to Facility Assessments. 
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Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Failed Controls This field provides a link to records in the Control Standards 
application that are related to this loss event. 

Final Resolution 
Description 

This field contains a detailed description of the final 
resolution of the event. 

First Published This field is automatically populated with the date the record 
is created. 

Gross Loss Amount This field stores the total gross amount of a loss prior to any 
recoveries or insurance reimbursement. 

Impact Evaluation This field captures the level of the impact evaluation for the 
loss event. 

Information Asset Risk 
Assessment 

This field is a cross reference to the Information Asset 
Assessment. 

Inherited Record 
Permissions 

This field provides users/groups access to a record based on 
record permission settings specified in related records within 
multiple applications. For more information on these 
particular applications, please see the Options tab. 

ProcessInheritedUserGroup() 

Insurance (Losses 
Associated With Policy 
Coverage) 

This is a cross reference to the Insurance application records 
and associates Loss records with the insurance policies to 
which they are related, if any. 

Internal Loss Reporting 
Documentation 

This field allows the users to upload additional 
documentation related to the loss event. 

Last Updated This field is automatically populated with the date of the last 
update to the record. 

Likelihood Evaluation This field captures the likelihood evaluation for the loss 
event. 

Loss Detection Source This field captures the loss detection source. 

Loss Event Description This field contains a detailed description of the loss event. 

Loss Event ID This field is automatically populated with a value that 
uniquely identifies the record within this application. 

Loss Event Name * This field contains the name of the loss event. 

Loss Event Source This field captures whether the source of the loss event was 
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Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

external or internal. 

Loss Impact This field captures whether the impact of the loss event was 
direct or indirect. 

Loss Reimbursed by 
Insurance 

This field contains the amount of any reimbursement for a 
loss received from an insurance carrier. 

Net Loss Amount This field calculates the net amount of the loss, in dollars. 
The field derives this value by subtracting the values 
contained in the Total Amount Recovered and the Loss 
Reimbursed by Insurance fields from the Gross Loss Amount 
field. 

[Gross Loss Amount]-[Loss Reimbursed by Insurance]-
[Total Amount Recovered] 

Offset Transactions This sub-form captures loss event financial information 
related to the associated loss record. Information within this 
sub-form includes the impacted general ledger account, 
posting date, transaction type and amount. 

Overall Event Status 
Change 

This field calculates if there has been a change in the overall 
status. It is used in sending out notifications. 

If( [Overall Status] = [Overall Event Status Prior Value], 
valueof( [Overall Event Status Change],No), valueof( 
[Overall Event Status Change],Yes)) 

Overall Event Status Prior 
Value 

This field is used in calculating the Overall Event Status 
Change field which is used in sending out notifications. 

[Overall Status] 

Overall Status This field captures the overall status of the loss event. 

IF( [Review Status] = valueof( [Review Status],Approved), 
valueof( [Overall Status],Closed), IF( and( [Submission 
Status] = valueof( [Submission Status],In Process), 
[Review Status] = valueof( [Review Status],Rejected)), 
valueof( [Overall Status],Rejected), 

IF( and( [Submission Status] = valueof( [Submission 
Status],Submitted), [Review Status] = valueof( [Review 
Status],Awaiting Review)), valueof( [Overall 
Status],Awaiting Review), 

IF( and( [Submission Status] = valueof( [Submission 
Status],Re-Submitted), [Review Status] = valueof( 
[Review Status],Awaiting Review)), valueof( [Overall 
Status],Awaiting Review), valueof( [Overall 
Status],Open))))) 
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Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Projected Risk Exposure This field contains the amount, in dollars, of the projected 
risk exposure that stems from the loss event. 

RCA Analysts This field provides a link to records in the Contacts 
application that are related to this loss event. 

RCA Completion Date This field contains the date that the root cause analysis was 
completed. 

RCA Review Status This field captures the root cause analysis review status for 
the loss event. 

RCA Reviewer This field records the name of the RCA (Root Cause 
Analysis) analyst that will need to review the loss entry. 

RCA Submission Status This field captures the root cause analysis submission status 
for the loss event. 

Record Status This field is automatically populated with a value of New or 
Updated. When a record is first created, the value is New. 
Once a change has been made to the record, the value is 
Updated. 

Recovery Tasks/Activities This field displays links to related tasks from the Task 
Management application. Non-completed tasks are listed in 
the Open Tasks/Activities grid. Tasks that have been marked 
as Complete are listed in the Activity History grid. 

Region This field displays the region where the loss event occurred. 

Regulatory Reporting 
Information 

This sub-form captures regulatory reporting information 
related to the associated loss record. Information within this 
sub-form includes the name of the responding examiner, 
agency, fines, and  settlements, narrative, etc. 

Regulatory Reporting 
Required 

This field indicates whether regulatory reporting is required 
for this loss event. 

Related Application 
Privacy Assessments 

This field provides a link to application privacy assessments 
related to the loss event. 

Related Crisis Events This field provides a link to records in the Crisis Events 
application that are related to this loss event. 

Related Incidents This field provides a link to records in the Incidents 
application that are related to this loss event. 

Related Information This field provides a link to information privacy assessments 
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Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Privacy Assessments related to the loss event. 

Related Vendor Privacy 
Assessments 

This field provides a link to vendor privacy assessments 
related to the loss event. 

Review Status This field captures the review status for the loss event. 

Reviewer This field provides the selected user access to the record. 
Users/Groups selected in this field will be granted access to 
the record. 

Risk Category This field is used to classify losses by risk category. 

Root Cause Analysis 
Narrative 

This field contains a detailed narrative of the root cause 
analysis for the loss event. 

Root Cause Category This field categorizes the root cause for the loss event. 

Submission Status This field captures the submission status for the loss event. 

Submitter This field provides the selected user access to the record. 
Users/Groups selected in this field will be granted access to 
the record. 

Total Amount Recovered This field calculates the total amount, in dollars, that has 
been recovered from the loss event. The Recovery Amount 
field is totaled across each record in the Recovery 
Tasks/Activities related record field. 

SUM( 0, REF( [Recovery Tasks/Activities], [Recovery 
Amount])) 

Total Offset 
Transaction(s) 

This field calculates the total offset transactions, in dollars, 
from the loss event. The Offset Transaction Amount field is 
totaled across each record in the Offset Transactions sub-
form field. 

SUM( 0, REF( [Offset Transactions], [Offset Transaction 
Amount])) 

Transaction Review 
Status 

This field captures the transaction review status for the loss 
event. 

Transaction Submission 
Status 

This field captures the transaction submission status for the 
loss event. 

Transactions Approved 
By 

This field records the name of the contact that will need to 
review the loss entry. 
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Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Transactions Prepared By This field provides a link to records in the Contacts 
application that are related to this loss event. 

Vendor Name This is the name of the vendor, if any, that is associated with 
the loss event. 

Violated Policies This field provides a link to records in the Policies 
application that are related to this loss event. 
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Appendix C: Metrics Application Data Dictionary & 
Calculated Fields 

 

Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

ActiveFail This field indicates if the Metric is Active‖ and is in a Fail state. 
This field is used for calculations in other applications. 

IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Status],VALUEOF([Status], 
Active)), CONTAINS(EXACT,[Current 
Status],VALUEOF([Current 
Status],Fail))),VALUEOF([ActiveFail], 
Yes),VALUEOF([ActiveFail], No)) 

 

Aggregation Method This field specifies (where applicable) the basic mechanism by 
which the indicator value is to be aggregated upwards (for 
example, simple summation or weighted averages). 

Aggregation Rules This field shows the specific steps to be followed if any 
aggregation is to be applied. 

AML-Related Indicator field (Yes/No) 

Applicable Industry This field contains the industries where the metric is applicable. 

Average Value This is the average value of the Metric Results. 

IF (COUNT(REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Result ID]))>0, 
ROUND(AVERAGEA(REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Value])), 2), Not Calculated) 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Banding Status This field contains the status of the Banding based on the 
current value and the Highest and Lowest Range of the Band 
based on the Average Value and Standard Deviation. 

IF ((CONTAINS (EXACT, [Average Value], Not Calculated)), 
VALUEOF([Banding Status],Open), 

IF ( AND( [Current Value]>=([Lowest Range of Band]), 
[Current Value]<=([Highest Range of Band])), 
VALUEOF([Banding Status], In Band), 

IF ( ([Current Value]> [Highest Range of Band]), 
VALUEOF([Banding Status], Above Band), 

IF ( ([Current Value]<[Lowest Range of Band]), 
VALUEOF([Banding Status], Below 
Band),VALUEOF([Banding Status], Open))))) 

 

Benchmarking Rules This field contains the specific rules that apply if the indicator is 
to be used for benchmarking purposes. Unless the Usage field 
value has been set to ―Internal and Benchmarking, a value 
of ―Not Applicable will be seen on this field. 

Bucket Variants This field indicates where buckets defined above may vary in 
different situations (for example, between different business 
units). 

Buckets This field reflects any possible groupings within the collected 
indicator values. For example, an indicator that  represents a 
number of outstanding items may be grouped, at each 
breakdown level where the data is actually collected. 

Business Process This field contains the Business Processes related to the Metric. 

Business Unit This field contains the Business Units related to the Metric. 

Calculation Formula If the indicator is derived from underlying indicator values, this 
is the formula used to calculate its value. 

Calculation Method This field contains the specific formula or mechanism by which 
the indicator values are calculated and references the list of 
underlying indicators. 

Causal Type The value for this field is used as a form of causal assessment as 
to what the indicator is measuring. Possible values include 
People, Technology, External Factors, Management, Strategy, 
Processes (normal functioning) or Business Conditions 
(abnormal functioning of a process). 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Collection Frequency The value for this field is selected from a drop-down list box 
which provides the only permissible values. It provides an 
indication of how often an organization is likely to be collecting 
the data which the indicator represents (for example, the number 
of outstanding transaction confirmations is likely to be collected 
on a daily basis, while staff headcounts are likely only to be 
collected on a monthly basis). 

Collection Level The value for this field is selected from a drop-down list box 
which provides the only permissible values. It provides an 
example of the level within the organization where it is 
expected most organizations would start collecting this 
indicator’s data. 

Common Metric Indicator field (Yes/No) 

Control Procedure This field contains the Control Procedures related to the Metric.  

Count of Metrics This field contains the number of Metric Results records 
associated to the Metric.  

COUNTA(REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Result ID])) 

 

Currency Conversion 
Rule 

This field is only applicable if the value format is a monetary 
amount. It specifies how any non-base currency values are 
changed to base currency 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Current Status This field is calculated based on the Type of Monitoring field 
using the status field for the monitoring method. 

IF (AND( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Type of 
Monitoring],VALUEOF([Type of Monitoring], 
Threshold)),CONTAINS (EXACT, [Threshold Status], 
VALUEOF([Threshold Status], Pass))),VALUEOF([Current 
Status], Pass), 

(IF ( AND( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Type of 
Monitoring],VALUEOF([Type of 
Monitoring],Banding)),CONTAINS (EXACT,[Banding 
Status],VALUEOF([Banding Status], In Band))) 
,VALUEOF([Current Status], Pass), 

(IF ( AND( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Type of 
Monitoring],VALUEOF([Type of Monitoring], Trend 
Alignment)),CONTAINS (EXACT,[Trend 
Status],VALUEOF([Trend Status], Pass))) , 
VALUEOF([Current Status], Pass), 

(IF ( AND( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Type of 
Monitoring],VALUEOF([Type of 
Monitoring],Threshold)),CONTAINS (EXACT,[Threshold 
Status],VALUEOF([Threshold Status], Open))) 
,VALUEOF([Current Status], Open), 

(IF ( AND( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Type of 
Monitoring],VALUEOF([Type of Monitoring], Trend 
Alignment)),CONTAINS (EXACT,[Trend 
Status],VALUEOF([Trend Status], Open))) 
,VALUEOF([Current Status], Open), 

(IF ( AND( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Type of 
Monitoring],VALUEOF([Type of Monitoring], Trend 
Alignment)),CONTAINS (EXACT,[Trend 
Status],VALUEOF([Trend Status], Not Calculated))) 
,VALUEOF([Current Status], Not Calculated), 

IF (AND( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Type of 
Monitoring],VALUEOF([Type of 
Monitoring],Threshold)),CONTAINS (EXACT, [Threshold 
Status], VALUEOF([Threshold Status], Not 
Calculated))),VALUEOF([Current Status], Not 
Calculated),VALUEOF([Current Status], Fail))))))))))))) 

 

Current Value This value represents the most recent value of the collected 
metric result. 

MOSTRECENTVALUE( REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Value]), REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Date])) 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

 

Dependent Metrics This field contains other Metrics that are dependent on the 
Metric. 

Externally Comparable Indicator field (Yes/No) 

Forecast Ceiling This field contains the maximum value that the metric will be 
for forecasted values. 

Forecast Date 2 This is the second Forecasted date based on Measurement 
Frequency and Last Measurement Date. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Latest Measurement Date]), TODAY(),  

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Daily)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+(1*2)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Weekly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+(7*2)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Monthly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+ 
(30*2)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Quarterly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+ 
(90*2)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Annual)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+(365*2)), TODAY ()))))))))))) 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Forecast Date 3 This is the third Forecasted date based on Measurement 
Frequency and Last Measurement Date. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Latest Measurement Date]), TODAY(), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Daily)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+(1*3)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Weekly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+(7*3)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Monthly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+ 
(30*3)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Quarterly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+ 
(90*3)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Annual)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+(365*3)), 

TODAY ()))))))))))) 

Forecast Date 4 This is the fourth Forecasted date based on Measurement 
Frequency and Last Measurement Date. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Latest Measurement Date]), TODAY(), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Daily)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+(1*4)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Weekly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+(7*4)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Monthly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+ 
(30*4)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Quarterly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+ 
(90*4)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Annual)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+(365*4)),TODAY ()))))))))))) 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Forecast Date 5 This is the fifth Forecasted date based on Measurement 
Frequency and Last Measurement Date. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Latest Measurement Date]), TODAY(), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Daily)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+(1*5)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Weekly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+(7*5)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Monthly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+ 
(30*5)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Quarterly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+ 
(90*5)), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Annual)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+(365*5)),TODAY ()))))))))))) 

Forecast Floor This field contains the minimum value that the metric will be 
for forecasted values. It represents the lowest value that the 
metric value could be forecasted. For example, if the metric 
could not be negative, the Forecast Floor would be zero. 

Forecast Value This field uses the Forecasted Value (Pure) field and the 
Forecast Floor and Ceiling fields to determine the actual 
forecasted value for Date 1. 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), ISEMPTY ([Forecast 
Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value (Pure)]>[Forecast 
Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value (Pure)]>[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecasted Value (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecast Floor], 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value (Pure)], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Floor],[Forecasted 
Value (Pure)])))))))) 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Forecast Value 2 This field uses the Forecasted Value 2 and the Forecast Floor 
and Ceiling to determine the actual forecasted value for 
Forecast Date 2. 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), ISEMPTY ([Forecast 
Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 2 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 2 (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value 2 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 2 (Pure)]>[Forecast 
Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value 2 (Pure)]>[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecasted Value 2 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value 2 (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecast Floor], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 2 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 2 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value 2 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 2 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 2 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 2 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 2 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Floor],[Forecasted 
Value 2 (Pure)])))))))) 

 

Forecast Value 3 This field is calculated using the FORECAST function and 
indicates the projected value of the Metric Result for the 
Forecasted Date 3. 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), ISEMPTY ([Forecast 
Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 3 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 3 (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value 3 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 3 (Pure)]>[Forecast 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value 3 (Pure)]>[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecasted Value 3 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value 3 (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecast Floor], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 3 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 3 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value 3 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 3 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 3 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 3 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 3 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Floor],[Forecasted 
Value 3 (Pure)])))))))) 

 

Forecast Value 4 This field is calculated using the FORECAST function and 
indicates the projected value of the Metric Result for the 
Forecasted Date 4. 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), ISEMPTY ([Forecast 
Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 4 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 4 (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value 4 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 4 (Pure)]>[Forecast 
Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling],  

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value 4 (Pure)]>[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecasted Value 4 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value 4 (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecast Floor], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 4 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 4 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value 4 (Pure)], 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 4 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 4 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 4 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 4 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Floor],[Forecasted 
Value 4 (Pure)])))))))) 

 

Forecast Value 5 This field is calculated using the FORECAST function and 
indicates the projected value of the Metric Result for the 
Forecasted Date 5. 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), ISEMPTY ([Forecast 
Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 5 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 5 (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value 5 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 5 (Pure)]>[Forecast 
Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value 5 (Pure)]>[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecasted Value 5 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Ceiling]), NOT (ISEMPTY 
([Forecast Floor])), [Forecasted Value 5 (Pure)]<[Forecast 
Floor]), [Forecast Floor], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 5 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 5 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecasted Value 5 (Pure)], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 5 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 5 
(Pure)]>[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Ceiling], 

IF (AND (NOT (ISEMPTY ([Forecast Floor])),NOT 
(ISEMPTY([Forecast Ceiling])), [Forecasted Value 5 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Floor],[Forecasted Value 5 
(Pure)]<[Forecast Ceiling]), [Forecast Floor],[Forecasted 
Value 5 (Pure)])))))))) 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Forecasted Value (Pure) This field is calculated using the FORECAST function and 
indicates the projected  value of the Metric Result for the Next 
Measurement Date. 

IF (COUNT ([Metrics Results])>1, ROUND(FORECAST 
([Next Measurement Date],REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Value]),REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Date])),2), ) 

 

Forecasted Value 2 (Pure) This field is calculated using the FORECAST function and 
indicates the projected value of the Metric Result for the 
Forecasted Date 2 

IF (COUNT ([Metrics Results])>1, ROUND(FORECAST 
([Forecast Date 2], REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Value]),REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Date])), 2), ) 

 

Forecasted Value 3 (Pure) This field is calculated using the FORECAST function and 
indicates the projected value of the Metric Result for the 
Forecasted Date 3. 

IF (COUNT ([Metrics Results])>1, ROUND(FORECAST 
([Forecast Date 3], REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Value]),REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Date])), 2), ) 

 

Forecasted Value 4 (Pure) This field is calculated using the FORECAST function and 
indicates the projected value of the Metric Result for the 
Forecasted Date 4. 

IF (COUNT ([Metrics Results])>1, ROUND (FORECAST 
([Forecast Date 4], REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Value]),REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Date])),2), ) 

 

Forecasted Value 5 (Pure) This field is calculated using the FORECAST function and 
indicates the projected value of the Metric Result for the 
Forecasted Date 5. 

IF (COUNT ([Metrics Results])>1, ROUND (FORECAST 
([Forecast Date 5], REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Value]),REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Date])), 2), ) 

 

Format The name of the value format of the indicator. (Read only) 

Frequency Metric The value for this field is selected from a drop-down list box 
which provides the only permissible values. It provides a 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Changes measure as to how often the indicator values can be expected to 
change. 

Highest Range of Band This field is the highest range of the band as determined by the 
Average Value and two times the Standard Deviation. 

[Average Value]+(2*[Standard Deviation]) 

 

Identity Theft Related Indicator field (Yes/No) 

Interpretation of Trend This field describes what the directional trend in the indicators 
values mean (e.g., an increase in value indicates greater risk or a 
decrease in value indicates greater risk).  

Know Your Customer 
Related 

Indicator field (Yes/No) 

Latest Measurement Date This field is calculated using the date of the most recent Metric 
Result. 

MOSTRECENTVALUE (REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Date]),REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Date])) 

 

Likely Source of 
Information 

This field indicates the likely source within the organization 
where the values for this indicator are to be obtained. 

Limitation of Coverage This field provides an indication of the limitation of coverage 
within the organization which the indicator represents(e.g., it 
may not apply, or be able to be applied  for legal reasons) to a 
specific part of the business (e.g., a product or a region). 

Lowest Range of Band This field is the lowest range of the band as determined by the 
Average Value and two times the Standard Deviation. 

[Average Value]-(2*[Standard Deviation]) 

 

Maximum Value This field contains the Maximum Value as calculated by the 
values of the Metric Results. 

IF (COUNT(REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Result ID]))>0, 
MAX (REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Value])), Not 
Calculated) 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Measurement Frequency This field indicates the frequency the metric is measured and a 
Metric Value is provided for the metric. 

Measurement Rule This field is used to state all conditions, requirements, 
exclusions or rules which apply in the calculation of the 
indicator value (e.g., the indicator value includes everything of 
one class or type, but excludes another class or type). If the data 
is required to be measured in a specific sequence or is 
constructed over a given time period, these are listed. 

Median Value This field contains the Median Value as calculated by the values 
of the Metric Results. 

IF (COUNT(REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Result ID]))>0, 
MEDIAN (REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Value])), Not 
Calculated) 

 

Metric is a Best Practice Indicator field (Yes/No) 

Metric Results This field is a cross-reference to the Metric Results application 
to track individual results of the Metric. 

Minimum Value This field contains the Minimum Value as calculated by the 
values of the Metric Results. 

IF (COUNT(REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Result ID]))>0, 
MIN (REF([Metrics Results],[MetricValue])), Not 
Calculated) 

 

Next Measurement Date This field indicates the next date the Metric should be measured 
via a Metric Result. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Latest Measurement Date]), TODAY(), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Daily)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+1), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Weekly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+7), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Monthly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+30), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Quarterly)), ([Latest Measurement Date]+90), 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Annual)), 
([Latest Measurement Date]+365),TODAY ()))))))))))) 

 

Next Metric Period This field contains the number of the next Metric Result (count 
of metrics plus one). 

[Count of Metrics]+1 

 

Percentage Change This field shows the percentage change calculated using the 
Current Value and Previous Value of the Metric. 

IF( ISEMPTY ([Current Value]), ,((([Current Value]-[Previous 
Value])/[Current Value])*100)) 

 

Possible to Benchmark Indicator field (Yes/No) 

Prerequisite Records This field contains other Metrics that are prerequisite for the 
Metric. 

Previous Value This field contains the value of the Metric Result prior to the 
current value. 

IF (COUNT ([Metrics Results])>= [Count of Metrics], [Current 
Value],[Previous Value]) 

 

Product-Services This field contains the Products and Services related to the 
Metric. 

Projected Growth This field indicates the projected growth percentage based on 
the Forecasted Value. 

IF ([Count of Metrics]=1,0,(([Forecast Value]-[Current 
Value])/[Current Value])*100) 

 

Rationale This field contains further clarification behind the purpose of 
the indicator. 

Recommended 
Calculation 

Formula used to derive the KRIs calculated value. 

Scaling Rules This field specifies the rules to calculate the scaled indicator 
value, including guidelines on rounding, treatment of decimals 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

or fractions, and the ordering of scaling with regard to 
aggregation steps. 

Slope This is the slope as calculated using the Metric Results values. 

IF (COUNTA([Metrics Results]) <=1, Not Calculated, 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Daily)), 
ROUND((SLOPE(REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Value]), 
REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Date]))),5), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Weekly)), ROUND((SLOPE(REF([Metrics 
Results],[Metric Value]), REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Date]))*7),5), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Monthly)), ROUND((SLOPE(REF([Metrics 
Results],[Metric Value]), REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Date]))*30),5), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement 
Frequency],Quarterly)), ROUND((SLOPE(REF([Metrics 
Results],[Metric Value]), REF([Metrics Results],[Metric 
Date]))*90),5), 

(IF (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Measurement 
Frequency],VALUEOF([Measurement Frequency],Annual)), 
ROUND((SLOPE(REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Value]), 
REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Date]))*365),5),Not 
Calculated))))))))))) 

 

Source Record Date This field contains the date that the Content Provider last 
updated the record. 

Source Version This field contains the version of the record provided by the 
Content Provider. 

SOX-Related Indicator field (Yes/No) 

Standard Deviation This field contains the Standard Deviation as calculated using 
the values of the Metric Results. 

IF (COUNT(REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Result ID]))>1, 
ROUND(STDEV (REF([Metrics Results],[Metric Value])), 
4), Not Calculated) 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

 

Threshold Compare 
Value 

This field contains the number that is being compared to the 
Threshold Value based on the Threshold Value to Monitor field 

IF ( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Threshold Value to 
Monitor],VALUEOF([Threshold Value to Monitor], Current 
Value)), [Current Value], 

(IF ( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Threshold Value to Monitor], 
VALUEOF([Threshold Value to Monitor], Forecasted 
Value)), [Forecast Value], 

(IF ( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Threshold Value to 
Monitor],VALUEOF([Threshold Value to Monitor], 
Projected Growth)), [Projected Growth], 

(IF ( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Threshold Value to Monitor], 
VALUEOF([Threshold Value to Monitor], Average Value)), 
[Average Value], 

(IF ( CONTAINS (EXACT, [Threshold Value to 
Monitor],VALUEOF([Threshold Value to Monitor], 
Percentage Change)), [Percentage Change],))))))))) 

 

Threshold Guidance This indicates any thresholds required by the indicators 
definition. 

Threshold Status This field indicates if the Threshold Value to Compare and the 
Threshold Value has passed the test. 

If( isempty( [Threshold Compare Value]), valueof( [Threshold 
Status], Open), 

(If( and( [Threshold Type] = valueof( [Threshold Type], 
Minimum), ( [Threshold Compare Value] >= [Threshold 
Value])), valueof( [Threshold Status], Pass), 

(If( and( [Threshold Type] = valueof( [Threshold Type], 
Maximum), ( [Threshold Compare Value] <= [Threshold 
Value])), valueof( [Threshold Status], Pass), valueof( 
[Threshold Status], Fail)),VALUEOF([Threshold Status], 
Not Calculated))))) 

 

Threshold Value to 
Monitor 

This field identifies which value of the Metrics that should be 
compared to the Threshold Value field to determine the 
Threshold Status. 

Timing Classification This field indicates if the Metric is Current, Lagging or Leading. 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Trend Alignment This field indicates if the Trend analysis and Trend Expectation 
are aligned and indicates the trend direction. 

IF ([Slope]=Not Calculated, VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], 
Not Calculated), 

(IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend 
Expectation],VALUEOF([Trend Expectation],Increase)), 
[Slope]<0),VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Trending Up 
Negative), 

(IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend 
Expectation],VALUEOF([Trend Expectation],Increase)), 
[Slope]=0), VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Remaing Same 
Negative), 

(IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend 
Expectation],VALUEOF([Trend Expectation],Increase)), 
[Slope]>0), VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Trending Up 
Positive), 

(IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend Expectation], 
VALUEOF([Trend Expectation], Stay Same)), [Slope]<0), 
VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Trending Down Marginal), 

(IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend Expectation], 
VALUEOF([Trend Expectation], Stay Same)), [Slope]=0), 
VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Remaining Same Positive), 

(IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend Expectation], 
VALUEOF([Trend Expectation], Stay Same)), [Slope]>0), 
VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Trending Up Marginal), 

(IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend 
Expectation],VALUEOF([Trend Expectation],Decrease)), 
[Slope]<0), VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Trending Down 
Positive), 

(IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend 
Expectation],VALUEOF([Trend Expectation],Decrease)), 
[Slope]=0), VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Remaing Same 
Negative), 

(IF (AND (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend 
Expectation],VALUEOF([Trend Expectation],Decrease)), 
[Slope]>0), VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Trending Up 
Negative),VALUEOF([Trend Alignment], Not 
Calculated)))))))))))))))))))) 

 

Trend Analysis This field is calculated from the Slope field to indicate the 
overall trend of the Metric Results values. 
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Field Name              
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Trend Expectation This field indicates the expected trend of the Metrics Results. 

Trend Status This field is based on the Trend Expectation and the Trend 
Analysis. If the Trend Expectation and Trend Analysis are the 
same, then the Trend Status passes. 

IF (([Slope]=Not Calculated), VALUEOF([Trend Status], 
Open), 

(IF ( AND( (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend 
Expectation],VALUEOF([Trend Expectation],Increase))), 
([Slope]>0)),VALUEOF([Trend Status], Pass), 

(IF ( AND( (CONTAINS (EXACT, [Trend Expectation], 
VALUEOF([Trend Expectation],Decrease))), 
([Slope]<0)),VALUEOF([Trend Status], Pass), 

(IF ( AND( (CONTAINS (EXACT,[Trend Expectation], 
VALUEOF([Trend Expectation], Stay Same))), 
([Slope]=0)),VALUEOF([Trend Status], 
Pass),VALUEOF([Trend Status], Fail)))))))) 

 

Type of Monitoring This field indicates which type of Metric monitoring method is 
used to determine the Current Status of the Metric. 

Value can be Aggregated Indicator field (Yes/No) 

Variants This field indicates if there are any specific variances in the 
usage or construction of the indicator, or if there are variances 
specific to a particular dimension (e.g., geographic region, 
country, business line). 
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Appendix D: Metrics Results Application Data 
Dictionary & Calculated Fields 

Field Name                
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Access History This field contains the access history of this record. 

Documentation This field contains any documentation (documents) associated 
with this metric result. 

First Published This field contains the date/time stamp of the original 
reporting of the Metric Result. 

History Log This field contains the history log to the Metric Result. 

Last Updated Date This field contains the date the Metric Result was last updated. 

Metric * This field contains the Metric record associated with this 
Metric Result. 

Metric Age (Days) This date is calculated from the current date to the Metric 
Date. 

DATEDIF( [Metric Date], Today(), DAY) 

 

Metric Date * This field contains the date the Metric Result is being 
recorded. 

Metric Period This field contains the number of the period of the Metric 
Result. 

Metric Reporter * This field contains the user that is entering the Metric Result 

Metric Result ID This field contains the unique identifier for the Metric Result. 

Metric Source This field contains the source of the Metric. 

Metric Value * This field contains the metric value as defined by the Metric. 

Outlier (at time of 
reporting) 

This field indicates if the Metric Value is outside the Range as 
defined/calculated for the Metric level. 

IF ([Metric Value]>REF([Metric],[Highest Range of Band]), 
VALUEOF([Outlier (at time of reporting)], Above Band), 

IF ([Metric Value]<REF([Metric],[Lowest Range of Band]), 
VALUEOF([Outlier (at time of reporting)], Below 
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Field Name                
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Band),VALUEOF([Outlier (at time of reporting)], In 
Band))) 

Record Status This field shows the record status. If the Status is not ―New 
then the Metric has been updated from a previous version. 
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Appendix E: Question Library Application Data 
Dictionary & Calculated Fields 

Field Name                
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Answer Values This sub-form contains answer values for individual 
questions, along with metadata for each value. 

Authoritative Source 
References 

This field displays authoritative sources related to a 
question from the Authoritative Sources application. 

Authoritative Sources This field displays authoritative sources related to a 
question from the Authoritative Sources application. 

Category * This field specifies the category of the question to be used 
for question display rules and questionnaire section 
placement. 

Column Layout This field indicates the number of columns used to display 
values for a Values List question configured to use radio 
buttons or checkboxes. 

Content ID This field captures a unique content id assigned by the 
Content provider. 

Content Source 0 

Control Procedures This field displays control procedures related to a question 
from the Control Procedures application. 

Control Standards This field displays control standards related to a question 
from the Control Standards application. 

Decimal Places This field specifies the decimal places allowed for the 
answer value for a Numeric question. 

Display Format * This field determines the display of the values list (answer 
options) in relation to the question in the questionnaire. 

Display Order This field defines the display order for values in a 
questionnaire. 
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Field Name                
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Display Type This field indicates the display type (radio buttons, 
checkboxes, etc.) for a Values List question. 

First Published This field is automatically populated with the date the 
record was created. 

Grouping The Grouping field allows you to group similar questions 
together. 

Help Text This field displays help text for the question. 

Help Text Display - Edit 
Page 

This field determines how the help text for a question will 
be displayed when the questionnaire record is in edit mode. 

Help Text Display - View 
Page 

This field determines how the help text for a question will 
be displayed when the questionnaire record is in view 
mode. 

History Log This field is automatically populated with the change 
history for the record. 

Inherit Answers This field allows the reuse of answer values from another 
question. 

Inherit Answers From This field specifies which question′s answers will be 
inherited. 

Last Updated This field is automatically populated with the date the 
record was last updated. 

Maximum File Size This field determines the maximum file size for 
attachments. 

Maximum Number of 
Attachments 

This field determines the maximum number of attachments 
that can be uploaded for the answer to an Attachment 
question. 

Maximum Selection This field specifies the maximum number of values that can 
be selected for a Values List question. 

Maximum Value This field specifies the maximum numeric value allowed 
for the answer to a Numeric question. 

Minimum Selection This field specifies the minimum number of answer values 
that can be selected for a Values List question. 
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Field Name                
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Minimum Value This field specifies the minimum numeric value allowed for 
the answer to a Numeric question. 

Numeric Format This field determines whether a comma will be used to 
separate units of numbers (Example: 1,000,000). 

Open Tasks/Activities This field displays related tasks from the Task Management 
application. 

Policies This field displays policies related to a question from the 
Policies application. 

Question Domain This field defines the domain of the questions such as 
Information Technology, Information Security, Finance, 
Legal, Operations or Finance. 

Question ID This field is automatically populated with a value that 
uniquely identifies the record across all applications within 
the system. 

Question Name * This field displays the name of the question. 

Question Text * This field displays the actual question text. 

Question Type This field defines the question type as Values List, Text, 
Numeric, Date or Attachment. 

Question Weight This field allows the assignment of weight to a question for 
questionnaire scoring purposes. 

Questionnaire This field displays questionnaires in which the question is 
used. 

Questions Inheriting 
Answers 

0 

Record Status This field indicates whether the record is new or updated. 

Risk Register This field displays the risk(s) related to the question from 
the Risk Register application. 
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Field Name                
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Status * This field indicates whether a question is active or inactive. 
Inactive questions cannot be selected when copying 
questions into a questionnaire. 

Technology This field specifies the technology that the question is 
associated with. 

Text Field Height This field specifies the height of the text answer field for a 
Text question. 

Time Information This field determines whether time information will be 
stored with an answer value for a Date question. 
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Appendix F: Risk Hierarchy Application Data 
Dictionary & Calculated Fields 

The Risk Hierarchy application is a leveled application that contains two levels: 
Enterprise and Intermediate. Coupled with the Risk Register application, the Risk 
Hierarchy Application creates a 3 level risk roll-up solution. This application enables 
an organization to roll-up their risks from the risk register to an Intermediate 
summary level, and then to an Enterprise summary level. The following Data 
Dictionary & Calculated Fields table is broken into two pieces: Enterprise Level and 
Intermediate Level. 

Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Average % of Failed 
Controls 

This field is calculated as the Average % of Failed Controls 
associated to the Risk Category items related to the 
Enterprise Risk. 

AVERAGE (REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average % of 
Failed Controls])) 

Average % of Failed KRIs This field is calculated as the Average % of Failed KRis 
associated to the Risk Category items related to the 
Enterprise Risk. 

AVERAGE (REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average % of 
Failed KRIs])) 

Average Calculated 
Residual Risk Level 

Calculates the Calculated Risk Rating of the underlying 
Risks based on the Calculated Risk Value using the 
following scale:>=4.5 - High>=3.375 - Medium High>= 
2.625 - Medium>1.5 - Medium Low<=1.5 - Low 

if([Calculated Risk Value]=0,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Not Rated), 

if([Calculated Risk Value]>=4.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], High), 

if([Calculated Risk Value]>=3.375,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Medium High), 

if([Calculated Risk Value]>=2.625,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Medium), 

if([Calculated Risk Value]>1.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Medium 
Low),VALUEOF([Average Calculated Residual Risk 
Level], Low)))))) 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Average Inherent Risk Level Calculates the Inherent Risk Rating of the underlying Risks 
based on the Inherent Risk Value calculation on the 
following scale:>=4.5 - High>=3.375 - Medium High>= 
2.625 - Medium>1.5 - Medium Low<=1.5 - Low 

if([Inherent Risk Value]=0,VALUEOF([Average Inherent 
Risk Level], Not Rated), 

if([Inherent Risk Value]>=4.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Inherent Risk Level], High), 

if([Inherent Risk Value]>=3.375,VALUEOF([Average 
Inherent Risk Level], Medium High), 

if([Inherent Risk Value]>=2.625,VALUEOF([Average 
Inherent Risk Level], Medium), 

if([Inherent Risk Value]>1.5,VALUEOF([Average Inherent 
Risk Level], Medium Low),VALUEOF([Average 
Inherent Risk Level], Low)))))) 

Average Residual Risk 
Level 

Calculates the Residual Risk Rating of the underlying Risks 
based on the Residual Risk Value calculation on the 
following scale:>=4.5 - High>=3.375 - Medium High>= 
2.625 - Medium>1.5 - Medium Low<=1.5 - Low 

if([Residual Risk Value]=0,VALUEOF([Average Residual 
Risk Level], Not Rated), 

if([Residual Risk Value]>=4.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Residual Risk Level], High), 

if([Residual Risk Value]>=3.375,VALUEOF([Average 
Residual Risk Level], Medium High), 

if([Residual Risk Value]>=2.625,VALUEOF([Average 
Residual Risk Level], Medium), 

if([Residual Risk Value]>1.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Residual Risk Level], Medium 
Low),VALUEOF([Average Residual Risk Level], 
Low)))))) 

Average Risk Level Status This field is calculated based on the Average Risk Level 
Tolerance and the Average Calculated Risk Level. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Avg Calculated Risk Level Tolerance]), 
VALUEOF([Average Risk Level Status], Not 
Monitored), 

IF (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER ([Average Calculated 
Residual Risk 
Level])<=SELECTEDVALUENUMBER([Avg 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 
Calculated Risk Level Tolerance]), 
VALUEOF([Average Risk Level Status], 
Acceptable),VALUEOF([Average Risk Level Status], 
Not Acceptable))) 

Avg Calculated Risk Level 
Tolerance 

This field designates the maximum acceptable Risk Level 
for Average Calculated Risk Level. 

Calculated Risk Value Calculates the average selected value number of the 
Calculated risk value on a five point scale (Not Rated items 
excluded) 

IF (COUNT ([Intermediate Risk Level]) = 0, 0, 
(sum(selectedvaluenumber(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Calculated Residual Risk 
Level])))/((counta([Intermediate Risk Level])-
countif(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk 
Level]),VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Calculated Residual Risk Level]), Not 
Rated)))))) 

Content ID This field contains the unique identifier used by the content 
provider to identify this content record. 

Content Source This field contains the name of the content provider of this 
record, if applicable. 

Control Tolerance Status This field is calculated based on the Failed Control 
Tolerance and the Average % of Failed Controls. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Failed Control Tolerance]), 
VALUEOF([Control Tolerance Status], Not Monitored), 

IF (([Average % of Failed Controls]<=[Failed Control 
Tolerance]), VALUEOF([Control Tolerance Status], 
Acceptable),VALUEOF([Control Tolerance Status], Not 
Acceptable))) 

Count of Warning Indicators This field calculates the number of Risk Category items that 
have a Warning Indicator of Yes. 

COUNTIF (REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Warning 
Indicator]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Warning Indicator]), Yes)) 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Description This field contains the description of the Enterprise Level 
risk statement 

Enterprise Risk * Name of the Enterprise Risk. This is the top tier of a three 
tier risk roll-up hierarchy: Enterprise Risk, Intermediate 
Risk, Risk Register Risk 

Enterprise Risk Owner This field contains the user that is the designated owner of 
the Enterprise Risk. 

Failed Control Tolerance This field designates the threshold for Failed Controls 
related to this risk. 

Failed KRI Tolerance This field designates the threshold for Failed KRIs 
associated to the Risk. 

First Published This field is automatically populated with the date the 
record is created. 

Inherent Risk Value Calculates the average selected value number of the 
Inherent risk value on a five point scale (Not Rated items 
excluded) 

IF (Count ([Intermediate Risk Level])=0, 0, 
(sum(selectedvaluenumber(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Inherent Risk 
Level])))/((counta([Intermediate Risk Level])-
countif(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Inherent Risk Level]),VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate 
Risk Level],[Average Inherent Risk Level]), Not 
Rated)))))) 

Intermediate Risk Level This section describes intermediate level risks. Intermediate 
risks are the middle layer of the risk roll-up hiearchy. Risk 
descriptions will typically be most descriptive at the risk 
register level, of medium descriptive nature at the 
intermediate level and most broadly and generally 
described at the enterprise level. 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

KRI Tolerance Status This field is calculated based on the Failed KRI Tolerance 
and the Average % of Failed KRIs. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Failed KRI Tolerance]), VALUEOF([KRI 
Tolerance Status], Not Monitored), 

IF (([Average % of Failed KRIs]<=[Failed KRI 
Tolerance]), VALUEOF([KRI Tolerance Status], 
Acceptable),VALUEOF([KRI Tolerance Status], Not 
Acceptable))) 

Last Updated This field is automatically populated with the date of the 
last update to the record. 

Loss Event Tolerance This field designates the threshold for the total Loss Events 
in the last 12 months associated with this Risk. 

Loss Event Tolerance Status This field is calculated based on the Loss Event Tolerance 
and the Total Loss Events (last 12 months). 

IF (ISEMPTY([Loss Event Tolerance]), VALUEOF([Loss 
Event Tolerance Status], Not Monitored), 

IF (([Total of Loss Events (last 12 months)]<=[Loss Event 
Tolerance]), VALUEOF([Loss Event Tolerance Status], 
Acceptable),VALUEOF([Loss Event Tolerance Status], 
Not Acceptable))) 

Max Calculated Risk Level 
Tolerance 

This field designates the maximum acceptable Risk Level 
for Maximum Calculated Risk Level. 

Maximum % of Failed 
Controls 

This field indicates the Maximum % of Failed Controls 
associated to the Risk Category items related to the 
Enterprise Risk. 

MAX (REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum % of 
Failed Controls])) 

Maximum % of Failed KRIs This field indicates the Maximum % of Failed KRis 
associated to the Risk Category items related to the 
Enterprise Risk. 

MAX (REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum % of 
Failed KRIs])) 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk Level 

This field calculates the maximum risk level of the 
associated Risk Category items. 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk Level])))=1, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk Level])))=2, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Medium Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk Level])))=3, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Medium), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk Level])))=4, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Medium High), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk Level])))=5, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], 
High),VALUEOF([Maximum Calculated Residual Risk 
Level], Not Rated)))))) 

Maximum Inherent Risk 
Level 

This field calculates the maximum risk level of the 
associated Risk Category items. 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Inherent 
Risk Level])))=1, VALUEOF([Maximum Inherent Risk 
Level], Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Inherent 
Risk Level])))=2, VALUEOF([Maximum Inherent Risk 
Level], Medium Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Inherent 
Risk Level])))=3, VALUEOF([Maximum Inherent Risk 
Level], Medium), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Inherent 
Risk Level])))=4, VALUEOF([Maximum Inherent Risk 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 
Level], Medium High), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Inherent 
Risk Level])))=5, VALUEOF([Maximum Inherent Risk 
Level], High),VALUEOF([Maximum Inherent Risk 
Level], Not Rated)))))) 

Maximum Quantitative 
Inherent Risk - Enterprise 

This is a calculated field based on an interrogation of all of 
the intermediate level risks attached to this enterprise level 
risk record, returning the maximum value of the Maximum 
Quantitative Inherent Risk field. As users have the option to 
assess risk register items both qualitatively and/or 
quantitatively, it is possible that all, some, or none of the 
risk register records associated with an enterprise level risk 
will have quantitative r 

Max(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Quantitative Inherent Risk])) 

Maximum Quantitative 
Residual Risk - Enterprise 

This is a calculated field based on an interrogation of all of 
the intermediate level risks attached to this enterprise level 
risk record, returning the maximum value of the Maximum 
Quantitative Residual Risk field. As users have the option 
to assess risk register items both qualitatively and/or 
quantitatively, it is possible that all, some, or none of the 
risk register records associated with an enterprise level risk 
will have a quantitative 

Max(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Quantitative Residual Risk])) 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Maximum Residual Risk 
Level 

This field calculates the maximum risk level of the 
associated Risk Category items. 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Residual 
Risk Level])))=1, VALUEOF([Maximum Residual Risk 
Level], Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Residual 
Risk Level])))=2, VALUEOF([Maximum Residual Risk 
Level], Medium Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Residual 
Risk Level])))=3, VALUEOF([Maximum Residual Risk 
Level], Medium), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Residual 
Risk Level])))=4, VALUEOF([Maximum Residual Risk 
Level], Medium High), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER 
(REF([Intermediate Risk Level], [Maximum Residual 
Risk Level])))=5, VALUEOF([Maximum Residual Risk 
Level], High),VALUEOF([Maximum Residual Risk 
Level], Not Rated)))))) 

Maximum Risk Level Status This field is calculated based on the Maximum Risk Level 
Tolerance and the Maximum Calculated Risk Level. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Max Calculated Risk Level Tolerance]), 
VALUEOF([Maximum Risk Level Status], Not 
Monitored), 

IF (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER ([Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk 
Level])<=SELECTEDVALUENUMBER([Max 
Calculated Risk Level Tolerance]), 
VALUEOF([Maximum Risk Level Status], 
Acceptable),VALUEOF([Maximum Risk Level Status], 
Not Acceptable))) 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Residual Risk Value Calculates the average selected value number of the 
Residual risk value on a five point scale (Not Rated items 
excluded) 

IF (COUNT ([Intermediate Risk Level]) = 0, 0, 
(sum(selectedvaluenumber(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Residual Risk 
Level])))/((counta([Intermediate Risk Level])-
countif(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Residual Risk Level]),VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate 
Risk Level],[Average Residual Risk Level]), Not 
Rated)))))) 

Risk Scorecard (Averages) This field contains an aggregated risk scorecard based on 
the Average Risk Levels for the Risk Categories associated 
to the Enterprise Risk. This field produces an HTML 
generated grid that depicts the count of the all subordinate 
Risk Register records by their average inherent, residual, 
and calculated risk scores. The calculation, is as follows: 

<font face=arial><table cellpadding=20 
cellspacing=10><tr><td align=center><b> Risk 
Level</b></td><td align=center><b> Inherent 
Risk</b></td><td align=center><b> Residual 
Risk</b></td><td align=center><b> Calculated 
Risk</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#ff0000 
align=center><b> HIGH </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Inherent Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Inherent Risk Level]), High)) & </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Residual Risk Level]), High)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), High)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b> 
MEDIUM HIGH </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff7f00 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Inherent Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Inherent Risk Level]), Medium High)) & </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Residual Risk Level]), Medium High)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), Medium High)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b> 
MEDIUM </b></td><td bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Inherent Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Inherent Risk Level]), Medium)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Residual Risk Level]), Medium)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), Medium)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b> 
MEDIUM LOW </b></td><td bgcolor=#0066ff 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Inherent Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Inherent Risk Level]), Medium Low)) & </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Residual Risk Level]), Medium Low)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), Medium Low)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b> 
LOW </b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Inherent Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Inherent Risk Level]), Low)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Average Residual Risk Level]), Low)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), Low)) & 
</b></td></tr></table></font> 

Risk Scorecard (Maximums) This field contains an aggregated risk scorecard based on 
the Maximum Risk Levels for the Risk Categories 
associated to the Enterprise Risk. This field produces an 
HTML generated grid that depicts the count of the all 
subordinate Risk Register records by their maximum 
inherent, residual, and calculated risk scores. The 
calculation, is as follows: 

<font face=arial><table cellpadding=20 
cellspacing=10><tr><td align=center><b> Risk 
Level</b></td><td align=center><b> Inherent 
Risk</b></td><td align=center><b> Residual 
Risk</b></td><td align=center><b> Calculated 
Risk</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#ff0000 
align=center><b> HIGH </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Inherent Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level]), High)) & </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Residual Risk Level]), High)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), High)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b> 
MEDIUM HIGH </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff7f00 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Inherent Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level]), Medium High)) & </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Residual Risk Level]), Medium High)) 
& </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), Medium High)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b> 
MEDIUM </b></td><td bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Inherent Risk Level]), Medium)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Residual Risk Level]), Medium)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), Medium)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b> 
MEDIUM LOW </b></td><td bgcolor=#0066ff 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Inherent Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level]), Medium Low)) & </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Residual Risk Level]), Medium Low)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), Medium Low)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b> 
LOW </b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Inherent Risk Level]), Low)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Residual Risk Level]), VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk 
Level],[Maximum Residual Risk Level]), Low)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Maximum 
Calculated Residual Risk Level]), Low)) & 
</b></td></tr></table></font> 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Risk Taxonomy This field contains the Risk Taxonomy that the Enterprise 
Risk is part of. This field allows a company to document 
multiple Risk Taxonomies within the Risk Hierarchy. 

Risk Warning Level This field is calculated based on the percentage of Warning 
Indicators of the related Risk Category items. 

IF (COUNT ([Intermediate Risk Level])=0, 
VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], Not Calculated), 

IF (([Count of Warning Indicators]/(COUNT([Intermediate 
Risk Level]))<.15), VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
Low), 

IF (([Count of Warning Indicators]/(COUNT([Intermediate 
Risk Level]))<.30), VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
Medium Low), 

IF (([Count of Warning Indicators]/(COUNT([Intermediate 
Risk Level]))<.50), VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
Medium), 

IF (([Count of Warning Indicators]/(COUNT([Intermediate 
Risk Level]))<.75), VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
Medium High),VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
High)))))) 

Source Record Date The is the date this record was created or last updated by 
the content provider, if applicable. 

Source Version This field contains the source version identifier provided by 
the content provider of this record, if applicable. 

Status This field is used to indicate if the record is active and in 
production, in development and not in production, or the 
record is no longer in production but is being retained for 
archival purposes. 

Total Annual Loss 
Expectancy 

This field is calculated based on the ALE amounts assigned 
to related Risk Category items. 

SUM(REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Total Annual Loss 
Expectancy])) 

Total of Loss Events (last 12 
months) 

This field is calculated based on the Annual Actual Loss 
Events associated to the Risk Category items related to the 
Enterprise Risk. 

SUM (REF([Intermediate Risk Level],[Total of Loss 
Events (last 12 months)])) 
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Enterprise Level 
Field Name                 

(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Tracking ID This field is system generated to uniquely identify the 
record 

 

Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Average % of Failed 
Controls 

This field is calculated as the Average % of Failed Controls 
associated to the Risk Register items related to the Risk 
Category. 

AVERAGE (REF([Risk Register],[Percentage of Non-
Compliant Controls (old)])) 

Average % of Failed KRIs This field is calculated based on the Failed Metrics for the 
associated Risk Register items. 

AVERAGE (REF([Risk Register],[Percentage of Failed 
Metrics])) 

Average Amount of Loss 
Events 

This field is calculated based on the Loss Events associated 
to the Risk Register items related to the Risk Category. 

Average (REF([Risk Register],[Average Loss Amount])) 

Average Calculated 
Residual Risk Level 

Calculates the Calculated Risk Rating of the underlying 
Risks based on the Calculated Risk Value using the 
following scale:>=4.5 - High>=3.375 - Medium High>= 
2.625 - Medium>1.5 - Medium Low<=1.5 - Low 

if([Calculated Risk Value]=0,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Not Rated), 

if([Calculated Risk Value]>=4.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], High), 

if([Calculated Risk Value]>=3.375,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Medium High), 

if([Calculated Risk Value]>=2.625,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Medium), 

if([Calculated Risk Value]>1.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Calculated Residual Risk Level], Medium 
Low),VALUEOF([Average Calculated Residual Risk 
Level], Low)))))) 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Average Inherent Risk Level Calculates the Inherent Risk Rating of the underlying Risks 
based on the Inherent Risk Value calculation on the 
following scale:>=4.5 - High>=3.375 - Medium High>= 
2.625 - Medium>1.5 - Medium Low<=1.5 - Low 

if([Inherent Risk Value]=0,VALUEOF([Average Inherent 
Risk Level], Not Rated), 

if([Inherent Risk Value]>=4.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Inherent Risk Level], High), 

if([Inherent Risk Value]>=3.375,VALUEOF([Average 
Inherent Risk Level], Medium High), 

if([Inherent Risk Value]>=2.625,VALUEOF([Average 
Inherent Risk Level], Medium), 

if([Inherent Risk Value]>1.5,VALUEOF([Average Inherent 
Risk Level], Medium Low),VALUEOF([Average 
Inherent Risk Level], Low)))))) 

Average Residual Risk 
Level 

Calculates the Residual Risk Rating of the underlying Risks 
based on the Residual Risk Value calculation on the 
following scale:>=4.5 - High>=3.375 - Medium High>= 
2.625 - Medium>1.5 - Medium Low<=1.5 - Low 

if([Residual Risk Value]=0,VALUEOF([Average Residual 
Risk Level], Not Rated), 

if([Residual Risk Value]>=4.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Residual Risk Level], High), 

if([Residual Risk Value]>=3.375,VALUEOF([Average 
Residual Risk Level], Medium High), 

if([Residual Risk Value]>=2.625,VALUEOF([Average 
Residual Risk Level], Medium), 

if([Residual Risk Value]>1.5,VALUEOF([Average 
Residual Risk Level], Medium 
Low),VALUEOF([Average Residual Risk Level], 
Low)))))) 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Average Risk Level Status This field is calculated based on the Average Risk Level 
Tolerance and the Average Calculated Risk Level. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Avg Calculated Risk Level Tolerance]), 
VALUEOF([Average Risk Level Status], Not 
Monitored), 

IF (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER ([Average Calculated 
Residual Risk Level])<= 
SELECTEDVALUENUMBER([Avg Calculated Risk 
Level Tolerance]), VALUEOF([Average Risk Level 
Status], Acceptable),VALUEOF([Average Risk Level 
Status], Not Acceptable))) 

Avg Calculated Risk Level 
Tolerance 

This field designates the maximum acceptable Risk Level 
for Average Calculated Risk Level. 

Calculated Risk Value Calculates the average selected value number of the 
Calculated Risk five scale rating for all related Risks (Not 
Rated items excluded) 

IF (Count ([Risk Register])=0, 0, 
(sum(selectedvaluenumber(REF([Risk 
Register],[Calculated Residual Risk])))/((counta([Risk 
Register])-countif(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated 
Residual Risk]),VALUEOF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Calculated Residual Risk]), Not Rated)))))) 

Content ID This field contains the unique identifier used by the content 
provider to identify this content record. 

Content Source This field contains the name of the content provider of this 
record, if applicable. 

Control Tolerance Status This field is calculated based on the Failed Control 
Tolerance and the Average % of Failed Controls. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Failed Control Tolerance]), 
VALUEOF([Control Tolerance Status], Not Monitored), 

IF ([Average % of Failed Controls]<=[Failed Control 
Tolerance], VALUEOF([Control Tolerance Status], 
Acceptable),VALUEOF([Control Tolerance Status], Not 
Acceptable))) 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Count of Warning Indicators This field calculates the number of Risk Register items that 
have a Warning Indicator of Yes. 

COUNTIF (REF([Risk Register],[Warning Indicator]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Warning Indicator]), 
Yes)) 

Description This field describes the Risk Category. 

Enterprise Risk This is a cross reference to the Enterprise Level risk 
statement associated with the Intermediate risk statement. 

Failed Control Tolerance This field designates the threshold for Failed Controls 
related to this risk. 

Failed KRI Tolerance This field designates the threshold for Failed KRIs 
associated to the Risk. 

First Published This field is automatically populated with the date the 
record is created. 

Inherent Risk Value Calculates the average selected value number of the 
Inherent risk value on a five point scale (Not Rated items 
excluded) 

IF (Count ([Risk Register])=0, 0, 
(sum(selectedvaluenumber(REF([Risk 
Register],[Inherent Risk])))/((counta([Risk Register])-
countif(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent 
Risk]),VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent 
Risk]), Not Rated)))))) 

Intermediate Risk * Name of the intermediate risk. This is the middle level of a 
3-tier risk roll-up hierarchy - Enterprise Risk, Intermediate 
Risk, Risk Register Risk 

Intermediate Risk Owner This field contains the owner of the Intermediate Risk 
Level.0 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

KRI Tolerance Status This field is calculated based on the Failed KRI Tolerance 
and the Average % of Failed KRIs. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Failed KRI Tolerance]), VALUEOF([KRI 
Tolerance Status], Not Monitored), 

IF ([Average % of Failed KRIs]<=[Failed KRI Tolerance], 
VALUEOF([KRI Tolerance Status], 
Acceptable),VALUEOF([KRI Tolerance Status], Not 
Acceptable))) 

Last Updated This field is automatically populated with the date of the 
last update to the record. 

Loss Event Tolerance This field designates the threshold for the total Loss Events 
in the last 12 months associated with this Risk. 

Loss Event Tolerance Status This field is calculated based on the Loss Event Tolerance 
and the Total Loss Events (last 12 months). 

IF (ISEMPTY([Loss Event Tolerance]), VALUEOF([Loss 
Event Tolerance Status], Not Monitored), 

IF ([Total of Loss Events (last 12 months)]<=[Loss Event 
Tolerance], VALUEOF([Loss Event Tolerance Status], 
Acceptable),VALUEOF([Loss Event Tolerance Status], 
Not Acceptable))) 

Max Calculated Risk Level 
Tolerance 

This field designates the maximum acceptable Risk Level 
for Maximum Calculated Risk Level. 

Maximum % of Failed 
Controls 

This field indicates the Maximum % of Failed Controls of 
associated to the Risk Register items related to the Risk 
Category. 

MAX (REF([Risk Register],[Percentage of Non-Compliant 
Controls (old)])) 

Maximum % of Failed KRIs This field is calculated on the Maximum % of the Failed 
Metrics for the associated Risk Register items. 

MAX (REF([Risk Register],[Percentage of Failed 
Metrics])) 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk Level 

This field calculates the maximum risk level of the 
associated Risk Register items. 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Calculated Residual Risk])))=1, 
VALUEOF([Maximum Calculated Residual Risk 
Level], Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Calculated Residual Risk])))=2, 
VALUEOF([Maximum Calculated Residual Risk 
Level], Medium Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Calculated Residual Risk])))=3, 
VALUEOF([Maximum Calculated Residual Risk 
Level], Medium), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Calculated Residual Risk])))=4, 
VALUEOF([Maximum Calculated Residual Risk 
Level], Medium High), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Calculated Residual Risk])))=5, 
VALUEOF([Maximum Calculated Residual Risk 
Level], High),VALUEOF([Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk Level], Not Rated)))))) 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Maximum Inherent Risk 
Level 

This field calculates the maximum risk level of the 
associated Risk Register items. 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Inherent Risk])))=1, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level], Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Inherent Risk])))=2, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level], Medium Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Inherent Risk])))=3, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level], Medium), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Inherent Risk])))=4, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level], Medium High), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Inherent Risk])))=5, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level], High),VALUEOF([Maximum 
Inherent Risk Level], Not Rated)))))) 

Maximum Quantitative 
Inherent Risk 

This is a calculated field based on an interrogation of all of 
the risk register items attached to this intermediate level 
risk record, returning the maximum value of the Annual 
Inherent Risk field. As users have the option to assess risk 
register items both qualitatively and/or quantitatively, it is 
possible that all, some, or none of the risk register records 
tied to an intermediate level risk will have quantitative risk 
assessments. 

Max(REF([Risk Register],[Annual Inherent Risk])) 

Maximum Quantitative 
Inherent Risk - Enterprise 

This is a calculated field based on an interrogation of all of 
the intermediate level risks attached to this enterprise level 
risk record, returning the maximum value of the Maximum 
Quantitative Inherent Risk field. As users have the option to 
assess risk register items both qualitatively and/or 
quantitatively, it is possible that all, some, or none of the 
risk register records associated with an enterprise level risk 
will have quantitative r 

Max(REF([Risk Register],[Annual Inherent Risk])) 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Maximum Quantitative 
Residual Risk 

This field interrogates all of the risk register items attached 
to this intermediate level risk record and returns the 
maximum value of the Annual Residual Risk field. As users 
have the option to assess risk register items both 
qualitatively and/or quantitatively, it is possible that all, 
some, or none of the risk register records tied to an 
intermediate level risk will have quantitative risk 
assessments. 

Max(REF([Risk Register],[Annual Residual Risk])) 

Maximum Residual Risk 
Level 

This field calculates the maximum risk level of the 
associated Risk Register items. 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Residual Risk])))=1, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Residual Risk Level], Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Residual Risk])))=2, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Residual Risk Level], Medium Low), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Residual Risk])))=3, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Residual Risk Level], Medium), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Residual Risk])))=4, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Residual Risk Level], Medium High), 

IF (MAX (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER (REF([Risk 
Register], [Residual Risk])))=5, VALUEOF([Maximum 
Residual Risk Level], High),VALUEOF([Maximum 
Residual Risk Level], Not Rated)))))) 

Maximum Risk Level Status This field is calculated based on the Maximum Risk Level 
Tolerance and the Maximum Calculated Risk Level. 

IF (ISEMPTY([Max Calculated Risk Level Tolerance]), 
VALUEOF([Maximum Risk Level Status], Not 
Monitored), 

IF (SELECTEDVALUENUMBER ([Maximum Calculated 
Residual Risk Level])<= 
SELECTEDVALUENUMBER([Max Calculated Risk 
Level Tolerance]), VALUEOF([Maximum Risk Level 
Status], Acceptable),VALUEOF([Maximum Risk Level 
Status], Not Acceptable))) 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Residual Risk Value Calculates the average selected value number of the 
Residual Risk five scale rating for all related Risks (Not 
Rated items excluded) 

IF (COUNT ([Risk Register])=0, 0, 
(sum(selectedvaluenumber(REF([Risk 
Register],[Residual Risk])))/((counta([Risk Register])-
countif(REF([Risk Register],[Residual 
Risk]),VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Residual 
Risk]), Not Rated)))))) 

Risk Register This is a cross-reference to risk register records in the Risk 
Register records. For purposes of producing a risk roll-up, 
Risk Register records are subordinate to Intermediate Level 
risks and Intermediate Level risks are subordinate to 
Enterprise Level risks. 

Risk Response Overview This field produces a visual table of the count of 
subordinate Risk Register records by Risk Response type: 
Avoid, Accept, Reduce, Share. The table is calculated and 
generated as follows: 

<font face=arial><table cellpadding=20 
cellspacing=10><tr><td align=center><b> Response 
Type</b></td><td align=center><b> # of 
Risks</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center><b> Avoid 
</b></td><td align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Response Type]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Response Type]), Avoid)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center><b> Accept 
</b></td><td align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Response Type]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Response Type]), Accept)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center><b> Reduce 
</b></td><td align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Response Type]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Response Type]), Reduce)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center><b> Share 
</b></td><td align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Response Type]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Response Type]), Share)) & 
</b></td></tr></table></font> 

Risk Scorecard This field produces a visual grid that depicts the count of 
the all subordinate Risk Register records by their inherent, 
residual, and calculated risk scores. The calculation, is as 
follows: 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

<font face=arial><table cellpadding=20 
cellspacing=10><tr><td align=center><b> Risk 
Level</b></td><td align=center><b> Inherent 
Risk</b></td><td align=center><b> Residual 
Risk</b></td><td align=center><b> Calculated 
Risk</b></td></tr><tr><td bgcolor=#ff0000 
align=center><b> HIGH </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Inherent Risk]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Inherent Risk]), High)) & </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Residual Risk]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Residual Risk]), High)) 
& </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated Residual 
Risk]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated 
Residual Risk]), High)) & </b></td></tr><tr><td 
bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b> MEDIUM HIGH 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent Risk]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent Risk]), Medium 
High)) & </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Residual Risk]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Residual Risk]), Medium 
High)) & </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated Residual 
Risk]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated 
Residual Risk]), Medium High)) & </b></td></tr><tr><td 
bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b> MEDIUM </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent Risk]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent Risk]), 
Medium)) & </b></td><td bgcolor=#ffff00 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Residual Risk]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk 
Register],[Residual Risk]), Medium)) & </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#ffff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated Residual 
Risk]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated 
Residual Risk]), Medium)) & </b></td></tr><tr><td 
bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b> MEDIUM LOW 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent Risk]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent Risk]), Medium 
Low)) & </b></td><td bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Residual Risk]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Residual Risk]), Medium 
Low)) & </b></td><td bgcolor=#0066ff align=center><b>  
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

& COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated Residual 
Risk]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated 
Residual Risk]), Medium Low)) & </b></td></tr><tr><td 
bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b> LOW </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent Risk]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Inherent Risk]), Low)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Residual Risk]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Residual Risk]), Low)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated Residual 
Risk]), VALUEOF(REF([Risk Register],[Calculated 
Residual Risk]), Low)) & </b></td></tr></table></font> 

Risk Warning Level This field is calculated based on the percentage of Warning 
Indicators of the related Risk Register items. 

IF (COUNT ([Risk Register])=0, VALUEOF([Risk 
Warning Level], Not Calculated), 

IF (([Count of Warning Indicators]/(COUNT([Risk 
Register]))<.15), VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
Low), 

IF (([Count of Warning Indicators]/(COUNT([Risk 
Register]))<.30), VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
Medium Low), 

IF (([Count of Warning Indicators]/(COUNT([Risk 
Register]))<.50), VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
Medium), 

IF (([Count of Warning Indicators]/(COUNT([Risk 
Register]))<.75), VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
Medium High),VALUEOF([Risk Warning Level], 
High)))))) 

Source Record Date This is the date this record was created or last updated by 
the content provider, if applicable. 

Source Version This field contains the source version identifier provided by 
the content provider of this record, if applicable. 

Status This field is used to indicate if the record is active and in 
production, in development and not in production, or the 
record is no longer in production but is being retained for 
archival purposes. 
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Intermediate Level  

Field Name (* 
required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Total Annual Loss 
Expectancy 

This field is calculated based on the ALE amounts assigned 
to related Risk Register items. 

SUM(REF([Risk Register],[Annual Loss Expectancy])) 

Total of Loss Events (last 12 
months) 

This field is calculated based on the Annual Actual Loss 
Events associated to the Risk Register items related to the 
Risk Category. 

SUM(REF([Risk Register],[Actual Annualized Loss 
Amount])) 

Tracking ID This field is system generated to uniquely identify the 
record 

Warning Indicator This field designates if the Calculated Risk Level has 
exceeded the Residual Risk level based on the roll up of 
related Risk Register items. 

IF ([Average Calculated Residual Risk Level]=[Average 
Residual Risk Level],VALUEOF([Warning Indicator], 
No),VALUEOF([Warning Indicator], Yes)) 
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Appendix G: Risk Project Application Data 
Dictionary & Calculated Fields 

Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Actual End Date This field documents the actual end date of the risk project. 

Actual Remediation Plan 
Costs 

This field is calculated based on the actual costs in the 
Remediation Plans associated to the Risk Treatment plan. 

SUM( REF( [Remediation Plans], [Actual Cost])) 

Actual Start Date This field documents the actual start date of the risk project. 

Additional Participants This field captures any additional participants in the Risk 
Analysis and Evaluation from the Contacts application. 

Application Assessments This field is a cross reference to the Application Assessment 
questionnaire.  

Application Risk Level This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk Score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Application)), ( IF( [Application 
Risk Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( [Application Risk 
Level],High), 

 if( [Application Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( [Application 
Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Application Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( [Application 
Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( [Application Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( [Application 
Risk Level],Medium Low), VALUEOF( [Application 
Risk Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( [Application Risk 
Level],Not Rated)) 

Application Risk Score This score is the average of the Application sections of the 
associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Application Risk 
Composite Score])) 

Applications This field is a cross reference to the Applications application. 
 The field documents what applications are within the scope 
of the Risk Project. 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Business Impact Analysis 
Risk Score 

This score is the average of the Business Impact sections of 
the associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Business Impact 
Risk Composite Score])) 

Business Impact Risk 
Level 

This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Business Impact Analysis)), ( IF( 
[Business Impact Analysis Risk Score] >= 9, 
VALUEOF( [Business Impact Risk Level],High), 

 if( [Business Impact Analysis Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( 
[Business Impact Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Business Impact Analysis Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( 
[Business Impact Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( [Business Impact Analysis Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( 
[Business Impact Risk Level],Medium Low), 
VALUEOF( [Business Impact Risk Level],Low)))))), 
VALUEOF( [Business Impact Risk Level],Not Rated)) 

Business Process Risk 
Level 

This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Business Process)), ( IF( 
[Business Process Risk Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( 
[Business Process Risk Level],High), 

 if( [Business Process Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( 
[Business Process Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Business Process Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( 
[Business Process Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( [Business Process Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( 
[Business Process Risk Level],Medium Low), 
VALUEOF( [Business Process Risk Level],Low)))))), 
VALUEOF( [Business Process Risk Level],Not Rated)) 

Business Process Risk 
Score 

This score is the average of the Business Process sections of 
the associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Business Process 
Risk Composite Score])) 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Business Processes This field is a cross reference to the Business Process 
application.  The field documents what business processes are 
within the scope of the Risk Project. 

Business Unit Risk Level This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Business Unit)), ( IF( [Business 
Unit Risk Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( [Business Unit Risk 
Level],High), 

 if( [Business Unit Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( [Business 
Unit Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Business Unit Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( [Business 
Unit Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( [Business Unit Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( [Business 
Unit Risk Level],Medium Low), VALUEOF( [Business 
Unit Risk Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( [Business Unit 
Risk Level],Not Rated)) 

Business Unit Risk Score This score is the average of the Business Unit sections of the 
associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Business Unit Risk 
Composite Score])) 

Business Units This field is a cross reference to the Business Unit 
application.  The field documents what business units are 
within the scope of the Risk Project. 

Corporate Objectives Cross reference projects to corporate objectives. 

Device Assessments This field is a cross reference to the Device risk assessment 
questionnaire. 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Device Risk Level This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Device)), ( IF( [Device Risk 
Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( [Device Risk Level],High), 

 if( [Device Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( [Device Risk 
Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Device Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( [Device Risk 
Level],Medium), 

 if( [Device Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( [Device Risk 
Level],Medium Low), VALUEOF( [Device Risk 
Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( [Device Risk Level],Not 
Rated)) 

Device Risk Score This score is the average of the Device sections of the 
associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Device Risk 
Composite Score])) 

Devices This field is a cross reference to the Devices application.  The 
field documents what devices are within the scope of the Risk 
Project. 

Entity Level Risk Level This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Entity Level Controls)), ( IF( 
[Entity Level Risk Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( [Entity 
Level Risk Level],High), 

 if( [Entity Level Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( [Entity Level 
Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Entity Level Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( [Entity Level 
Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( [Entity Level Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( [Entity Level 
Risk Level],Medium Low), VALUEOF( [Entity Level 
Risk Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( [Entity Level Risk 
Level],Not Rated)) 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Entity Level Risk Score This score is the average of the Entity Level sections of the 
associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Entity Level Risk 
Composite Score])) 

Environmental Risk Level This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Environmental Management)), ( 
IF( [Environmental Risk Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( 
[Environmental Risk Level],High), 

 if( [Environmental Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( 
[Environmental Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Environmental Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( 
[Environmental Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( [Environmental Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( 
[Environmental Risk Level],Medium Low), VALUEOF( 
[Environmental Risk Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( 
[Environmental Risk Level],Not Rated)) 

Environmental Risk Score This score is the average of the Environmental Management 
sections of the associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Environmental Risk 
Composite Score])) 

Estimated Remediation 
Plan Costs 

This field is a calculated field summing the estimated costs of 
the Remediation Plans associated with the risk treatment plan. 

SUM( REF( [Remediation Plans], [Estimated Cost])) 

Exception Requests This field is a cross reference to the Exception Requests 
application. 

Expected Benefits This field documents the expected benefits from the Risk 
Treatment plan. 

Expected End Date This field contains the expected end date for the risk project. 

Expected Plan Completion 
Date 

This field captures the expected completion date of the Risk 
Treatment plan. 

Expected Plan Start Date This field captures the expected date that the risk treatment 
plan will start. 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Expected Start Date This field documents the expected start date of the risk 
project. 

Facilities This field is a cross reference to the Facilities application. The 
field documents what facilities are within the scope of the 
Risk Project. 

Facilities Assessment This field is a cross reference to the Facility Questionnaire. 

Facility Risk Level This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Facility)), ( IF( [Facility Risk 
Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( [Facility Risk Level],High), 

 if( [Facility Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( [Facility Risk 
Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Facility Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( [Facility Risk 
Level],Medium), 

 if( [Facility Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( [Facility Risk 
Level],Medium Low), VALUEOF( [Facility Risk 
Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( [Facility Risk Level],Not 
Rated)) 

Facility Risk Score This score is the average of the Facility sections of the 
associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Facility Risk 
Composite Score])) 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Final Overall Risk Level This field is calculated from the Final Risk Likelihood and 
Final Risk Impact levels. 

if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Final Risk Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Final Risk Likelihood])) >= 9, 
valueof( [Final Overall Risk Level],High), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Final Risk Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Final Risk Likelihood])) >= 7, 
valueof( [Final Overall Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Final Risk Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Final Risk Likelihood])) >= 6, 
valueof( [Final Overall Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Final Risk Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Final Risk Likelihood])) >= 4, 
valueof( [Final Overall Risk Level],Medium Low), 
valueof( [Final Overall Risk Level],Low))))) 

Final Risk Impact This field captures the final risk impact based on the Risk 
Analysis and Evaluation. 

Final Risk Likelihood This field documents the overall likelihood of risks associated 
with the Risk Project. 

Findings from Risk 
Assessments 

This field cross references Risk Assessment findings. 

First Published This field is automatically populated with the date that the 
risk project record was created. 

Fraud Assessments This field is a cross reference to the Fraud Assessment 
questionnaire. 

General Risk Analysis 
Overview 

This field captures the general outcome of the risk analysis 
and evaluation. 

Heat Map This Heat Map is built based on the individual domains within 
the Risk Assessments. The results of the assessments are 
plotted on the 5x5 Heat Map. 

<font face=arial><table><tr><td><table height=225 border=0 
bordercolor=black cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0><tr><td> 
</td><td align=right width=12 height=40 border=0>H 
</td></tr><tr><td> </td><td align=right width=12 height=40 
border=0>MH </td></tr><tr><td align=center 
width=75>Likelihood</td><td align=right width=12 
height=40  border=0>M </td></tr><tr><td> </td><td 
align=right width=12 height=40 border=0>ML 
</td></tr><tr><td> </td><td align=right width=12 height=40 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

border=0>L </td></tr></table></td><td><table width=225 
height=225 border=1 bordercolor=black cellpadding=0 
cellspacing=0><tr><td height=45 width=45 bgcolor=#ffff00 
align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk Assessments], [H-L])) 
& <FONT color=#ffff00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b> & SUM( REF( 
[Risk Assessments], [H-ML])) & <FONT 
color=#ff7f00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 width=45 
bgcolor=#ff7f00 align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk 
Assessments], [H-M])) & <FONT 
color=#ff7f00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 width=45 
bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk 
Assessments], [H-MH])) & <FONT 
color=#ff0000>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 width=45 
bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk 
Assessments], [H-H])) & <FONT 
color=#ff0000>0</FONT></b></td></tr><tr><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#0066FF &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [MH-L])) & <FONT 
color=#0066FF>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#ffff00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [MH-ML])) & <FONT 
color=#ffff00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 width=45 
bgcolor=#ff7f00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk 
Assessments], [MH-M])) & <FONT 
color=#ff7f00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 width=45 
bgcolor=#ff7f00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk 
Assessments], [MH-MH])) & <FONT 
color=#ff7f00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 width=45 
bgcolor=#ff0000 &  align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk 
Assessments], [MH-H])) & <FONT 
color=#ff0000>0</FONT></b></td></tr><tr><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#0066FF &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [M-L])) & <FONT 
color=#0066FF>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#0066FF &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [M-ML])) & <FONT 
color=#0066FF>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#ffff00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [M-M])) & <FONT 
color=#ffff00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 width=45 
bgcolor=#ff7f00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk 
Assessments], [M-MH])) & <FONT 
color=#ff7f00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 width=45 
bgcolor=#ff7f00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk 
Assessments], [M-H])) & <FONT 
color=#ff7f00>0</FONT></b></td></tr><tr><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#00FF00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [ML-L])) & <FONT 
color=#00FF00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

width=45 bgcolor=#0066FF &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [ML-ML])) & <FONT 
color=#0066FF>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#0066FF &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [ML-M])) & <FONT 
color=#0066FF>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#ffff00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [ML-MH])) & <FONT 
color=#ffff00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 width=45 
bgcolor=#ff7f00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( REF( [Risk 
Assessments], [ML-H])) & <FONT 
color=#ff7f00>0</FONT></b></td></tr><tr><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#00FF00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [L-L])) & <FONT 
color=#00FF00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#00FF00 &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [L-ML])) & <FONT 
color=#00FF00>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#0066FF &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [L-M])) & <FONT 
color=#0066FF>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#0066FF &  align=center><b> & SUM( 
REF( [Risk Assessments], [L-MH])) & <FONT 
color=#0066FF>0</FONT></b></td><td height=45 
width=45 bgcolor=#ffff00 &  align=center><b> & 

Information Asset 
Assessment 

This field is a cross reference to the Information Asset 
Assessment questionnaire. 

Information Assets This field is a cross reference to the Information application. 
 The field documents what information assets are within the 
scope of the Risk Project. 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Information Risk Level This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Information)), ( IF( [Information 
Risk Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( [Information Risk 
Level],High), 

 if( [Information Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( [Information 
Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Information Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( [Information 
Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( [Information Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( [Information 
Risk Level],Medium Low), VALUEOF( [Information 
Risk Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( [Information Risk 
Level],Not Rated)) 

Information Risk Score This score is the average of the Information sections of the 
associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Information Risk 
Composite Score])) 

Information Security Risk 
Level 

This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],General Information Security)), ( 
IF( [Information Security Risk Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( 
[Information Security Risk Level],High), 

 if( [Information Security Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( 
[Information Security Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Information Security Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( 
[Information Security Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( [Information Security Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( 
[Information Security Risk Level],Medium Low), 
VALUEOF( [Information Security Risk 
Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( [Information Security 
Risk Level],Not Rated)) 

Information Security Risk 
Score 

This score is the average of the Information Security sections 
of the associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Information Security 
Risk Composite Score])) 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Last Updated This field is automatically populated with the date the risk 
project record was last updated. 

Management Sponsors This field is used to identify the management sponsors or 
representatives related to the Risk Project. 

Number of Approved 
Exceptions 

This field calculates the number of Approved Exceptions 
associated to the Risk Treatment plan. 

COUNTIF( REF( [Exception Requests], [Overall Status]), 
VALUEOF( REF( [Exception Requests], [Overall 
Status]),Approved)) 

Number of Closed 
Remediation Plans 

This field is calculated on the number of Remediation Plans 
with a status of Closed associated with the Risk Treatment 
Plan. 

COUNTIF( REF( [Remediation Plans], [Status]), VALUEOF( 
REF( [Remediation Plans], [Status]),Closed)) 

Number of Exception 
Requests 

This field calculates the number of Exception Requests that 
are associated to the Risk Treatment plan. 

COUNTA( REF( [Exception Requests], [Exception ID])) 

Number of Remediation 
Plans 

This field calculates the number of Remediation Plans 
associated with the Risk Treatment plan. 

COUNTA( REF( [Remediation Plans], [Remediation Plan 
ID])) 

Open Tasks/Activities This is a cross reference to any open tasks / activities 
associated with the risk project record. 

Overall Risk Assessment 
Level 

This field indicates the overall risk level based on the Overall 
Risk score. The scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High 
>7, Medium >5, Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( [Overall Risk Assessment Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( 
[Overall Risk Assessment Level],High), 

 if( [Overall Risk Assessment Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( 
[Overall Risk Assessment Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Overall Risk Assessment Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( 
[Overall Risk Assessment Level],Medium), 

 if( [Overall Risk Assessment Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( 
[Overall Risk Assessment Level],Medium Low), 
VALUEOF( [Overall Risk Assessment Level],Low))))) 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Overall Risk Assessment 
Score 

This score is based on the Overall Risk Scores for the Risk 
Assessments associated with the Risk Project. Note:  This 
does not factor in the additional individual assessments. 

( SUM( [Application Risk Score], [Business Impact Analysis 
Risk Score], [Business Process Risk Score], [Business 
Unit Risk Score],[Device Risk Score], [Entity Level 
Risk Score], [Environmental Risk Score], [Facility Risk 
Score], [Information Risk Score], [Information Security 
Risk Score], [Privacy Risk Score], [Project Management 
Risk Score])) / SUM( ( IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope 
of Assessment], VALUEOF( [Scope of 
Assessment],Application)), 1, 0)), ( IF( CONTAINS( 
ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( [Scope of 
Assessment],Business Impact Analysis)), 1, 0)), ( IF( 
CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], 
VALUEOF( [Scope of Assessment],Business Process)), 
1, 0)), ( IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], 
VALUEOF( [Scope of Assessment],Business Unit)), 1, 
0)), ( IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], 
VALUEOF( [Scope of Assessment],Device)), 1, 0)), ( 
IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], 
VALUEOF( [Scope of Assessment],Entity Level 
Controls)), 1, 0)), ( IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of 
Assessment], VALUEOF( [Scope of 
Assessment],Environmental Management)), 1, 0)), ( IF( 
CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], 
VALUEOF( [Scope of Assessment],General Information 
Security)), 1, 0)), ( IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of 
Assessment], VALUEOF( [Scope of 
Assessment],Information)), 1, 0)), ( IF( CONTAINS( 
ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( [Scope of 
Assessment],Privacy)), 1, 0)), ( IF( CONTAINS( ANY, 
[Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( [Scope of 
Assessment],Project Management)), 1, 0)), ( IF( 
CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], 
VALUEOF( [Scope of Assessment],Facility)), 1, 0))) 

Overall Risk Treatment 
Plan Status 

This field indicates the overall status of the risk treatment plan 
and is calculated based on the status of the associated 
Remediation Plans and Exception Requests. 

IF( [Risk Treatment Required] = No, Not Applicable, IF( 
AND( [Risk Treatment Required] = Yes, [Number of 
Remediation Plans] = 0, [Number of Approved 
Exceptions] = 0), Open, IF( AND( [Number of 
Remediation Plans] = [Number of Closed Remediation 
Plans], [Number of Approved Exceptions] = [Number of 
Exception Requests]), Closed, Open))) 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Participants This field captures additional participants in the Risk Project 
that are granted Read Access to the record. 

Performance Measures This field documents the performance measures that will be 
monitored for the completion of the Risk Treatment plan. 

Plan Approver This field designates the person responsible for approving the 
Risk Treatment plan. 

Plan Manager This field designates the manager of the Risk Treatment plan. 

Privacy Risk Level This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Privacy)), ( IF( [Privacy Risk 
Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( [Privacy Risk Level],High), 

 if( [Privacy Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( [Privacy Risk 
Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Privacy Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( [Privacy Risk 
Level],Medium), 

 if( [Privacy Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( [Privacy Risk 
Level],Medium Low), VALUEOF( [Privacy Risk 
Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( [Privacy Risk Level],Not 
Rated)) 

Privacy Risk Score This score is the average of the Privacy sections of the 
associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Privacy Risk 
Composite Score])) 

Project Closed Date This field captures the date the risk project was closed. 

Project Closed Out? This field denotes if the project is closed (completed). 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Project Management Risk 
Level 

This field indicates the risk level based on the Risk score. The 
scale for the field is: High >9, Medium High >7, Medium >5, 
Medium Low >3, Low <=3. 

IF( CONTAINS( ANY, [Scope of Assessment], VALUEOF( 
[Scope of Assessment],Project Management)), ( IF( 
[Project Management Risk Score] >= 9, VALUEOF( 
[Project Management Risk Level],High), 

 if( [Project Management Risk Score] >= 7, VALUEOF( 
[Project Management Risk Level],Medium High), 

 if( [Project Management Risk Score] >= 6, VALUEOF( 
[Project Management Risk Level],Medium), 

 if( [Project Management Risk Score] >= 4, VALUEOF( 
[Project Management Risk Level],Medium Low), 
VALUEOF( [Project Management Risk 
Level],Low)))))), VALUEOF( [Project Management 
Risk Level],Not Rated)) 

Project Management Risk 
Score 

This score is the average of the Project Management sections 
of the associated Risk Assessments. 

AVERAGE( REF( [Risk Assessments], [Project Risk 
Composite Score])) 

Project Name * This field captures the name of the Risk Project. It is the key 
field and must be unique. 

Remediation Plans This field is a cross reference to the Remediation Plans. 

Risk Analysis Completion 
Date 

This field captures the date the risk analysis was completed. 

Risk Analysis Discussion This field can be used to track discussion topics during the 
Risk Analysis and Evaluation. 

Risk Analysis Participants This field documents the participants that are included in the 
Risk Analysis and Evaluation. 

Risk Analysis Status This field indicates the status of the Risk Analysis process. 

Risk Analyst This field is a record permissions field for the Risk Analyst 
assigned to the Risk Project. This is the lead manager of the 
project. 

Risk Assessments This is a cross reference to any risk assessments that have 
been performed associated with this  project. 
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Field Name               
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Risk Impact Timeframe This field captures the general timeframe the risks identified 
during the risk project would impact the organization. 

Risk Project Description This field captures an overview of the Risk Project. 

Risk Register This is a cross reference to any risk register records associated 
with this  project. 

Risk Treatment Required This field denotes if a Risk Treatment plan is required based 
on the risk findings. 

Scope of Assessment This field captures the scope of the assessment. This values 
list determines the filter properties for the Risk Assessment 
Questionnaire. 

Threat/Vulnerability 
Analysis 

This is a cross reference to any threat and vulnerability 
assessments that have been performed associated with this  
project. 

Tracking ID This is a unique record identifier automatically assigned to 
every risk project record created. 

Vendors Vendor(s) associated with a project, if any. 
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Appendix H: Risk Register Application Data 
Dictionary & Calculated Fields 

 

Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Actual Annualized Loss 
Amount 

This calculated field presents the aggregate Net Loss Amount 
for all related Loss Events that have occurred during the 365 
days preceding the current date. 

if( count( [Related Loss Events]) = 0, 0, sum( REF( [Related 
Loss Events], [Aggregate Yearly Loss Amount]))) 

Actual Response Date This field stores the date the risk received a response. 

Adjusted Qualitative 
Residual Risk 

This field represents the overall Risk Level as adjusted using 
the calculated risk factors and the Qualitative Risk levels. 

IF( OR( selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative Risk 
Impact]) = 0, selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Risk Likelihood]) = 0), VALUEOF( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Residual Risk],Not Rated), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative Risk 
Impact]) + selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Risk Likelihood])) >= 8, valueof( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Residual Risk],High), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative Risk 
Impact]) + selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Risk Likelihood])) >= 6, valueof( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Residual Risk],Medium High), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative Risk 
Impact]) + selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Risk Likelihood])) >= 4, valueof( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Residual Risk],Medium), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative Risk 
Impact]) + selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Risk Likelihood])) >= 2, valueof( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Residual Risk],Medium Low), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative Risk 
Impact]) + selectedvaluenumber( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Risk Likelihood])) > 0, valueof( [Adjusted Qualitative 
Residual Risk],Low))))))) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Adjusted Qualitative Risk 
Impact 

This field evaluates the Annual Loss Expectation against the 
actual loss events occurring in the previous 365 days - if 
Actual Net Losses exceed Expected Losses, the qualitative 
residual risk impact will be increased by one risk level; 
otherwise, the Qualitative Residual Impact will remain the 
same. 

IF ([Inherent Risk - Qual] = VALUEOF([Inherent Risk - 
Quant], Not Rated), VALUEOF([Adjusted Qualitative 
Risk Impact], Not Rated), 

IF( [Calculated Impact Helper] >= 5, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Impact],High),  

IF( [Calculated Impact Helper] = 4, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Impact],Medium High), 

 IF( [Calculated Impact Helper] = 3, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Impact],Medium),  

IF( [Calculated Impact Helper] = 2, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Impact],Medium Low),  

IF( [Calculated Impact Helper] <= 1, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Impact],Low), Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Impact],Not Rated))))))) 

Adjusted Qualitative Risk 
Likelihood 

This field calculates the risk likelihood level based on values 
within the Qualitative Residual Risk and Calculated Risk 
Factors. 

IF( [Residual Risk Helper] >= 5, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Likelihood],High),  

IF( [Residual Risk Helper] = 4, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Likelihood],Medium High),  

IF( [Residual Risk Helper] = 3, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Likelihood],Medium),  

IF( [Residual Risk Helper] = 2, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Likelihood],Medium Low), 

IF( [Residual Risk Helper] = 1, Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Likelihood],Low), Valueof( [Adjusted 
Qualitative Risk Likelihood],Not Rated)))))) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Adjusted Quantitative 
Residual Risk 

This field represents the overall Risk Level as adjusted using 
the calculated risk factors and the Quantitative Risk level. 

IF (([Residual Risk - Quant]=VALUEOF([Residual Risk - 
Quant], Not Rated)),VALUEOF([Adjusted Quantitative 
Residual Risk], Not Rated), 

IF (([Adjusted Quantitative Risk Helper]=0), [Residual Risk - 
Quant], 

IF(([Adjusted Quantitative Risk 
Helper]+Selectedvaluenumber([Residual Risk - 
Quant])=1), VALUEOF([Adjusted Quantitative Residual 
Risk], Low), 

IF(([Adjusted Quantitative Risk 
Helper]+Selectedvaluenumber([Residual Risk - 
Quant])=2), VALUEOF([Adjusted Quantitative Residual 
Risk], Medium Low), 

IF(([Adjusted Quantitative Risk 
Helper]+Selectedvaluenumber([Residual Risk - 
Quant])=3), VALUEOF([Adjusted Quantitative Residual 
Risk], Medium), 

IF(([Adjusted Quantitative Risk 
Helper]+Selectedvaluenumber([Residual Risk - 
Quant])=4), VALUEOF([Adjusted Quantitative Residual 
Risk], Medium High), 

IF(([Adjusted Quantitative Risk 
Helper]+Selectedvaluenumber([Residual Risk - 
Quant])>=5), VALUEOF([Adjusted Quantitative 
Residual Risk], High),VALUEOF([Adjusted Quantitative 
Residual Risk], Not Rated)))))))) 

Adjusted Quantitative Risk 
Helper 

This field is used to determine the adjustment to the 
quantitative residual risk level based on the Risk Factor and 
Loss Events. 

If (AND(([Calculated Risk Likelihood Factor]>0),([Actual 
Annualized Loss Amount]>[Annual Loss Expectancy])), 
2, 

IF (OR(([Calculated Risk Likelihood Factor]>0),([Actual 
Annualized Loss Amount]>[Annual Loss Expectancy])), 
1,0)) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Annual Inherent Risk This field contains the calculated value of inherent frequency 
of occurrence without controls * the total annual inherent 
(worst case) impact across all risk types for a particular risk. 

SelectedValuenumber([Frequency of Occurrence Without 
Controls])*[Worst Case Total Financial Exposure] 

Annual Loss Expectancy This field allows the risk owner to establish the monetary loss 
that can be expected for the associated risk over a one year 
period. 

if([Assessment Approach]=Quantitative Survey,[Annual 
Residual Risk],) 

Annual Residual Risk This field contains the calculated value of frequency of 
occurrence with controls * total annual typical impact across 
all risk types for a particular risk. 

SelectedValuenumber([Frequency of Occurrence With 
Controls])*[Typical Case Total Financial Exposure] 

Assessment Approach This field designates the type of risk assessment that drives 
the inherent and residual risk rating. 

Audit Objectives (Related 
Risks) 

This is a cross reference to Audit Objectives in the RSA 
Archer Audit Solution, if installed and in use. 

Audit Program Library This field is automatically populated with links to related 
records within the Audit Program Library application in the 
Audit Management solution. 

Auditable Entity 
(Auditable Entity Risks) 

This is a cross reference to Auditable Entities in the RSA 
Archer Audit Solution, if installed and in use. 

Average Cost of Controls This field calculates the average cost of the Control 
Procedures associated to the Risk. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), 
AVERAGE(REF([Mitigating Control Procedures],[Cost 
of Control])),) 

Average Loss Amount This read-only field averages the actual loss amounts, in 
dollars, from the related loss events. 

IF( COUNT( REF( [Related Loss Events], [Gross Loss 
Amount])) > 0, round( average( REF( [Related Loss 
Events], [Gross Loss Amount])), 0), 0) 

Business Processes (Risk 
Register) 

This is a cross reference to Business Processes records in the 
RSA Archer Enterprise Management solution, if installed and 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

in use. 

Business Units This field provides a link to records in the Business Units 
application that are affected by the risk. 

Calculated Impact Helper Field used to determine selected value number for the 
calculated impact rating 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), 

IF( isempty( [Annual Loss Expectancy]), 
selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Impact]), 

 IF( ( [Actual Annualized Loss Amount] > [Annual Loss 
Expectancy]), selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Impact]) + 
1, selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Impact]))),) 

Calculated Residual Risk This field represents a calculation of risk based on survey and 
metric data. 

IF ([Assessment Approach]= VALUEOF([Assessment 
Approach], Quantitative Survey),[Adjusted Quantitative 
Residual Risk],[Adjusted Qualitative Residual Risk]) 

Calculated Risk Impact 
Text 

This field provides an overall explanation of the logic behind 
the Calculated Impact Calculation. 

IF( ( isempty( [Annual Loss Expectancy])), ( The Actual 
Annualized Loss Amount represents the net total of loss 
events related to this risk that have occurred in the previous 
365 days. This amount is compared to Annual Loss 
Expectancy and, if the Actual Annualized Loss Amount 
exceeds the Annual Loss Expectancy, then the Residual Risk 
Impact rating will be increased one level to arrive at the 
Calculated Risk Impact rating. Otherwise the Calculated Risk 
Impact rating will adopt the Residual Risk Impact rating. If 
an Annual Loss Expectancy has not been established, then 
the Calculated Risk Impact has been set to the same value as 
the residual risk impact.), ( The Actual Annualized Loss 
Amount represents the net total of loss events related to this 
risk that have occurred in the previous 365 days. This amount 
is compared to the Annual Loss Expectancy and, if the Actual 
Annualized Loss Amount exceeds the Annual Loss 
Expectancy, then  the Residual Risk Impact rating will be 
increased one level to arrive at the Calculated Risk Impact 
rating. Otherwise, the Calculated Risk Impact rating will 
adopt the Residual Risk Impact rating. The current Annual 
Loss Expectancy for this risk is <b>$  & [Annual Loss 
Expectancy] &  </b>. )) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Calculated Risk Likelihood 
Factor 

This field is the Average of the Calculated Risk Factors and 
is used to calculate the Calculated Risk Likelhiood level. 

IF( AND( ISEMPTY( [Percentage of Failed Metrics]), 
ISEMPTY( [Percentage of Non-Compliant Controls 
(old)]), ISEMPTY( [Percentage of Open Findings])), , 
AVERAGE( [Percentage of Failed Metrics], [Percentage 
of Open Findings], [Percentage of Non-Compliant 
Controls (old)])) 

Calculated Risk Override This field displays the calculated risk override value. 

Calculated Risk Override 
Justification 

This field displays the justification for the residual risk 
override. This field will become a required entry if the 
residual risk level is overridden. 

Company Objectives This field provides a link to records in the Corporate 
Objectives application that are related to this risk. 

Compliance/Litigation Risk 
- Typical Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Typical Case Financial 
Exposures for Compliance/Litigation Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Compliance/Litigation),REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Typical Case Financial 
Exposure])),) 

Compliance/Litigation Risk 
- Worst Case Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Worst Case Financial 
Exposures for Compliance/Litigation Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Compliance/Litigation),REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Worst Case Financial 
Exposure])),) 

Content ID This field denotes the unique content identifier from RSA 
Archer. This field should not be deleted. 

Content Source This field designates the provider of the content. This field 
should not be deleted. 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Control Profile This field contains an overview of the Control Procedures 
associated to the Risk Register item, if the Compliance 
Management solution is installed and in use. It produces a 
visual grid that depicts the count of the all associated Control 
Procedures from the Compliance Management solution  by 
type of control (preventive, detective, automated, manual, 
etc.) and by the stated frequency of occurrence of the control.  
The calculation and visualization is produced as follows: 

<font face=arial><table cellpadding=20 
cellspacing=10><tr><td align=center><b> Type 
</b></td><td align=center><b> Process </b></td><td 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],Text), VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],Text), Process)) & </b></td><td 
align=center><b> </b></td><td align=center><b>Frequency  
</b></td><td align=center><b> Daily or 
Recurring</b></td><td align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control Procedures],[Frequency 
of Operation]), VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Frequency of Operation]), Daily or Recurring)) 
& </b></td></tr><tr><td align=center></td><td 
align=center><b> Technical </b></td><td align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control Procedures],Text), 
VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control Procedures],Text), 
Technical)) & </b></td><td align=center></td><td 
align=center></td><td align=center><b> 
Weekly</b></td><td align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control Procedures],[Frequency 
of Operation]), VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Frequency of Operation]), Weekly)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center><b> Control Placement 
</b></td><td align=center><b> Preventive </b></td><td 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Control Placement]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control Procedures],[Control 
Placement]), Preventive)) & </b></td><td 
align=center></td><td align=center></td><td 
align=center><b> Monthly</b></td><td align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Frequency of Operation]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Frequency of Operation]), Monthly)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center></td><td 
align=center><b> Detective </b></td><td align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control Procedures],[Control 
Placement]), VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Control Placement]), Detective)) & 
</b></td><td align=center></td><td align=center></td><td 
align=center><b> Quarterly</b></td><td align=center><b>  
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

& COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Frequency of Operation]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Frequency of Operation]), Quarterly)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center><b> Control Design 
</b></td><td align=center><b> Manual </b></td><td 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Control Design]), VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating 
Control Procedures],[Control Design]), Manual)) & 
</b></td><td align=center></td><td align=center></td><td 
align=center><b> Annually</b></td><td align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Frequency of Operation]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Frequency of Operation]), Annually)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center></td><td 
align=center><b> Automated </b></td><td 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Control Design]), VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating 
Control Procedures],[Control Design]), Automated)) & 
</b></td><td align=center></td><td align=center></td><td 
align=center></td><td 
align=center></td></tr></table></font> 

Count of Controls This field represents the count of control procedures in the 
RSA Archer Compliance Management solution that are cross 
referenced to a Risk Register record. This count will only 
occur if the RSA Archer Compliance Management solution is 
installed and in use. 

Count ([Mitigating Control Procedures]) 

Count of Non-Compliant 
Controls 

This field represents the count of control procedures in the 
RSA Archer Compliance Management solution that are cross 
referenced to a Risk Register record that are not compliant. 
This count will only occur if the RSA Archer Compliance 
Management solution is installed and in use. 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

COUNTIF (REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Compliance]), VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating 
Control Procedures],[Compliance]), Non-Compliant)) 

Credit Risk - Typical 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Typical Case Financial 
Exposures for Credit Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Credit),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Typical Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Credit Risk - Worst Case 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Worst Case Financial 
Exposures for Credit Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Credit),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Worst Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Default Record 
Permissions 

This field provides default read only access for the record to 
those in the RM Read Only group and full access for the 
record to those in the RM Admin group. 

Description This field stores a detailed description of the risk. 

Driver This field indicates if the driver for the risk record is an 
Internal Factor or an External Factor. 

Estimated Cost Per 
Incident 

This value represents the estimated cost per incident related 
to this risk. 

Expected Response Date This field stores the expected date that the risk response plan 
will be completed. 

Financial Risk - Typical 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Typical Case Financial 
Exposures for Financial Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Financial),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Typical Case Financial Exposure])),) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Financial Risk - Worst 
Case Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Worst Case Financial 
Exposures for Financial Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Financial),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Worst Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Findings This field displays findings of non-compliance related to the 
risk. It is automatically populated with related records from 
the Findings application in the Archer Compliance 
Management, Risk Management, Vendor Management and 
Audit Management solutions. 

First Published This field is automatically populated with the date the record 
is created. 

Frequency of Occurrence Off layout. 

Frequency of Occurrence 
With Controls 

This field denotes the expected frequency by which a risk 
would occur considering the existence of operating controls 
and risk transfer (such as insurance). Generally, the 
frequency of occurrence of a risk with controls should mimic 
actual loss frequency. 

Frequency of Occurrence 
Without Controls 

This field denotes the expected frequency by which a risk 
would occur in the absence of mitigating controls and risk 
transfer (such as insurance). 

H-H This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact and Likelihood 
values are set to High. Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],High), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],High)), 1, 0) 

History Log This field is automatically populated with the change history 
for this record. 

H-L This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
High and the Likelihood value is set to Low. Otherwise this 
value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],High), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Low)), 1, 0) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

H-M This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
High and the Likelihood value is set to Medium. Otherwise 
this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],High), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium)), 1, 0) 

H-MH This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
High and the Likelihood value is set to Medium High. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],High), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium High)), 1, 0) 

H-ML This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
High and the Likelihood value is set to Medium Low. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],High), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium Low)), 1, 0) 

Impact Number Off layout. 

selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Impact]) 

Incident This field provides a link to records in the Incidents 
application that are related to this risk. 

Inherent Impact This field displays the impact level of the risk. 

Inherent Impact Direction This field denotes the overall direction of the inherent Impact 
associated to this risk. 

Inherent Impact 
Justification 

This field displays the justification for the inherent impact 
evaluation. 

Inherent Likelihood This field captures the subject matter expert′s opinion of how 
likely the risk is to occur. 
Likelihood options include:--High--Medium High--Medium--
Medium Low--Low 

Inherent Likelihood 
Direction 

This field denotes the overall direction of inherent risk 
Likelihood associated to this risk. 

Inherent Likelihood 
Justification 

This field displays the inherent justification for the likelihood 
evaluation. 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Inherent Risk This read-only field calculates the inherent risk score. This 
field derives this number by adding the values stored in the 
Impact and Likelihood fields and assigning a risk value as 
appropriate. 

If([Assessment Approach]=Qualitative Survey,[Inherent Risk 
- Qual], 

if([Assessment Approach]=Quantitative Survey,[Inherent 
Risk - Quant])) 

Inherent Risk - Qual This read-only field calculates the inherent risk score. This 
field derives this number by adding the values stored in the 
Impact and Likelihood fields and assigning a risk value as 
appropriate. 

if([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), 

if (( selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Likelihood])) >= 9, 
valueof( [Inherent Risk - Qual],High), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Likelihood])) >= 7, 
valueof( [Inherent Risk - Qual],Medium High), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Likelihood])) >= 6, 
valueof( [Inherent Risk - Qual],Medium),  

if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Likelihood])) >= 4, 
valueof( [Inherent Risk - Qual],Medium Low), 

 if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Inherent Likelihood])) >= 2, 
valueof( [Inherent Risk - Qual],Low), VALUEOF( 
[Inherent Risk - Qual],Not Rated)))))),Not Rated) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Inherent Risk - Quant This read-only field provides a visual representation of the 
monetary quantitative inherent risk calculation. The formula 
that produces this visual representation aligns the monetary 
calculation to an organization′s visual representation of risk 
(e.g. Red > $25,000,000).  Organizations should adjust the 
dollar ranges in these calculations to match their internal risk 
scales.  

If([Annual Inherent Risk]>25000000,High, 

if([Annual Inherent Risk]>10000000,Medium High, 

if([Annual Inherent Risk]>5000000,Medium, 

if([Annual Inherent Risk]>999999,Medium Low, 

if([Annual Inherent Risk]>0,Low,Not Rated))))) 

Inherited Record 
Permissions 

This field provides users/groups access to a record based on 
record permission settings specified in related records in the 
Business Unit, Control Procedures, Findings, Incidents, 
Metrics, and Quarterly Risk Reviews applications. 

Insurance (Copy of 
Excluded Risks) 

Off layout. 

Insurance (Excluded Risks) Off layout. 

Insurance Risk Transfer This field provides a cross reference to the insurance policy 
under which this risk is transferred, if applicable. 

Intermediate Risk This is a cross reference to the Intermediate Risk to which the 
Risk Register record is associated. The Intermediate Risk is 
contained in the Risk Hierarchy application. 

Key Risk Indicators This field provides a link to records in the Metrics application 
that are key risk indicators related to this risk. 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

KRI Scorecard This field contains a status overview of the Metrics 
associated to the Risk Register item. It produces a visual grid 
that depicts the count of the all associated Key Risk Indicator 
records from the Metrics application by their pass / fail / open 
/ and not calculated statuses. The visualization and 
calculation are produced as follows: 

<font face=arial><table cellpadding=20 
cellspacing=10><tr><td align=center><b> Status 
</b></td><td align=center><b> Pass</b></td><td 
align=center><b> Fail</b></td><td align=center><b> 
Open</b></td><td align=center><b> Not 
Calculated</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center><b> Current 
Status </b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Current Status]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Current Status]), 
Pass)) & </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Current Status]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Current Status]), 
Fail)) & </b></td><td align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Current Status]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Current Status]), 
Open)) & </b></td><td align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Current Status]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Current Status]), 
Not Calculated)) & </b></td></tr><tr><td align=center><b> 
Threshold Status </b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Threshold Status]), VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Threshold Status]), Pass)) & </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Key 
Risk Indicators],[Threshold Status]), VALUEOF(REF([Key 
Risk Indicators],[Threshold Status]), Fail)) & </b></td><td 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Threshold Status]), VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Threshold Status]), Open)) & </b></td><td 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Threshold Status]), VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Threshold Status]), Not Calculated)) & 
</b></td></tr><tr><td align=center><b> Trend Status 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Trend Status]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Trend Status]), 
Pass)) & </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  
& COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Trend Status]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Trend Status]), 
Fail)) & </b></td><td align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Trend Status]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Trend Status]), 
Open)) & </b></td><td align=center><b>  & 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Trend Status]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Trend Status]), Not 
Calculated)) & </b></td></tr></table></tr><table 
cellpadding=20 cellspacing=10><tr><td align=center><b>  
</b></td><td align=center><b> In Band</b></td><td 
align=center><b> Above Band</b></td><td 
align=center><b> Below Band</b></td><td 
align=center><b> Open</b></td></tr><tr><td 
align=center><b> Banding Status </b></td><td 
bgcolor=#00ff00 align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Key 
Risk Indicators],[Banding Status]), VALUEOF(REF([Key 
Risk Indicators],[Banding Status]), In Band)) & 
</b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 align=center><b>  & 
COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Banding Status]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk Indicators],[Banding Status]), 
Above Band)) & </b></td><td bgcolor=#ff0000 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Banding Status]), VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Banding Status]), Below Band)) & </b></td><td 
align=center><b>  & COUNTIF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Banding Status]), VALUEOF(REF([Key Risk 
Indicators],[Banding Status]), Open)) & 
</b></td></tr></table></font> 

Last Updated This field is automatically populated with the date of the last 
update to the record. 

L-H This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Low and the Likelihood value is set to High. Otherwise this 
value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Likelihood],High)), 1, 0) 

Likelihood Number Off layout. 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Liquidity Risk - Typical 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Typical Case Financial 
Exposures for Liquidity Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Liquidity),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Typical Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Liquidity Risk - Worst 
Case Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Worst Case Financial 
Exposures for Liquidity Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Liquidity),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Worst Case Financial Exposure])),) 

L-L This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact and Likelihood 
values are set to Low. Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Low)), 1, 0) 

L-M This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Low and the Likelihood value is set to Medium. Otherwise 
value this is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium)), 1, 0) 

L-MH This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Low and the Likelihood value is set to Medium High. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium High)), 1, 0) 

L-ML This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Low and the Likelihood value is set to Medium Low. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium Low)), 1, 0) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Market Risk - Typical 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Typical Case Financial 
Exposures for Market Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Market),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Typical Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Market Risk - Worst Case 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Worst Case Financial 
Exposures for Market Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Market),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Worst Case Financial Exposure])),) 

M-H This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium and the Likelihood value is set to High. Otherwise 
this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],High)), 1, 0) 

MH-H This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium High and the Likelihood value is set to High. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium High), [Inherent Likelihood] = 
ValueOf( [Inherent Likelihood],High)), 1, 0) 

MH-L This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium High and the Likelihood value is set to Low. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium High), [Inherent Likelihood] = 
ValueOf( [Inherent Likelihood],Low)), 1, 0) 

MH-M This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium High and the Likelihood value is set to Medium. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium High), [Inherent Likelihood] = 
ValueOf( [Inherent Likelihood],Medium)), 1, 0) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

MH-MH This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact and Likelihood 
values are set to Medium High. Otherwise this value is set to 
0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium High), [Inherent Likelihood] = 
ValueOf( [Inherent Likelihood],Medium High)), 1, 0) 

MH-ML This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium High and the Likelihood value is set to Medium 
Low. Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium High), [Inherent Likelihood] = 
ValueOf( [Inherent Likelihood],Medium Low)), 1, 0) 

Mitigating Control 
Procedures 

This field provides a link to records in the Control Procedures 
application that are related to this risk. 

M-L This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium and the Likelihood value is set to Low. Otherwise 
this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Low)), 1, 0) 

ML-H This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium Low and the Likelihood value is set to High. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],High)), 1, 0) 

ML-L This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium Low and the Likelihood value is set to Low. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Low)), 1, 0) 

ML-M This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium Low and the Likelihood value is set to Medium. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium)), 1, 0) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

ML-MH This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium Low and the Likelihood value is set to Medium 
High. Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium High)), 1, 0) 

ML-ML This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact and Likelihood 
values are set to Medium Low. Otherwise this value is set to 
0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium Low), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium Low)), 1, 0) 

M-M This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact and Likelihood 
values are set to Medium. Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium)), 1, 0) 

M-MH This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium and the Likelihood value is set to Medium High. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium High)), 1, 0) 

M-ML This calculated field is set to 1 if the Impact value is set to 
Medium and the Likelihood value is set to Medium Low. 
Otherwise this value is set to 0. 

if( and( [Inherent Impact] = ValueOf( [Inherent 
Impact],Medium), [Inherent Likelihood] = ValueOf( 
[Inherent Likelihood],Medium Low)), 1, 0) 

Open Tasks/Activities This field displays links to related tasks from the Task 
Management application. Non-completed tasks are listed in 
the Open Tasks/Activities grid. Tasks that have been marked 
as Complete are listed in the Activity History grid. 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Operational Risk - Typical 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Typical Case Financial 
Exposures for Operational Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Operational),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Typical Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Operational Risk - Worst 
Case Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Worst Case Financial 
Exposures for Operational Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Operational),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Worst Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Percentage of Failed 
Controls 

This field calculates the percentage of all active Control 
Procedures associated to the Risk Register record that are 
Non-Compliant. This calculation will not operate if the 
Compliance Management solution is not installed or in use. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),IF ([Count of 
Controls]>0, ([Count of Non-Compliant Controls]/[Count 
of Controls])*100,),) 

Percentage of Failed 
Metrics 

This field calculates the percentage of Active Metrics with a 
Current Status of Fail. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), 

IF( COUNT( [Key Risk Indicators]) > 0, (COUNTIF( REF( 
[Key Risk Indicators], [ActiveFail]), VALUEOF( REF( 
[Key Risk Indicators], [ActiveFail]),Yes))) / (COUNTIF( 
REF( [Key Risk Indicators], [Status]),     VALUEOF( 
REF( [Key Risk Indicators], [Status]), Active))) * 100, ),) 

Percentage of Non-
Compliant Controls (old) 

This field calculates the percentage of Non-Compliance 
Mitigating Controls. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), 

IF( COUNT( [Mitigating Control Procedures]) > 0, ( 
COUNTIF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Procedure ID]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Mitigating Control 
Procedures],[Compliance]), Non-Compliant)) / COUNT( 
[Mitigating Control Procedures])) * 100, ), ) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Percentage of Open 
Findings 

This field calculates the Percentage of Open findings 
associated with the Risk. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), 

IF( COUNT( [Findings]) > 0, ( COUNTIF( REF( [Findings], 
[Status]), VALUEOF( REF( [Findings], [Status]),Open)) 
/ COUNT( [Findings])) * 100, ),) 

Quarterly Risk Reviews This field provides a link to records in the Quarterly Risk 
Reviews application that are related to this risk. 

Record Status This field is automatically populated with a value of New or 
Updated. When a record is first created, the value is New. 
Once a change has been made to the record, the value is 
Updated. 

Related Loss Events This field provides a link to records in the Loss Events 
application that are related to this risk. 

Related Questions This field provides a link to records in the Question Library 
application that are related to this risk. 

Reputation Risk - Typical 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Typical Case Financial 
Exposures for Reputational Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Reputation),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Typical Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Reputation Risk - Worst 
Case Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Worst Case Financial 
Exposures for Reputational Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Reputation),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Worst Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Residual Impact This field displays the impact level of the risk when 
considering controls and risk treatment.Impact options 
include:--High--Medium High--Medium--Medium Low--
Low 

Residual Impact Direction This field denotes the overall direction of the residual Impact 
associated to this risk. 

Residual Impact This field displays the justification for the residual impact 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Justification evaluation. 

Residual Likelihood This field captures the subject matter expert′s opinion of how 
likely the risk is to occur considering existing controls and 
risk transfer.Likelihood options include:--High--Medium 
High--Medium--Medium Low--Low 

Residual Likelihood 
Direction 

This field denotes the overall direction of residual risk 
Likelihood associated to this risk. 

Residual Likelihood 
Justification 

This field displays the justification for the residual likelihood 
evaluation. 

Residual Risk This field is calculated based on the Residual Risk Impact 
and Likelihood fields. 

If([Assessment Approach]=Qualitative Survey,[Residual 
Risk - Qual], 

if([Assessment Approach]=Quantitative Survey,[Residual 
Risk - Quant])) 

Residual Risk - Qual This read-only field calculates the residual risk score. This 
field derives this number by adding the values stored in the 
residual Impact and residual Likelihood fields and assigning 
a risk value as appropriate. 

if([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), 

if (( selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Likelihood])) >= 9, 
valueof( [Residual Risk - Qual],High),  

if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Likelihood])) >= 7, 
valueof( [Residual Risk - Qual],Medium High),  

if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Likelihood])) >= 6, 
valueof( [Residual Risk - Qual],Medium),  

if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Likelihood])) >= 4, 
valueof( [Residual Risk - Qual],Medium Low),  

if( ( selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Impact]) + 
selectedvaluenumber( [Residual Likelihood])) >= 2, 
valueof( [Residual Risk - Qual],Low), VALUEOF( 
[Residual Risk - Qual],Not Rated)))))),Not Rated) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Residual Risk - Quant This read-only field provides a visual representation of the 
monetary quantitative residual risk calculation. The formula 
that produces this visual representation aligns the monetary 
calculation to an organization′s visual representation of risk 
(e.g. Red > $25,000,000).  Organizations should adjust the 
dollar ranges in these calculations to match their internal risk 
scales.  

If([Annual Residual Risk]>25000000,High, 

if([Annual Residual Risk]>10000000,Medium High, 

if([Annual Residual Risk]>5000000,Medium, 

if([Annual Residual Risk]>999999,Medium Low, 

if([Annual Residual Risk]>0,Low,Not Rated))))) 

Residual Risk Helper This field calculates the residual risk score of the risk. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), 

IF( [Calculated Risk Likelihood Factor] = 0, 
SelectedValueNumber( [Residual Likelihood]),  

IF( [Calculated Risk Likelihood Factor] < 30, 
SelectedValueNumber( [Residual Likelihood]) + 1,  

IF( [Calculated Risk Likelihood Factor] < 70, 
SelectedValueNumber( [Residual Likelihood]) + 2,  

IF( [Calculated Risk Likelihood Factor] >= 70, 
SelectedValueNumber( [Residual Likelihood]) + 3, 
SelectedValueNumber( [Residual Likelihood]))))),) 

Residual Risk Impact Text This field gives the user a description of the Residual Risk 
Impact field and references the Inherent Risk Impact field. 

The Residual Risk Impact level represents the impact of the 
risk given the Risk Response. Select the level based on the 
nature of the controls and the expected impact to operations 
by the controls towards reducing the impact of the risk. The 
Inherent Risk Impact, before an Risk Response actions, was 
determined to be <b> & [Inherent Impact] & </b>. 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Residual Risk Likelihood 
Text 

This field gives the user a description of the Residual Risk 
Likelihood field and references the Inherent Risk Likelihood 
field. 

The Residual Risk Likelihood level represents the likelihood 
of the risk given the Risk Response. Select the level based on 
the nature of the controls and the expected impact to 
operations by the controls towards reducing the likelihood of 
the risk. The Inherent Risk Likelihood, before an Risk 
Response actions, was determined to be <b> & [Inherent 
Likelihood] & </b>. 

Response Description This field stores a description of the response to the risk. 

Response Status This field captures the response status for this risk.  

Response Type This field captures the response type for this risk.  

Risk * This field stores the name of the risk and is the key field for 
the record. 

Risk Categories Impacted Every risk impacts one or more risk categories such as 
compliance / litigation, credit, financial reporting, liquidity, 
market, foreign exchange, operational, reputation, strategic. 
This form is used to record the risk categories that are 
impacted by a particular risk. 

Risk ID This field is automatically populated with a value that 
uniquely identifies the record across all applications within 
the system. 

Risk Manager This field displays the name of the individual who is the risk 
manager for this record. The user selected in this field will be 
granted read and update access to the record. 

Risk Owner This field displays the name of the individual who owns this 
risk. The user selected in this field will be granted read and 
update access to the record. 

Risk Type This field indicates the subject nature of the Risk Register 
record. Possible values are: 

• Strategic 
• Operational 
• Financial 
• Compliance/Litigation 
• Credit 
• Liquidity 
• Market 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

• Reputational 

Source Category This field captures an attribute that describes where the 
source of the risk register record comes from. 
Categories include:--Audit--Incident Investigation--Industry 
Benchmarking--Questionnaires--Risk Assessments--Business 
Unit Risk Reivews 

Source Description This field stores a description of the occurrence which 
prompted action. 

Source Record Date For records loaded from third parties, this is the date that the 
record was last updated by the source record provider,. 

Source Reference This field provides a link to the finding or incident which 
prompted action. 

Source Version For record content loaded from third parties, this is the record 
version number used by the third party, if applicable. 

Stakeholders This field captures the stakeholders potentially affected by 
this risk.  

Status This field indicates if the record is In Development, Active, 
or Inactive (not in production). Practitioner’s performing 
scenario analysis may wish to add Scenario to the values list 
of this field so that multiple scenario records can be created 
for evaluation without affecting production risk scores. Only 
risk register records that are in Active status will be scored 
for reporting purposes. 

Strategic Risk - Typical 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Typical Case Financial 
Exposures for Strategic Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Strategic),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Typical Case Financial Exposure])),) 

Strategic Risk - Worst Case 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Worst Case Financial 
Exposures for Strategic Risk Types. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUMIF(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Risk Category]), 
VALUEOF(REF([Risk Categories Impacted],[Risk 
Category]), Strategic),REF([Risk Categories 
Impacted],[Worst Case Financial Exposure])),) 
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Field Name                      
(* required field) Field Definition & Calculation (if applicable) 

Supporting Documentation This field should be used, as necessary, to attach supporting 
documentation of the risk analysis. 

Total Cost of Controls This field is calculated by summing up the cost of controls of 
the associated Control Procedures. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), 
SUM(REF([Mitigating Control Procedures],[Cost of 
Control])),) 

Total Loss Amount This read-only field calculates the sum of the total loss 
amount, in dollars, from related loss events. 

sum( REF( [Related Loss Events], [Net Loss Amount])) 

Typical Case Total 
Financial Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Financial Exposures of the 
Typical Cases. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active), SUM(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Typical Case Financial 
Exposure])),) 

Volatility of Risk This field describes the perceived volatility of the risk. The 
values, High, Average, and Low, indicate the rapidity of the 
onslaught of the risk or speed of change of the risk. Risks 
with a high volatility are characterized by events that may 
occur or change very rapidly. Highly volatile risks should be 
evaluated to ensure that the organization can respond to the 
risks commensurate with the speed at which they may occur 
or change. 

Warning Indicator This field indicates if the Operational Risk Level is greater 
than the Residual Risk Level. 

IF ([Calculated Residual Risk]=[Residual 
Risk],VALUEOF([Warning Indicator], No), 
VALUEOF([Warning Indicator], Yes)) 

Worst Case Total Financial 
Exposure 

This field contains the sum of the Financial Exposures of the 
Worst Cases. 

IF ([Status]=VALUEOF([Status], Active),SUM(REF([Risk 
Categories Impacted],[Worst Case Financial 
Exposure])),) 
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Appendix I: Terminology  
• Bottom-Up Risk Assessment – An assessment targeted to a specific activity, 

process, or project 

• Business Process – A process (a) consists of inputs, activities, outputs and 
interfaces with other processes, (b) is supported by people, methodologies and 
technology, and (c) is designed to achieve one or more specified objectives. 

• Compliance / Litigation Risk – the risk to earnings or capital arising from 
violations or non-conformance with laws, rules, regulations, prescribed 
practices, or ethical standards, or litigation related to alleged poor performance 
or flawed products and processes. Non-compliance with SEC, FASB, or other 
accounting-related rules and regulations associated with financial reporting is 
reflected under Financial Reporting Risk. Compliance risk may arise in 
situations where the laws or rules are ambiguous or untested. It includes the 
exposure to fines, civil money penalties, or payment of damages. Compliance 
risk can lead to diminished business opportunities, lessened expansion potential, 
and inability to enforce contract terms. 

• Control – A risk treatment utilized to manage risk. Controls include 
management’s policies, procedures, guidelines, practices, manual and automated 
processes, and organizational structures to manage, mitigate or reduce risks. 
Also known as Internal Control and Control Procedure. 

• Control Design – The assurance that the desired result or objective will be 
achieved provided that the control is functioning as designed. 

• Control Performance Indicator (CPI) – A qualitative or quantitative metric 
that describes a control’s operation. An example of a qualitative CPI is 
management’s assertion that a control is operating. Examples of quantitative 
CPIs include losses incurred related to a control’s failure or the number of errors 
associated with a controls operation. 

• Corrective Control – A control that is designed to reverse the effects of an 
undesirable event or result after it has occurred. 

• Credit Risk – the risk to earnings or capital of an obligor’s failure to meet the 
terms of any contract with the Organization or otherwise fails to perform as 
agreed. Credit risk is found in all activities where success depends on counter-
party, issuer or borrower performance. It arises any time funds are extended, 
committed, invested, or otherwise exposed through actual or implied contractual 
agreements, whether reflected on or off the balance sheet. Credit Risk is 
comprised of exposure to counter-party defaults, concentrations, collateral 
deterioration, and settlement problems. 

• Detective Control – A control designed to discover an unintended event or 
result. 
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• Discreet Risk – Discreet risk refers to a risk that arises in an isolated manner 
such as a person making a mistake processing a transaction. The magnitude of a 
discreet risk is typically much smaller than a Systemic Risk which is 
characterized by a series of losses, errors, and missed opportunities due to a 
break down in processes or embedded error in technology. 

• Enterprise Risk Management - An integrated process that enhances the ability 
of an organization to achieve its objectives by identifying, measuring, and 
responding to risk. 

• Enterprise Risk Management System (ERMS) – A collection of manual and 
automated processes to assist management in identifying, measuring, and 
responding to risks that threaten objectives. 

• Financial Reporting Risk – the risk to earnings or capital arising from errors in, 
or significant delays in issuing, required Financial Reports. This is primarily a 
result of violating provisions in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act or other SEC 
regulations. This risk is a function of internal controls over financial reporting, 
related information systems, and employee integrity and knowledge of SOX 
requirements. 

• Finding - Issue, deficiency or gap found through assessment or control testing. 

• Foreign Exchange Risk – the risk to earnings or capital arising from movement 
of foreign exchange rates. This risk is found in cross-border investing and 
operating activities. Market-making and position-taking in foreign currencies is 
captured under price risk. 

• Frequency of Occurrence – An alternative measure to probability. Frequency 
of occurrence provides a clearer understanding of the number of times an event 
occurs during a defined period of time, typically one year. 

• Impact – The magnitude of the consequence of a vulnerability-threat (Risk) 
event. The magnitude may be expressed in monetary units or other scale (High, 
Med., Low; or 10-1, etc.) 

• Inherent Risk – Impact and likelihood of a risk in the absence of controls and 
risk transfer. Inherent Risk will typically be the maximum amount of risk that 
could arise with respect to the risk. 

• Interest Rate Risk – the risk to earnings or capital arising from movements in 
interest rates. Interest rate risk arises from differences between the timing of rate 
changes and timing of cash flows (re-pricing risk); from changing rate 
relationships among different yield curves affecting  an organization’s activities 
(basis risk); from changing rate relationships across the spectrum of maturities 
(yield curve risk); and from interest-related options embedded in an 
organization’s products (options risk). The economic perspective focuses on the 
value of the organization in today’s interest rate environment and sensitivity of 
that value to changes in interest rates. Interest rate risk can result from hedging 
strategies or products, and also the potential sensitivity of fee income to changes 
in interest rates.  
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• Key Performance Indicator (KPI) – A key performance indicator is a 
qualitative or quantitative metric that helps an organization define and measure 
progress toward organizational goals. They are also known as key success 
indicators (KSI). 

• Key Risk Indicator (KRI) – A key risk indicator is a qualitative or quantitative 
metric that describes a risk. 

• Legislative Risk – Legislative risk is a subset of Compliance / Litigation risk 
and has Strategic Risk consequences. It is the potential of sustaining a loss on an 
investment as a result of government action. Legislative risk typically implies an 
amendment, inaction or abolition of one or more laws that may directly impact a 
given investment. Commonly, legislative risk applies to tax or investment law. 
Legislative risk may also be eminent in highly regulated industries. Although 
legislative risk usually applies to government’s propensity to affect investments 
on the domestic front, investors face financial adversity when investing in many 
foreign companies and securities as well. Foreign legislative risk, also known as 
political risk, is an important issue when it comes to nations with unstable 
governments. 

• Likelihood – The probability that a vulnerability-threat pair (Risk) will occur. 
Usually expressed in terms of frequency or probability of occurrence within a 
given period of time. 

• Liquidity Risk – the risk to earnings or capital arising from an organization’s 
inability to meet its obligations when they come due without incurring 
unacceptable losses. Liquidity risk includes the inability to manage decreases or 
changes in funding sources. It arises from the failure to recognize or address 
changes in market conditions that affect the ability to liquidate assets quickly 
and with minimal loss in value. 

• Loss Event - Internal or external event that leads to financial loss and relates to 
enterprise risks. 

• Metric – A metric is a qualitative or quantitative value that describes a risk, 
control, or business process. 

• Model Risk – The degree to which the method or system utilized to measure 
risk is flawed and produces inaccurate results. Model risk exists in simple 
subjective valuation systems as well as complex mathematical valuation 
systems. 

• Near Miss – A near miss is an event that would have resulted in a loss had 
fortuitous circumstances not arisen that prevented the loss from occurring. Near 
misses are loss events avoided as a result of luck. 

• Operating Risk Limits – operating risk limits are typically defined by division 
and line of business managers to guide the day to day  activities of the business 
unit. They typically establish employee and manager authorities for processing 
individual transactions. Operating risk limits are always less than their 
associated risk tolerances. 
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• Operational / Transaction Risk – the  risk to earnings or capital arising from 
problems with service or product delivery. This risk is a function of internal 
control, information systems, employee integrity, and operating processes. 
Transaction risk exists in all products and services. It also includes Technology 
and Systems (security) risk relating to the inability to properly support business 
processes. 

• Opportunity Cost – The cost of an opportunity forgone (and the loss of the 
benefits that could be received from that opportunity); the most valuable forgone 
alternative. 

• Policy – Overall intention and direction as formally expressed by an 
organization’s management and board of directors. 

• Political Risk – See Legislative Risk. 

• Preventive Control – A control designed to avoid an unintended event or result. 

• Price Risk – the risk to earnings or capital arising from changes in the value of 
portfolios of financial instruments. This risk arises from market-making, dealing, 
and position taking activities in interest rate, foreign exchange, equity, and 
commodities markets. 

• Probability – The chance of a given event occurring. Typically expressed in 
mathematical terms from 0 to 100% 

• Process Risk – Risk that arises when business processes do not achieve the 
objectives they were designed to achieve in supporting the firm’s business 
model. 

• Remediation Plan - An action plan to respond to issues found during an audit, 
risk assessment, policy gap analysis, or root cause analysis of losses. Provides a 
means to establish accountability, and to track actual and estimated remediation 
costs and timeframes. 

• Reputation Risk – the risk to earnings or capital arising from negative public 
opinion or damaged relationships. This affects an organization’s ability to 
establish new relationships, service or continue servicing existing relationships, 
and dealing with regulatory bodies. Reputation risk exposure is present 
throughout an organization and necessitates an abundance of caution in dealing 
with customers and prospects. 

• Residual Likelihood – Probability that a risk will occur after consideration of 
controls and risk transfer. Residual likelihood will generally be consistent with 
the actual frequency with which the risk is arising today, if the associated 
internal controls are functioning. 

• Residual Magnitude – Financial impact of a risk after consideration of controls 
and risk transfer, considering both hard and soft dollars. Residual magnitude will 
generally be consistent with the actual amount of a loss experienced when the 
associated controls are functioning. 
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• Residual Risk – Probability of an event and its magnitude after consideration of 
Risk Treatments. May be depicted in terms of Dollars, Capital at Risk, Loss, 
Value at Risk, Opportunity Cost, Amount of deviation or gap from an objective, 
or by a qualitative scale. 

• Risk – The effect of uncertainty on objectives. It is the combination of the 
probability of an event and its consequence. Risks can be negative events that 
create hard and soft dollar losses across one or more risk categories. Risk can 
also be opportunity costs, the cost of an opportunity or strategy forgone, and the 
loss of the benefits that could be received from the opportunity or strategy. 

• Risk Acceptance Framework – Risk acceptance framework refers to an 
organization’s Risk Capacity, Risk Appetite, Risk Tolerances, and Operating 
Risk Limits. An organization’s risk acceptance framework defines when and at 
what levels of the organization risk management decisions will be made. 

• Risk Analysis – Systematic use of information to identify threat-sources of risk 
and to estimate the amount of the risk on an inherent and residual risk basis. 
Risk analysis may be qualitative and/or quantitative in nature. 

• Risk and Control Repository – a collection of risks and associated controls. 
Sometimes also known as a risk register. 

• Risk Appetite – The maximum amount of loss that an organization is willing to 
put at risk. Risk appetites may vary by type of risk and business activity. Risk 
appetite is usually defined by an organization’s board of directors and executive 
management. 

• Risk Assessment - Method of evaluating risks to determine their potential 
severity of loss and probability of occurrence. 

• Risk Capacity – The amount of loss that could put an organization out of 
business. Risk capacity is defined by an organization’s capital, earnings, and 
goodwill. Look to an organization’s financial statements to identify this amount. 

• Risk Category – Up to ten or more high-level types of risk utilized by an 
organization to classify its risk and risk management processes. Examples 
include: Credit, Financial, Market, Operational, Reputation, and Strategic Risk. 

• Risk Hierarchy – Risk hierarchy refers to levels of risk granularity. The most 
granular or detailed level of risk is typically risk managed by line of business 
managers. The highest level of risk or broadest summary risk is the risk reported 
to an organization’s board of directors. Each level of granularity and reporting is 
commensurate with the audience and rolls-up to the next higher summary level. 
The number of levels within an organization’s risk hierarchy will depend on the 
size and complexity of the organization, and the sophistication of the 
organization’s risk management program. 

• Risk Limit – Thresholds established by management to monitor that actual risk 
does not deviate too much from target risk, and stays within an organization’s 
risk appetite and tolerances. Exceeding risk limits will typically act to trigger 
management action. 
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• Risk Management – Coordinated activities to direct and control an organization 
risk taking activities. 

• Risk Model – Method or system utilized to measure a risk. A risk may be 
measured in a very simple manner, such as through a subject matter expert’s 
opinion, or it may be measured using very complex mathematical and statistical 
tools. A model is composed of one or more metric inputs entered into a 
calculation that produces a resultant value. Risk models may be point in time 
assessments, based on historical information, or they may project risks into the 
future based on scenarios and assumptions. 

• Risk Owner – Person or entity with the accountability and authority to manage 
a risk. 

• Risk Profile – An organization’s risk profile is the composition of risks, types of 
risk, and potential effects of these risks to the organization. An organization’s 
risk profile will generally change over time and expresses the willingness of the 
organization to take risks and how the risks will affect the organization’s 
strategy. 

• Risk Response - Set of actions to align risks with the organization's risk 
tolerance and risk appetite; responses include avoiding, accepting, reducing / 
controlling, or sharing / transferring. 

• Risk Register – An organization’s library of risks that link to processes, 
objectives, key risk indicators, control procedures and other risk-related sources. 

• Risk Tolerance – Risk tolerances are typically defined by an organization’s 
senior management team and / or summary risk owners. Risk tolerances are less 
than Risk Appetite and place an absolute limit on Operating Risk Limits 
established by division and line of  business managers.  

• Risk Transfer – A risk treatment method that shifts some or all of a risk to a 
third party. A common example of risk transfer is insurance. 

• Risk Treatment – Process of selection and implementation of measures to 
modify risk. Risk treatment measures can include avoiding, optimizing, 
transferring or retaining risk.  

• Strategic Risk – the risk to earnings or capital arising from adverse business 
decisions, improper implementation of  decisions, or missed opportunities 
(opportunity costs). This risk is a function of the compatibility of an 
organization’s strategic goals, the business strategies developed to achieve those 
goals, the resources deployed against these goals, and the quality of 
implementation. The resources needed to carry out business strategies are both 
tangible le and intangible. They include communication channels, operating 
systems, delivery networks, and managerial capacities and capabilities. 

• Summary Risk – Consolidation and / or summarization of more granular risks 
into a higher level, more broadly described risk. Summary risks are part of an 
organization’s risk hierarchy. 
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• Systemic Risk – Risk that arises as a result of a general breakdown in a process 
or control or a cascading internal or external event that results in an on-going 
series of errors or losses or inability to meet objectives. 

• Threat-Source – A potential cause of an event which may result in harm / 
opportunity and the source from which the threat arises. 

• Top-Down Risk Assessment – the process of identifying and assessing risks 
from a holistic perspective, typically with an enterprise view of an 
organization’s objectives, activities, and drivers 

• Transaction Risk – See Operational / Transactional Risk. 

• Vulnerability – A weakness that can be exploited by one or more threats. 
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